Solid, non-porous CORIAN keeps on looking good,
in hotels, airports, hospitals-applications where
other materials age fast.
Du Pont CORIAN building products are totally unlike thin
plastic laminates or gel-coated surface materials that can easily
be irreparably damaged. Instead, CORIAN is solid and nonporous, with color and pattern clear through. A perfect choice for
those places where traffic is rough and people can be careless.
Since it is non-porous, most stains wipe off CORIAN with a
damp cloth. More stubborn stains, even cigarette burns, rub off
with household cleanser. Accidental cuts and scratches can be
repaired with fine sandpaper. All of
thin plastic laminates
this with no permanent damage to the
must be glued to a
substrate for support.
beauty of CORIAN.
And yet, for all of its built-in toughmost ··cultured marble '"
is a porous substrate with
ness, CORIAN has a subtle, rich
a thin decoraliue surface.
appearance. It is satiny smooth and
CORIAN is solidwarmly pleasing to the touch. Neutral
the beauty goes all
th e way th ro ugh.
and compatible.
CORIAN can also be worked and
shaped like a fine hardwood and inconspicuously seamed with DuPont's
special adhesive system, fo r individual design effects that let you put a
personal and lasting imprint on a project.
Send for more information on CORIAN.
See Sweet's General Building Market 6.15/Du, or phone DuPont
at 800-527-2601. For our 16-page book, "Designing with CORIAN~" write
DuPont Co., Room X39443, Wilmington, DE 19898. Telex: 83-5420.
Outside the U.S.A.: Canada: DuPont Canada Inc., Box 660, Station "A," Montreal, Que., Canada, H3C 2V1 ;
Europe: Du Pont de Nemours Int'!. S.A., 50-52 Route des Acacias, Geneva 24, Switzerland, Phone:
4 1-22-37-86-18; Australia: DuPont (Australia ) Ltd., 168 Walker St., Nth. Sydney, N.S.W., 2 060 Australia,
Phone: 923-611 1; Japan: Du Pont Far East, Inc., Kowa No. 2, 11-39, Akasaka 1-Chome, Minato-Ku, Tokyo,
Japan 107, Phone: 03-585-5511 ; Singapore: Du Pont Far East, Inc., Suite 601, World Trade Ctr.,
1 Maritime Sq., Singapore 0409, Phone: 273-2244.
CORIAN is a registered Du Pont tradem ark for its building pro ducts. On ly Du Pont makes CORIAN.
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Accidental cuts and scratches
can be sanded out without
destroying the beauty.

CORIAN shrugs off rough wear and looks
great in this fast food outlet in Rotterdam,
Netherlands.

\.\ks tin Hotels ·South Coast Plaza
installed CORIAN 7 years ago,
and it still looks like new.

To give everyone a view
of the lake,
the building shape
had to repeat itself.
So Pella was chosen
to say "quality"
over and over.
The people of Excelsior, Minnesota,
have long held a sentimental attachment to a historic parcel of land on the
shore of Lake Minnetonka. That's why
they made waves any time anyone
proposed to develop it. And now where streetcars from Minneapolis
dropped vacationers from around the
world , where a landmark amusement
park had stood - stands Excelsior
Bay Gables.
Miller Hanson Westerbeck Bell Architects have succeeded admirably in
recall ing the excitement, texture and
scale of the community's past in this
luxury condominium development.
For this upscale market and this beloved site, nothing but the best would
do. And that meant Pella Windows
and Doors. Through double-hung bay
windows and sliding glass doors,
each of the 52 units is afforded equal
orientation to the lake.
The creative interlocking of dwellings
resembles a New England fishing village in its traditional materials, forms
and colors . While reminiscent of
grand old Excelsior resort hotels,
mass is broken into a residential scale
that is sympathetic with this quaint
community of wood frame houses.

Pella standard and custom
windows and doors.
Pella offers a range of standard and
custom windows to suit almost any
new or retrofit project, with a variety of
glazing and shading options. At the
Gables, Pella Double-Hung Windows
are arranged in bays, while custom
Pella springline quarter circle windows light up third story lofts.
Here , custom height Pella Sliding
Glass Doors help hold in the heat from
fin/tube radiation below the sill. The
sliding door panel is mounted to the

outside, so the harder the north wind
blows off the lake , the tighter the
weatherstripping seals. Pella doors
are among the industry's best performers for air and water infiltration, so
there will be no damp carpeting under
the grand pianos at the Gables. And
those doors offer excellent security,
either locked closed or open about
three inches for ventilation .

Pella says quality in custom colors.
MHWB specified Pella Clad Windows
and Doors for the Gables. No matter
what color a project calls for, Pella's
low-maintenance , aluminum cladding with baked enameled finish assures exceptional color stability,
resistance to chemical attack, chalking, erosion, chipping, peeling and
cracking.
Pella's warm wood interiors enhance
the traditional feel at the Gables. And
removable wood muntins and pivoting sash make Pella Double-Hung
Windows easy to wash from indoors.
Your Pella distributor can tell you more
about it. For information, look for Pella
in the Yellow Pages under "Windows",
call Sweet's BUYLINE or see Sweet's
General Building File. Or, send the
coupon below.
Please send me the latest literature on Pella for replacement
and new construction .
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Firm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __
Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

This coupon wwered in 24 hours.
Mall to: Pella Windows and Doors, Commercial Division,
Dept. T31D6 , 100 Main Street , Pella, IA 50219. Also available throughout Canada.
© 1986 Rorscreen Co.

Pella. The significant difference in windows md doors.
Excelsior Bay Gables Condominums
Excelsior, Minnesota
Developer: Keewaydin Development Group, Inc.
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Architect: Miller Hanson Westerbeck Bell Architects,Inc.
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Contractor: John Lambin Construction Company
Excelsior, Minnesota
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Letters

I want RECORD to have in its hands
an expression of my appreciation
for its editorial support of our
Housing Committee [January 1986,
page 15]. Like RECORD's editor, I
take seriously the fact that we
architects have a fiduciary
responsibility not only to protect
but to enhance the well-being of our
clients and the general public.
I am proud of what the Institute
is doing to help focus professional
and national attention-on the plight
of the homeless. That is not to say
we cannot do better. We can and
will, because it is the right thing to
do and because that's what our
members want.
We have, as you well know,
limited resources. Much of the
AIA's efforts must necessarily be
directed toward very practical,
perhaps even prosaic concerns in
our continuing long-range efforts to
improve the conditions under which
we practice. But these efforts will
not keep us from our larger
responsibility to tend to the special
shelter needs of the homeless, the
sick, and the elderly.

John A. Busby, Jr., FAIA
President
The American Institute of
Architects
Washington, D. C.

ingenuity in using precast panels is
indisputable. He has raised the level
of design-detailing in precast to a
new height.
For our profession, Bofill's built
work is a confirmation that, as he
said, "If you can build the mold, you
can build the design in precast." For
the American precast industry, it is
a challenge to match the quality of
fabrication that its French
counterparts seem to have achieved.

Raphael Samach
John Portman & Associates
Atlanta
I should like to add a suggestion to
Dean Ron Filson's proposal for a
postgraduate clinical program
outlined in your November 1985
issue [page 59 et seq.].
The student should spend six
months (or longer) working in a
planning and construction agency
of a socialist country-working in
an atmosphere where planning and
design are done by teams of
planners (physical, social,
ecological, economic, and cultural)
instead of by individual developers
guided by profit. The students
(architects and urbanists) could
then appreciate the meaning of
long-range, people-oriented design.

Jan Reiner, Architect
St. Petersburg, Florida

Thank you for the thoughtful and
informative wrap-up by Carter
Wiseman on the Westway fiasco in
your February 1986 issue [page 81
et seq.]. Without overheating the
issues on either side, he provides us
\vith a concise digest of what
happened and makes a good
contribution to the literature of
planning in the process.
Of particular v.alue to architects
and planners should be his final
observation. Wiseman exhorts New
York, having suffered Westway, to
learn from it and pursue more
responsive ways of approaching the
future-"by planning for change,
instead of trying to change for a
plan," he pleads. Words we can all
profit by.
I think this is so vital a lesson to
be learned by anyone interested in
making responsive and predictive
rather than reactive and controlling
plans that it should be carved in
carrara above the doors of every
city planning department and
architectural school.

The mini-test published in your
February 1986 issue [page 59] was
revealing: it indicated that the exam
hasn't changed much and that I
haven't forgotten as much as I
thought I had.
Of course, with the wide-range of
client needs facing an architect
today, a 10-question quiz can't
possibly cover the entire spectrum.
However, there are three areas that
I feel the mini-test overlooked:
"getting the job," space planning or
needs analysis, and project-delivery
systems. Perhaps the NCARB
shouldn't concern itself with
whether the architects it certifies
can get work, but it certainly should
be concerned with how an architect
will determine the needs of a client,
how he or she will respond to those
needs, and how he or she will be
affected by the arrangement the
client selects to contract for design
and construction.
Your article was valuable, and I
enjoyed pumping up my ego.

Jim Burns
Community Planning
Consultant
San Francisco

James T. Biehle, AJA
Inside/Out Architecture, Inc.
St. Louis

As a member of an architectural
firm that utilizes precast concrete
panels extensively in its buildings, I
applaud your article "Precast
classicism" [RECORD, January 1986,
pages 130-141]. Although Ricardo
Bofill's position in architecture may
be controversial, his mastery and

Correction
RECORD's story on'. the Financial
Guaranty Insurance Company
(November 1985, pages 126-131)
should have credited Larsen/Juster
as the architects of record, with
Robert Larsen serving as project
architect. Emilio Ambasz served as
design consultant.
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Through May 1
Exhibition, Five Columbia

Buildings: additions and
renovations; in the Low Memorial
Library rotunda, Columbia
University, New York City.
April 12-May 31
Exhibition, New Firms, New

Forms: The Works a/Tennessee's
Young Architects; at the Brooks
Museum of Art, Memphis, Tenn.
April 17-18
Fourth Annual Construction Law
Seminar, for contractors, architects,
engineers, and lawyers, sponsoredby IIT Chicago Kent Construction
Law Institute; in Chicago. For
information: Steven G. M. Stein,
Lurie Sklar & Simon, Ltd., 180 N.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60601
(312/641-5252).
May4-7
"Asbestos-Cement: New
Technological and Product
Directions for the Future," the First
International Conference on
Asbestos-Cement, sponsored by the
Asbestos Institute; in Cannes,
France. For information: Scott A.
Houston, The Asbestos Institute,
1130 Sherbrooke St., W., Suite 410,
Montreal, Que. H3A 2M8
(514/844-3956).
May 11-13"'
"Lighting World IV," the
International Advanced
Illumination Exposition &
Conference, sponsored by the
International Association of
Lighting Designers and the
Illuminating Engineering Society of
North America; at the Los Angeles
Convention Center. For
information: National Expositions
Co., Inc., Suite 12A, 49 W. 38th St.,
New York, N. Y.10018
(212/391-9111).
May 11-15
Computer Graphics '86, seventh
annual conference and exposition of
the National Computer Graphics
Association; at Anaheim Convention
Center, Anaheim, Calif. For
information: National Computer
Graphics Association, 2722 Merrilee
Dr., Suite 200, Fairfax, Va. 22031
Mayl2-13
"Facilities Management for Senior
Executives," a program sponsored
by the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology's Office of Facilities
Management Systems; in
Cambridge, Mass. For information:
Kreon L. Gyros, MIT Office of
Facilities Management Systems,
El9-451, 77 Massachusetts Ave.,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139
(617 /253-6168).
May15
Exhibition opening, The Burghley
Porcelains, including Chinese,
Japanese and European objects, to
continue through the summer; at
Japan House Gallery, 33 E. 47th St.,
New York City.
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Now C/S offers owners and architects tested* expansion joint
systems which meet or exceed
2-hour fire rating requirements.
These remarkable expansion
joints, with our exclusive FB-83
Fire Barrier, are capable of maintaining their two hour fire-rating
following cycled movement and
severe temperature conditions.
Furthermore, a high pressure
hose-stream will not destroy the
performance of the joint system.
And the system's center pivot
design allows for movement of
up to plus or minus 50% without
loss of cover. Ordinary joints
packed with traditional insulation simply can't compare!

., .
·.·.."

Considering what's at stake,

don't you owe it to yourself to
learn more about the finest fire.
rated expansion joints available?
*Tested in at:m'dance with applicable provisions of ASTM E119 and E814 procedures.
Call or writefor test results and ICBO evaluation report No. 4241.

1tEC/SGROIP
M1'11')', PA (717) 546-5941
San Marcos, CA (619) 744-0300
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Compare these ver:sat1le life safety walls for total
performance. They go up faster. in any weather. for
less. For a number of block-buster reasons .
USG Area Separation Walls offer 2- to 3-hour
fire-rated assemblies with sound ratings as high as
57 STC/51 MTC 5 M* Lightweight. they're a lot easier
to handle than bulky masonry units. Large gypsum
panels attach quickly to steel studs and runners to
cut installation time . In fact. these unique walls can
be erected the same day as framing and roof trusses.
Save you up to 16 sq. ft. of space per floor, too. USG
Separation Walls are available in two basic systems :
Solid Type and CavityType. • For specifics, see our
Sweets folder in Sec. 9 .5/Ud . Or write to us at 101
S. Wacker Dr.. Chicago, IL 60606-4385, Dept.AR486
C 1986 U.S. Gypsum Co.
USG is a registered trademark of .USG Corporation

GvnSUM
COM'nANY
1H
I r•
rH
UNlliED S TAliES
BUILDING AMERICA
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*MTCSM is a single number rating, resulting from a
methodology developed and copyrighted by USG, as an
index of part1t1on performance 1n 1solat1ng music or
mechanical equipment sound sources.
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Reinventing an authentic
regional architecture

1

In their search for esthetic principles to govern the design for King Saud University, a $2-billion ~
precast concrete desert megastructure in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, architect Gyo Obata and his
cg:
HOK+4 design team used a tiny Central Arabian mud village as inspiration (pages 126-135). To !~=,
select a contrary example, also from this issue, Mitchell-Giurgola refrained from drawing upon
the Eskimo vernacular in conceiving the Anchorage Historical and Fine Arts Museum addition
(pages 112-119). Not everybody is doing it, in other words, but nevertheless, among architects
who work directly with traditional sourees, the best are turning away from insubstantial,
:fictitious uses of history toward an architecture that responds more subtly to regional contexts.
For me, the term "architectural regionalism" brings good images to mind-the Bay Region
style, for example; or bad ones-all the fake adobe in the American Southwest. Until I saw
SOM's Hajj terminal in Jeddah, the Riyadh university, and a few other recent works, I believed
that styles rooted in regionalism had seen their day, devalued by the more whimsical Postmodern
historicisms, or made obsolete everywhere by today's universally standardized building
technologies. I was to learn more last December at a seminar on the subject, sponsored by the
Aga Khan Award for Architecture, and held in Dhaka, Bangladesh.
Among my teachers was the English historian and critic of architecture, William J. R. Curtis,
who told the conference that he sees:" ... a mood gathering momentum which rejects the glib
reproduction of international formulae and which seeks out continuities with local
traditions ... part of a wider reaction against simplistic models of modernization. At its worst it
may degenerate into a skin-deep instant history in which ersatz images of the vernacular are
combined with pastiches of national cultural stereotypes. At its best regionalism penetrates to
the generating principles and symbolic substructures of the past, then transforms these into
forms that are right for the changing social order of the present. It is a matter of sensing
beneath the surface the memories, myths, and aspirations that give a society coherence and
energy, and then providing these with an authentic expression in architectural arrangement. The
hope is to produce buildings of a certain timeless character which fuse old and new, regional and
universal. ... Regionalism looks for sustaining spiritual forces and refuses to accept that a
tradition is a fixed set of devices and images. It sees the past as a series of superimposed layers
of inventions, from the earliest nomadic forms, through villages and towns, to later imperial and
even colonial frameworks. It identifies many of the most relevant patterns for dealing with
climate, local materials, and geography....The aim is to unravel the layers, to see how indigenous
archetypes have been transformed by invading forms, and to in turn see how foreign imports
have been adapted to the cultural soil. ... Beyond the particular, the regionalist tries to see the
type, the general rule, the originating principle. The rural vernacular offers numerous lessons in
the best ways for dealing with the extremes of climate, but these can be translated into quite
different building functions and modern technologies. Monuments are read not just for their
superficialities of style, but for their deeper lessons of order. The fabric of the city yields many
secrets of scale in handling open spaces and transitions. Tradition is penetrated for lasting
humane and artistic values, not as a source for a picturesque scenography....The moment is right
for the assertion of an architectural value system that eschews the aridity of off-hand
utilitarianism and the bogus 'remedy' of phony historicism. Authentic regionalism tries to
penetrate to what is of lasting worth in the present culture and in tradition; arbitrariness and
superficiality are its enemies .... Of course, there may be many modern programs whose size and
complexity disallow the direct application of traditional types, but this does not stop the designer
from trying to translate principles ... and this does not have to mean regression into :fits of
sentimental nostalgia... .Instead of aping the past, the authentic regionalist looks beneath the
surface to the basics and these he attempts to transform. Enthralled by the Mosque of Ibn Tulun,
the harmony of Fez or the majesty of Hummayum's Tomb, he asks himself: how would these
masters build today?"* Difficult for most of us to imagine, but surely with more rigor and less
caprice than today's architectural fashion seems to dictate. Mildred F. Schmertz

'From "Towards an authentic regionalism" by William J. R. Curtis, published in Mimar 19, January-March 1986.
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PANS GO THE DISTANCE.

1

To build a sports complex as large and expansive as the Lund Center at Gustavus
Adolphus College in St. Peter, Minnesota
required a structural system that could go
the distance. Vulcraft super long span joists
were dearly the front runner.
As a result of careful analysis, Vulcraft
super long span joists were selected over
the other two alternatives: conventional
trusses and rigid frame construction. The
open configuration of Vulcraft super long
spans provided a number of advantages.
While long enough to span a basketball
court, indoor tennis courts, and a running
track as well as spectator seating, Vulcraft
super long spans provided a strong, lightweight, and easy to install system. The
open configuration of the Vulcraft joists also
permitted the heating and ventilation ducts
and electrical systems to be run through the
spans. This created an uninterrupted ceiling line for the automated divider screens
which separated the different sections of
this vast sports complex.
Since the college is dependent on private
funding, the savings afforded by using
Vulcraft joists helped make it possible for
the college to initiate the project. Also, by
using Vulcraft's economical 3" N 20 gage
deck, joists could be spaced farther apart.
So, fewer joists were needed and construction costs were further reduced.
When your job has to go the distance, let
Vulcraft put you out front. For more information concerning Vulcraft steel joists,
joist girders and steel deck; or, for copies
of our joist and steel deck catalogs, contact
the nearest Vulcraft plant listed below. Or,
see Sweet's 5.2/Vu and 5.5Nu.
P.O.
P.O.
P.O.
P.O.
P.O.
P.O.

Box637, Brigh am City, UT84320801/734-9433
Box F-2, Florence, SC 29502 803/662-0381
Box 169, Fort Payn e, AL 35967 205/845-2460
Box 186, Grapelan d , TX 75844 409/687-4665
Box59, Norfolk, NE68701 402/644-8500
Box 1000, St. Joe, IN 46785 219/337-5411

VULCRAFT
A Divis ion of Nucor Corporation

Architects!Struct11ral Engineers: Toltz, King, Duvall, Anderson & Associates. Steel Fabricator:
Ted Mmmstedt and 5011, Inc. General Contractor: Kraus-Anderson Construction Company,
Mi1111eapolis Division. Steel Erector: Vickerman Construction Company.
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A switch that knows
when you're thereand wHen you're not.
has been empty for more than
in offices. but wherever lights
Introducing Hubbell's
12 minutes and extinguishes
are needed only occasionally.
H-MOSS motion switching
the lights. saving energy.
In schools. where classsystem.
A passive infrared switching
The delay permits occurooms and lecture halls are
pants to leave a room mooften empty.
system for lighting control
mentarily. As soon as the room
that helps you reduce one of
In hospitals and hotels. where
waiting rooms and conference
the highest costs of operating is reoccupied. the time circuit
rooms aren't always in use.
automatically resets to 12
a commercial building.
minutes.
And in warehouse spaces.
The cost of lighting.
industrial storage
An antidote to
rooms.
and utility
the high cost of
rooms
which
are only
lighting.
entered on occasion.
Office lighting can
Whatever combinactually account for
ation of H-MOSS 200
anywhere from 30%
and 700 sensors
to over 60% of an
your space requires,
energy budget.
H-MOSS is a powerful
Yet between the
investment in imhours of 8 and 5.
mediate and future
the average office is
savings. _
empty more than it
By controlling one
is occupied.
of the highest operaH-MOSS is detional costs in comsigned to discrimimercial buildings,
nate between
H-MOSS can be the
When you enter a room. H-MOSS turns on the lights automatically. When
occupied and uncornerstone
of a
you leave. it extingu ishes lights. saving energy.
complete energy
occupied space. And
management pro-gram.
to switch lights "on and off '
H-.MOSS pays for itself.
For information on H-MOSS,
automatically.
In existing buildings,
send
in the coupon below.
Made up of a central control
H-MOSS cuts lighting costs
1"5arvey
Hubbell inc. - - - - - I
to _yield payback within one
unit and combinations of
Wiring Device Division
to three years.
H-MOSS 200 and 700 senI State
Street & Bostwick Ave nue
I
P.O. Box 3999, Bridgeport. CT 06602
In new construction. the
sors (for spaces of 200 and
I H-MOSS
Please send me your brochure on Hubbell
I/
payback can be as fast as a
750 square feet respectively)
200 and 700.
I Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __
matter of months. In fact the
H-MOSS responds to changes
I
labor cost of installing H-MOSS I Company
in body movement and body
I
Address
I
in new construction is as little
heat.
City
State _ _ Zip _ _ I
as the cost of installing conWhen somebody walks
I Telephone _ _ _ _ _ __
ventional switches.
into a darkened room.
® I
H-MOSS turns on the lights
Wherever there's light, you
automatically.
can save with H-.MOSS.
Even more important.
H-MOSS can help you save
valuable energy dollars not only The Power In Wiring Devices.
H-MOSS senses when a room

~

Circle 7 on inquiry card
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How does the Hartsfield
Atlanta International Airport manage
45 football fields of facilities?
With CADVANCE.The PC-based
professional architectural ComputerAided Design system.
OMA Architects Inc. maintains the entire airport design on
CADVANCE-including more
than 130 gates at 5 concourses,
4 runways, and an underground
transit system.And that lets
DM/'\s 5-person firm operate at
a 25-person level.
OMA uses each ofCADVANCEs
127 layers to define one aspect of
th.e drawing. From walls to plumbing. From landscaping to aircraft
configurations.So it's easy to
consider proposed modifications.
Recently, for exam pie, four alternative International Concourse gate

c

DESIGNING THE FUTURE
I

''EVEN THE
WORLD'S
LARGEST
AIRPORT
ISN'T TOO BIG
FOR
CADVANCE:''

configurations were developed
in 20 minutes.
Hartsfield has been called
the airport of the future.And
CADVANCE helped make it happen.
CADVANCE is the latest in a continuum of CalComp design products
from PC-based software to large
systems. No wonder CalComp
has the most CAD products installed among architects and facilities
planners. Call (800) CALCOMP for
the name of your neorestCADVANCE dealer. Or write: CalComp,
200 Hacienda Drive, Campbell, CA
95008 (TELEX 188746).
And start designing the
future yourself.

Deryck Muehlhauser, A.I.A.

CALCOMP
A Sanders Company

A D

v

A

THE ARCHITECTURAL CAD SYSTEM.
Circle 8 on inquiry card
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WHY DERBIGUM.MAY BE
YOUR SINGLE BESI ·CHOICE
IN SINGLE·PLY ROOFS.
'.•

Most single-ply roofs have built
a reputation on how easily they
go down. The Derbigum ® roof
system, though, long ago built
its reputation on how well it
stands up.
THE STRENGTHS OF BUR
IN A SINGLE-PLY
Derbigum ® is a unique commercial roofing system that
combines the strengths of
traditional, asphalt, built-up
roofing with the ease and lowcost installation of a single-ply.
This patented system is a
bitumen modified with polypropylene, to slow the
aging process and
increase

roof life. And, like proven,
built-up roofs, it's made with
reinforcing matsfor greater
strength. All in a single-ely.
In addition, Derbigums
built-in adhesive layer ensures
easy, torch-on application,
high-strength bonding and a
smooth, finished surface.
Derbigum will excel on virtually any kind of roof-dome,
barrel, peaked and flat decks.
In new as well as re-roof
applications.
17 YEARS PROVEN
PERFORMANCE
With all this going for it, it's
small wonder that Derbigum is
one of the world's best-proven,
single-ply roofs. With over 1.6
billion square feet installed
since 1967. On roofs all over
the world. In virtually every kind
of climate.
Since it was
first introduced in the

·u nited States, there have been
no known product failures.
40VEARSOF ·
ROOFING EXPERIENCE
Owens-Corning knows that
Derbigum roof systems are
called upon to endure torturing
extremes. Driving winds, ice,
snow and roof temperature
variations of over 100 degrees
in a single day can be expected
on a commercial roof.
That's why we have invested
over 40 years and hundreds of
millions of dollars in providing the highest quality, stateof-the-art roofing asphalts,
membranes and insulations.
So that when you specify
Derbigum, you've singled out
a single-ply roof you can
rely on.
For more information, contact your Owens-Corning sales
representative. Or write
B. T.J. Meeks, Owens-Corning
Fiberglas®Corp., Fiberglas
Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659.

I

Making

more
elevators
makes
DoverNo.1.

Every year since 1979 Dover has
made more elevators than anyone
else in America.
For the tallest office building
in Austin, Texas, we built the
fastest elevators in town. Four
high-rise elevators in One Ame~
ican Center move passengers at
1,000 fpm. DoverTraflomatic II~
microprocessor controls further
speed service by minimizing
response time.
Fourteen other low and midrise Dover elevators serve this
enormous new downtown office,
shopping and dining complex.
For information on Dover
elevators or assistance on any
elevator project call your local
Dover office. Or write Dover
Elevator Systems, Inc., P.O. Box
2177, Memphis,TN 38101.
One American Center
Owner: Rust Properties
Architect: Moms Aubrey and
Associates
Contractor: Gilbane Building Co.
FJevators sold and installed by Dover
Elevator Co., Austin, Texas

DOVER
ELEVATORS

VERSATILITY

You asked Sherwin-Williams for a top-quality paint, so we developed
ProMar 200 interior finish. It's easy to apply and gives your job a quality look. ( ,
And because ProMar 200 is the top of our professional line, it offers more. \
Better hiding. Excellent touch-up.
Ask for our professional best, ProMar 200. Now at your Sherwin-Williams '
store.Or call 1-800-321-8194. (In Ohio, 1-800-362-9181.)

ASK SHERWIN-~.
PROFESSIONALS DO.
Circle 11 on inquiry card

Nothing tops a Hi =ruff™ roof.

Building owner: Central Kitsap District #401 ; Roofing contractors : Astech Systems, Inc .; Schmitt Sh eet Metal &
Roofing , Inc .; Scholten Roofing .

A new Stevens Hi-Tuff roof now
keeps the students of Washington's
Central Kitsap School District dry
from the driving rains of the Pacific
Northwest.
Due to the shortcomings of the old
built-up roofs, the district's eight
schools have been plagued by leaks.
Therefore, the supervisor of maintenance set out to find a new, more
reliable roofing system.
After examining several roofing

materials, he chose Hi-Tuff, a scrimreinforced, single-ply membrane
system. Based on Hypalon * synthetic
rubber from Du Pont, St evens Hi-Tuff is
not only extremely durable, but also
highly resistant to both fire and wind.
In addition, this lightweight system
can be easily and quickly installed by
Stevens-approved professionals, who
hot-air weld the seams on the roof to
*Regis te red tra demark of Du Pont .

ensure a watertight roof.
If you're thinking about reroofing,
think about Hi-Tuff. Because nothing
tops a Hi-Tuff roof.
For more information, write to
J.P. Stevens & Co., Inc., Stevens
Elastomerics/Roofing Systems,
Easthampton, MA 01027, or call
us at 413/527-0700.
Circle 12 on inquiry card

MASTERGUIDE™ is exactly what you need, a complete
specifying and buying directory for architects,
contractors, engineers, and spec writers.
It's the only comprehensive directory that
you can keep on your desk- right where
a directory belongs.
Over 70,000 suppliers are
included in an easy-to-use format,
organized in the 16 standard divisions of CSI's MASTERFORMAT. And
with a directory that's so complete,
those hard-to-find suppliers are
suddenly at your fingertips.
MASTERGUIDE is published
in five regional editions so
that wherever you workfrom Maine to California you have an extensive listing
of nearby sources.
This is the directory
designed by working professionals for working
professionals. Because
you need quick, up-todate, and accurate product information, you
need MASTERGUIDE. It's
as simple to order as it is
to use: just pick up the phone and
call 1-800-874-7717, ext. 68; in
California, call 1-800-831-6900,
ext. 68.

The Official Specifying and Buying Directory of The American Institute of Architects

Get What You Need, When You Need It.
Circle 14 on inquiry card
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High styled. Highly affordable.
Our designers have been doing exciting things with the
affordable AURATONE®ceiling line. Take Tapa with its
high fashion look of tropical fabric. Fresh. Elegant.Timeless.
You can get Ta pa in 2 x 2' and 2 x 4' panels or 12x12" tiles. In affordable color, too. See our representative. Or write to us at 101 S. Wacker Dr.,
Chicago, IL 60606-4385, Dept. AR486E. USG Acoustical Products Company
Circle 15 on inquiry card
© 1985 USG Acoustical Products Co.
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Transforming dreams to reality
is a fragile and delicate procedure .
Unite your visions with the power of
Color Quest'" surfacing . Eight
brilliant new pastels , in standard
decorative laminates, SOLICQR®
colorthrough sheets, matching
tambours , and more .
For samples and a complete
portfolio . call toll-free
1-800-433-3222
In Texas: 1-800-792-6000

WILSDDAAT®
BRAND DECORATIVE LAM I NATE

<J Copyright 1986 . Ra lph Wilson Plastics Co.

Bringing new solutions to the surface'"
Circle 17 on inquiry card

Comm odore Bu siness Machin es , West
Chester, PA. Protected from the elemen ts
by a new 480,000-square - foo t Design NP
Golden Seal roo fing syste m from Carlisle
SynTec Systems. Roofing contractor:

Commodore is now staying dry
~~~~~:t;~~t.e~:.oofing
under a new Carlisle Golden Seal roof.
So is their valuable, high-tech inventory.
"Our built-up roof leaked
A Design NP total roofing
from day one. We wanted to
system from Carlisle SynTec
solve the problem once and
Systems. Complete with a
15-year Golden Seal warranty.
for all. We wanted the best
roof. And the smartest buy.
Golden Seal System-Carlisle
With Carlisle 's Design NP™
from the deck up
Golden Seal'" roofing system,
You can count on a Golden
we got both. "
Seal roofing system to meet
Commodore's U.S. headthe toughest quality standards.
quarters includes an office
Because all components are
complex, a plant, two regenuine Carlisle Sure-Seal®
search centers , and several
products. Every Carlisle roofwarehouses. It houses millions
ing system is installed by an
of dollars in high-tech equipauthorized Carlisle applicator.
ment and inventory. All under
And we meticulously inspect
one roof. You can see why
every roofing system to be
that roof has to be the best.
sure it meets our standards.
When Commodore decided
to solve their roofing probThe Golden Seal warrantylems, one solution presented 15 years of warranted protection
itself as the only logical choice. Because Carlisle is so particular

about our Golden Seal roofing
systems, we confidently offer
one of the best warranties
in t he single-ply industry.
Up to fifteen years protection .
On a// materials. And on a//
workmanship.
Design NP-the roof that
snaps on
Design NP is a lightweight
system that snaps on fast
and easy. Saving you costly
labor.
The best research-the best
products
For twenty-five years Carlisle
has been the leader in singleply innovation . And with our
four-million-dollar research
center, we'll be a leader in

Corporatio n,

quality and innovation for
years to come.
The Carlisle track record
We're the number one maker
of single-ply roofs in America. A_o_d with more than
45,000 roofs under warranty,
probably in the world as well.
Compare Carlisle . Our
roofing systems. Our warranty. Our track record. We
think you'll discover, as
Commodore has ... there is
no equal.
Call toll-free, 800-233-0551.
In PA, 800-932-4626 . In
Canada, 1-800-387-4990.
Sure-Seal. Golden Seal , Design NP and
Carl isle are trademarks of Carlisle
Corporation .
M.A.R.S. Design NP Patent Pending.
'1 1986 Carlisle Corporation

It I;j I~11 =
Carlisle SynTec Systems

Division of Carlisle Corporation, P.O. Box 7000, Carlisle, PA 17013
Circle 19 on inquiry card
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Until now, about the
only way you could reduce
the heat of the sun was with
windows that also reduced
the light of the sun. That
made for buildings that
looked like mirrors on the
outside, and a bit like caves
from the inside.
Now, Andersen has
developed a window that
reduces the sun's heat 2 Yz
times better than ordinary
single-pane glass, yet it lets
in twice as much light as
mirror-like reflective glass.
ANOTHER DESIGN
OPTION, WITH
WINDOWS THAT WORK.
Andersen®HighPerformance Sun windows
don't have the impenetrable
and inscrutable look of most_.. "

~...

. ... ·

Soecia1 tnmsparent coating
b1ocks radiaaxl beat
Both coatings redure

ultraviolet rays

86 105 © 1986 Andersen Corp.

reflective glass. Yet for
BETTER LOOKING
all their effectiveness against
FROM OUTSIDE.
heat gain, they are able to
BETTER
LOOKING
provide more natural light, too.
FROM INSIDE.
And, unlike most windows
you find in commercial
These Andersen winbuildings, ours open and close. dows have a soft bronze tint
28
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that looks handsome from the
outside, yet it doesn't distort
colors for the people looking
out. In fact, it makes these
colors look much richer. The
greens are greener and the
blues are bluer.

WHERE AND HOW.
(IT'S NOT DONE
WITH MIRRORS.)
It takes a truly remarkable window to control the
awesome power of the sun.
We call it the Andersen
High-Performance Sun
window. You can find out
more about what's available and how it works by
calling your Andersen distributor. And by consulting
Sweet's File 8.16/An. Or
write Andersen Corp., Box
12,Bayport,MN 55003.

PLANTS FLOURISH,
COLORS FADE LESS.
One more wonder. This
window filters out 88o/o of
the ultraviolet rays that fade
fabrics, yet there's still plenty

of visible light for people and
plants to flourish. Add to all
that two more pertinent
points: these windows are
quaiiiy.
eminently affordable and
~d
readily available off the
shelf.

ifJ>JPl.to

-.,__
w~·P..r;ono;;

ersen
"S
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SEALED
AGAINST CRACKS
send for sample of this
coating that gives and takes
Thorolastic® gives with building
movement ... takes the punishment of everything from nearby
highway pounding to geologic
and construction faults. Besides
shrugging off movements in the
substrate, Thorolastic has high
resistance to ultraviolet
degradation and to every
extreme of weather.
Thorolastic is used as a
protective and decorative finish
for masonry, concrete and
stucco, or for our cement-base
coatings such as Thoroseal. It's
ideal for tilt-up construction. It'll
also repair and refinish cracks.
We have a remarkable sample
for you. Just call or write:
Thoro System Products, Inc.,
7800 N .W. 38th St., Dept. AR-1
Miami, FL 33166. (305) 592-2081,
Telex 51-9674
Circle 23 on inquiry card

THOROLASTIC
~!!!!!!Ill THORO

SYSTEM
~~ PRODUCTS
Tho ralastic
is a reg istered
tradem ark
of Thora
System
Products, Inc.

30
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Preserving the past. Protecting the future.™
© 1986 Thora System Products, Inc.

Ifyoudonluse it,

you.reliable to be at
a loss.
Poor specifications
make you more vulnerable to liability.
fhat's why more and more firms are
:;afeguarding their spec-writing with
\1ASTERSPEC® than any other speciymg system. MASTERSPEC® relies
)n your editing its existing specs, as
)pposed to J/cutting and pasting" or J/fillng in the blanks". It's all there to start with
>o you reduce the risk of making the most
;erious error-omitting work from specili~ations. Complete, concise and up-tolate, MASTERSPEC® gives your specNiiting quality control. Can you
dford to be without it?

MASTERSPEC®

In hard copy & diskette
It takes a lot of work out of

---------------,
a lot of your work.

SPEC THIS OR CALL 800-424-5080.
You'll receive your complimentary portfolio complete with
MASTERSPEC® Table of Contents and a sample MASTERSPEC® section.
THE

Name

AMERICAN

INSTITUTE
OF
ARCHITECTS

Title

II

Finn

SERVICE

CORPORATION

I

f
L

Address

___ )_________

City
(

Telephone

State

Zip

AR486

MAIL TO: AIA Service Corporation
1735 New York Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20006

----------------~
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((Each year, The Manor offers 400,000 guests
world--class dining-plus the convenience
of Sloan automated restrooms."
As one of the nation's most prestigious restaurants, The Manor
makes every effort to assure that
each guest has a pleasant dining
experience. These efforts even
extend to
offering the
cleanliness
and convenience of
automated Sloan OPTIMA® NoHands restrooms .
A Sloan OPTIMA system uses
an electronic sensor that "sees" the
user and automatically flushes the
sanitary fixture-or turns the
faucet on and off-only as needed.

••

tT~

This eliminates unflushed urinals
and toilets as well as assures that
faucets and hand dryers are turned
off after use.
The results: Increased customer
comfort with more sanitary restrooms. And peace of mind for management in the form of increased
cleanliness, reduced odors,
reduced costs from lower energy
and water consumption, fewer repairs, and less daily maintenance.
The Sloan OPTIMA system
meets all building codes and
installs easily-and unobtrusively
-in any new or retrofit situation.
The system also adapts to soap

dispensers , hand dryers, shower
heads, and more.
Ask your Sloan representative
about Sloan
No-Hands
automated
systems. Or
write us .

cfu1
SLOAN VALVE COMPANY
10500 Seymour Avenue, Franklin Park, IL 60131

A Tradition of Quality and Pride
Circle 25 on inquiry card

TO BUILD

ONE OF THE WORLD'S

MIBr UNIQUE ELEVArORS
WE HAD TO DIG DE~E~P
1NTO OUR RESOURCES.

"When we decided to bid
the Statue of Liberty project, we
wanted to use Cook Drilling. Once
we saw the specs, we knew there
was no one else who could do
the job!" Doug Muttart, President,
National Elevator Corp.
When you've been in the drilling business for over three generations, you start to think you've seen
it all. With the Statue of Liberty
project we saw a new one!
A 100 footjackhole, drilled
from inside the base of the Statue,
absolutely plumb!
We had to dig deep, literally and
figuratively, to complete this project.
We did. On time and on spec.
We' re proud of our contribution
on this project, but we' re also proud
of the thousands of other projects
we've worked on. Some

-

.

f

'

,

r
'

were simple, and some were so difficult that
others couldn't (an~ wouldn't) d? them.
But we did! And we did them
·-.,
right because we have the equipment and the experience to do any
project. In some cases, we've even
designed new equipment to do a
seemingly impossible job.
We've built our reputation on
doing the simple jobs and the hard
jobs, on time, on-spec, and on-budget.
We work to your requirements,
not ours. Maybe that's why so
many contractors call us first! We'd
like you to join them.

t . .,·· _
~ 11 Y ,, i

1; I",

\

/

1

·

1

COOK

DRILLING

~~~~o~~!~~~~

PA 1 804 7 - C21 51 357 - 2600
Toll F r ee CBOOJ 523 - 5800

-
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INTERNATIONAL GRANITE & MARBLE CORP.

IGM, your ultimate source,
features an extensive line of
superior quality, natural fine
stones with over 80 different
kinds of granite, marble,
travertine, slate and onyx, many
of them exclusives.

Northeast
2038 83rd St.
North Bergen, NJ 0704 7
20 1-869-5200
32Eb
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IGM maintains a vast inventory
in its six Distribution Centers and
at independent distributors across
the country, so the stone is
available when you need it, where
you need it to maxi mize
profitability while creating
masterpieces.

Mid-Atlantic
2020 Lord Baltimore Dri ve
Baltim ore, MD 2 1207
30 l -265-6770

Midwest
950 Greenleaf Ave.
Elk Grove Vill age, IL 60007
312-593- 7560

Circle 27 on inquiry card

!GM-where service is set in
stone .

lliM

International Granite and
Marble Co. , Inc.

Southwest
I ISA Pleasantvi ll e D rive
Houston , T X 77213
7 13-675-9 l 40

South
875 West 18t h St.
Hi aleah, FL 330 10
305-885-2 71 8

TO BUILD
ONE OF THE WORLD'S

MIBr UNIQUE ELEVAIDRS
WE HAD TO~

JN A HOLE
AND WORK OUR WM UP.
.~...-

100 feet below the base of
the Statue of Liberty is where our
contribution to the Statue's renovation started.
Into the 100 foot - absolutely
plumb hole went one of the largest
jack assemblies ever built.
It was built at Cemco, along with
the platform, controls and pumping
units for this one of a kind elevator
sy~tem. But the jack wasn't the only
unique aspect of the elevator! The
3 hydraulic pumping units were
custom-designed by our engineers!
That meant a lot of modification
from our end. But we did it. And
we're proud to have been a part of it!
Building a system this big and

this unique took more than just
manpower and equipment. It took
experience and dedication, too.
Cemco's experience goes back
over 60 years. And our commitment
comes from the dedication that our
people bring to the job everyday.
The commitment that goes into
every project we do. It's this
commitment and experience that
brings more and more contractors to
Cemco for all of their hydraulic
elevator needs. We'd like you to be
one of them.

~ CEMCO, INC.

: I

a "*'
P"

Hydraulic Elevator
Systems

Corbett Elevator Manufacturing Co., Inc.
POB 368 Plumsteadville, PA 18949 (215) 766-0900

Circle 28 on inquiry card
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Rockaway is one of the best kept secrets in the interiors
business. We've been delivering steel partitions to welHnformed
corporate giants for the past 2 5 years. Our commitment to
quality and on~time delivery is the "secret" of our success. It's
time to let the secret out. If you would like to learn more, ca11 us.

175 Roger Avenue, Inwood, Long Island, New York 11696

800~645~2214
In NY:

516~239~1000
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TO BUILD
ONE OF THE WORLD'S

MOST UNIQUE EIBVAIDRS
WE HAD TO OPEN
OUR DOORS
TO NEW IDEAS.
Over the years we've worked
for some very impressive companies.
EDl/ECI has been selected by
architects, designers, and contractors
to manufacture elevator cabs and
entrances to suit their needs. Some
have been fairly easy to do, and
some were anything but.
Then there's the Statue
of Liberty!
Together with National
Elevator Corporation and their
other contractors we gladly
accepted the challenge to manufacture the cabs and entrances.
If ever there was a unique design,
this was it! A double-decker
glass cab with a 360° open view and
a special stainless steel finish just
for starters!
We met the challenge on time!

'

The EDl/ECI team is
recognized throughout the industry
because w:e've always accepted
and met challenges, like the Statue.
Our symbol is qµality,
craftsmanship, excellence and a
great pride in everything we do.
40 years of elevator experience
has given us a capability you'll not
find elsewhere. Before you start
your next projectqll us. We'll open
our doors to some new ideas for you~

15 JANE STREET
PATERSON, NEW JERSEY 07522
NEW JERSEY (201)790-9100
NEW YORK (212) 695-6850
800-526-5264
TELEX: 467002
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There's more to Sunrooms
than theviewl

Residential or Commercial
Sure, all sunrooms look beautiful. But there
is a difference. And that's the attention to
detail you can offer clients with the
SunbiW"' brand of prefabricated sunrooms.
Sunbilfs high-strength, thermally broken
structural components exceed 40 pounds
per square foot design loads. That's more
than 50% stronger than most competitive
models! Plus, you get heavy-duty extruded
anchor clips and shear blocks at all
connections. Concealed fasteners. And
no unsightly inner seams anywhere.
Both primary and secondary gutters are
standard. So is energy-efficient 1"
insulated glass and dual glazing system of
EPDM gaskets and wet sealant. What's
more specially designed thermally broken
sills help eliminate water accumulationa major cause of glass sealant failure.
You also get full ventilation, overhead 1"
laminated safety glass, plus options such
as advanced insulated shading. Sunbilt
sunrooms come ready-to-install in a wide
range of sizes, making them easily
adaptable to most commercial and
residential designs. Best of all, they're the
only solar sunrooms backed by J. Sussman
Inc., a company known the world over for
innovative glass and metal products since
1906. Why go with an inferior species of
sunrooms? Specify Sunbilt Solar Products
by Sussman lnc.-the natural selection
for quality.
For more details on Sunbllt or our complete
line of custom skylights, windows-and other
glass enclosures, contact
See us in Sweets-Sec. 13 2C!SUS

@[1l][fl)bilt...

More than just another pretty space.

SUNROOMS

SUNBILT™ SOLAR PRODUCTS by SUSSMAN, INC.
109-10180th St., Dept. B,Jamaica, N.Y.11433•718-297-6040
See us at Booth 436 at NARI in Orlando Exclusive dealerships available.
Circle 31 on inquiry card

ONE PICTURE
IS WORTH
ATHOUSAND
HAMBURGERS
Wendy's has discovered there's
an art to selling hamburgers. When
Wendy's in Cincinnati decided to
help local artists, they developed
a calendar which featured paintings of scenes of the city, like the
one pictured here. The calendar
was sold for $1.19 in 26 of its
Cincinnati restaurants. Wendy's
donated 1o~ to the Cincinnati
Commission on the Arts for each
calendar sold. The calendar sales
improved Wendy 's image in the
community and produced $2 ,000
for the Commission.
From Wendy's to Flanigan 's
Furniture Inc., the Business Committee for the Arts is helping
companies of all sizes discover
that supporting the arts can paint
a nice picture for their business .
The Business Committee for the
Arts can show you how collaboration with the arts can enhance
your company's image, benefit
your employees, and offer tax
advantages . Call them .
You 'll find your interest repaid
a thousand times.
BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
SUITE 510 • 1775 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK, NY. 10019 • (2 12) 664-0600
THIS ADVERTISEMENT PREPARED AS A PU BLIC S ERVICE BY OG ILVY & MATHE R

TO BUILD
ONE OF THE WORLD'S
MOST UNIQUE ELEVArORS
WE HAD TO 5TARr
WilHA
REVOLUllONARY
IDEA.
.
~.

Any company bidding on a project
usually tries to put their best foot forward
to get the business.
We're no different.
But when we decided to bid on the
Statue of Liberty Project we quickly found
out that we needed to do more than the
usual.
So, we put our best feet forward, in a
manner of speaking.
The specifications for the project were
unique. Everything about the project was
unique! From the opportunity it presented
to the actual construction and installation
of a dou ble-decked, glass enclosed
hydraulic elevator unlike any other in the
U.S., maybe the world!
So, rather than bid the project alone,
we called in a select group of special
contractors to assist us. The proposal
became a group effort.
A revofotionary idea? Maybe, but the
combination of talent and experience won
us the project. And now all of us are working
on a piece of history.

But the teamwork approach is nothing new
to us, we live with it every day. We've built our
reputation, and our business, on delivering
elevator systems that meet the needs of our
customers, not ours. So while most elevator
companies try to sell you "packaged systems"
that are "close to your specs," we custom
design systems that "meet your specs."
And we price our systems competitively.
Our custom systems usually cost no more
than the "off-the-shelf' ones.
We give every project the attention
it deserves, even if it's not The Statue
of Liberty. Call us for your next elevator
project. We' ll put a revolutionary idea to
work for you.

NATIONAL
ELEVATOR
63-69 East 24th Street
Paterson, N.J. 07514
201-279-1220

Circle 32 on inquiry card

MARBLE MODES INC.
CONCEPTS START IN MARBLE
For over 30 years interior designers and architects have been
making beautiful music with Marble Modes products. Marble Modes manufactures
and imports over 130 selections of travertine, granite, marble,
slate and onyx from five continents. All can be seen at the new Marble Modes
showroom. Call or write for more information today.
15-25 130th STREET, COLLEGE PT. , N.Y. 11356 '
718/539-1334
TELEX: 428819 MAR MOD ~'
Circle 33 on inquiry card
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••• for Computer Aided Design
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MicroAge eliminates long hours at your drawing board through the speed and accuracy of
CAD. Last-minute additions and corrections are
now a snap to create. And CAD is available at
prices even one-man firms can profit from!

Arizona
24

"The Solution Store"'"

California
BEV ERLY HILLS
8501 'Mlshire Boulevard

(213) 652-7770

W.

PHOENIX
Camel back Road

(602) 265-0065

(619) 587-0900

TEMPE
Broadway

W.

966-9434

CONCORD
LA JOLLA
11 50 Contra Costa Bl vd. 4180 La Jo lla Village D rive

(415) 680-1489

1010

SACRAMENTO
8 121 Madison Ave.

(916) 965-3425

Payroll Savings really works
...and that's no CROCK!

Texas

Oklahoma

TULSA
7029 South Memorial Avenue

OKLAHOMA CITY
9602 North May

(918) 254-8000

(405) 752-0802

SANANTONIO
2800 Woodway Park
11333 1- 10

(512) 697-3090

.!(_
~
~~

4:> 1985 MCSI. MicroAge and "The Solut ion Store" are registered trademarks of MicroAge Computer Sto res, Inc.

U.S. SAVINGS BONDS 0 1\l lSION
DEPARTMENT OF THE TR EASURY
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Back issues of
Architectural Record
-always in demand!
issing the J uly 1984 issue?
Or is it the September 1983
issue you lack? Many back
issues ar e still in stock a nd can be
ordered from Architectura l Record
- but our supply of each issue is
limited and in ven tories dwindle
steadily.
Back issues are $6 apiece and a ll
order s must be prepa id. We offer a
discount for bulk order s as follows:

M

1-9 copies:
10-19 copies:
20-49 cooies:
50 + cooies:

$6 each
$4.50 each
$3.90 each
$3.60 each

These pr ices include shipping
(within t he U .S. and Canada) up to
50 copies . For order s t hat exceed
50 copies, enclose an additiona l $3
fo r every 10 copies over 50.

Though we have copies of most
recent issues, please check the
availability of the issues you need
before sending an order. You can
ca ll Cher yl Levy at (212) 512-3443
or send a lett er with a list of
required issues to the address
below. We'll check off the issues we
have in stock and let you k now how
much m oney t o send . Issues will be
shipped upon receipt of your check.

ARClllTECTUR.\L

RECORD
Back C opy Department / 1221 Avenue of t he Americas / New York , NY 10020
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Fry's Aluminum Moldings.
The finishing touch.
Fry Reglet Aluminum Moldings all dressed up with plenty of places to go.
We'll curve them.
We'll radius them.
We'll make them shine.
When a designer, rich in imagination,

needs a wealth of options - Specify
Fry, and bring added life to your ideas.
Project: South Bay Galleria
Redondo Beach, CA
Architect: RTKL Associates, Inc.
Dallas, TX
Plaster and Drywall contractor: PFC, Inc.
El Monte, CA
-

-~

~

-

.

-
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625 S. Palm Avenue
Alhambra, California 91803

(818) 289-4744
2777 Peterson Place
Norcross, Georgia 30071
(404) 441-2337

[I FRY REGLET
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Introducing
VersaWall. The
breakthrough
architectural
wall system by ECS.
In just one step, you can discover why VersaWall is the
outsider that insiders demand.
That's because in one step VersaWall encloses your
building with a permanent, wate:proof, load-bearing., lowmaintenance system with exceptional R-value potential. .
Each panel is plant built and engineered to your specifications. ECS even offers design and engineering

I 1. - '·
I

assistance to make sure your project
runs as smoothly and quickly 9s possible from start to finish .
I I
In addition, with VersaWall
·- ..J. .
almost any authentic material you
choose becomes asurface des·1gn optior
So if you can get it on your board,
chances are we can get in on a panel.
Choose VersaWall. And expand your design options
while saving time and money. Without cutting corners.
VersaWall. lt's your one step to a perfect 10.
I.

t.._

Versawa11·
ARCHITECTURAL WALL SYSTEMS BY ECS

E.C.S. Systems, Inc. 306C Butler Square, 100 North Sixth Street, Minneapolis, MN 55403
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(612) 339-3099

New construction
contracts show a fall
from their peak

Engineers focus on asbestos liability

The latest figures from McGrawHill's F. W. Dodge Division show
construction contracts declined 14
percent in January to a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of $195.9
billion or 139 on the Dodge Index
(1977=100). This constituted a twoyear low. Construction contracts
have been falling off since October
1985, when they reached a threeyear peak of 169. The primary cause
of the drop is a reduction in public
works and nonresidential
construction, which can be traced to
weak business capital spending and
the government's budget cuts.
According to George A. Christie,
vice president and chief economist
for F. W Dodge, "January's
contracts revealed an acceleration
of the decline of new construction
underway since the cycle reached
its peak last October. Ninety
percent of nonbuilding construction
depends on public funding.
Therefore, a commitment to
Gramm-Rudman deficit-reduction
translates into a squeeze there."
January contracts for
nonresidential building fell 16
percent, to a seasonally adjusted
value of $64.6 billion. Healthy office
construction-despite a current glut
of space (Finance, this issue)helped limit the drop in the
commercial/ industrial component
of nonresidential building to 13
percent, despite sharp declines in
contracting for factories, stores,
and warehouses, and an 18-percent
drop in institutional building.
Residential contracts, which had
remained strong all through 1985,
fell 9 percent to $98.5 billion.
On a regional basis, the decline
was the worst in the West, at 18
percent; near the national average
in the Northeast and Central
regions at 12 and 10 percent,
respectively; and least severe in the
South, at 8 percent.

In another permutation of the
liability problem, engineering firms
are opting not to submit proposals
to the Veterans Administration and
other Federal agencies for work
involving asbestos removal because
they cannot get insurance for it.
The American Consulting
Engineers Council feels the
agencies could ease the problem by
agreeing to indemnify such work or
supply such insurance on their own.

Contract-textile
suppliers form
association

Thirty wholesalers of contract
textiles have formed an
association to better promote their
products and to work on mutual
problems, including flammability
and toxicity of fabrics, level of
import duties on wool, and
difficulties with manufacturers.
Expanded membership is invited.
For information, contact Paula
Robertson, Association of Contract
Textiles, Inc., 212/ 219-6514.

But, ACEC reports, the agencies'
representatives have said they were
not aware there was a problem until
recently-or to be specific, that
insurance problems were severe
enough to warrant federal action.
The agencies are now studying the
issue. To dramatize its point, ACEC
is urging its members to notify the
government when they decline to
submit proposals because of
liability problems.

What future for Ellis Island?

With restoration work on the Statue
of Liberty in New York harbor
moving along smartly toward
completion for a four-day birthday
celebration in July, attention is now
shifting to plans for restoring
nearby Ellis Island's buildings
through which many early
immigrants entered the U.S.
Interior Secretary Donald Hodel,
responding to the possibility of
turning the island into a resort,
recently told the advisory Statue of
Liberty / Ellis Island Commission
that "we will work to protect and
maintain the integrity of the statue
and the island and will not allow a
commercial mockery."
Alan Nelson, commissioner of the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service, has said that the buildings
on the southern portion of Ellis
Island should be preserved, in
addition to the Great Hall on the
northern portion, which is already
being restored.
The comments came in the wake
of the Great Lee Iacocca Flap.
Iacocca, chairman of the Chrysler
Corporation, was fired by Hodel in
February as commission chairman
while retaining his title as chairman
of the sister organization, the
private nonprofit Statue of
Liberty / Ellis Island Foundation,
which is charged with raising funds
and letting restoration contracts.
After his dismissal, Iacocca came
out strongly against plans for a
luxury hotel and conference center
as not in keeping with the spirit of
the place, describing such projects
as tax breaks for the rich. An
Interior Department official said
that, while such plans had been
proposed by the Center for Housing
Partnerships, a nonprofit group in
New York, the idea has long since
been abandoned.
Now, says Interior Deputy
Undersecretary Keith E. Eastin,

both organizations are looking at
the idea of restoring the south Ellis
Island buildings as a convention
center, run perhaps by universities
representing the states of New
York and New Jersey, such as New
York University and Rutgers.
Chairman Gene Bay of the
advisory commission's architectural
subcommittee said that his
committee is looking at a number of
options, and he would like to see
more ideas. Plans so far include
those of Johnson / Burgee for an
exhibition center documenting the
artistic contributions of various
ethnic groups; the international
convention center suggested by the
Center for Housing Partnerships;
and a list of options drawn up by
National Park Service that range
from restoration of the buildings (at
a cost of $40 million to $50 million);
stabilizing the island and then
"locking the door" ($20 million);
razing everything ($10 million), and
doing nothing at all.
Bay said his committee will meet
this month in New York, will walk
through the site, and "will call on
the professional people for advice.
We'll try to reach a decision as
quickly as possible, but quality will
be the most important criterion."
The commission's new chairman,
Armen G. Avedisian, a banker from
Geneva, Wis., said harmony has
returned to the undertaking. "I
have spoken with Iacocca several
times, and can report that the spirit
of cooperation is stronger than ever
today." The problem so far is
money. The chairman of the finance
subcommittee, James R. Galbraith,
said there is " not a dime" yet for
Ellis Island, and the basic question
of where to go for funds-the
government, Congress, private
fund-raising-still has to be
resolved. Peter Hoffmann, World
News, Washington, D. C.
Architectural Record April 1986
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,._. One of Haworths
I most exciting design ideas
was the creation of a
wood system that can
actually be mixed and
matched with our standard furniture syst.em.
lllllii..ll
In almost any way
lr"lll you can possibly imagine.
~ ·What better
~.reason to hold our
frrst-e~e_r design
compet1t1on.
Its open to archi.
• tects and design professionals, ~pper level design students, and recent
graduates. You'll be asked to design a unique work environment in the Pantheon (thats right, in Rome) using
Haworth furniture systems.
Finalists will be flown to our awards presentation in
New York. Where we'll
,
hand out a first prize
worth $10,000.
The winner will
also be featured in full
page ads in top international trade publications. (Of course, if your
entry resembles this guys, it
may only be featured in an ad
like this.)
For more details, call 1-800-4429678, Ext. 567. And we'll send you an
entry kit.
HAWORTH~

WE

WILLWIM
Ol IRSIQ,.00-...C....
DESIC

PETIT

BUT WE

'T.

~

© Haworth, Inc., Holland, MI 49423.
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They're built.
Entries must be postm a rk ed by Ju ly 31, 1986.

Legal perspectives:
There is a remedy for frivolous suits

By Arthur T. Kornblut
While the rhetoric by design
professionals seeking to do
something about frivolous suits
goes on, a little-noticed development
in the federal courts is already
attacking the problem. In 1983, Rule
11 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedures was changed to require
a potential plaintiff to make a
reasonable inquiry into the facts
and the law related to his case
before filing a lawsuit or other
litigation documents in any federal
court. And, recent cases strongly
suggest that the federal courts are
putting real teeth into new Rule 11.
So-called frivolous suits are
perceived to be a large factor in our
liability crisis. "So-called" because,
in most cases, liability claims
against architects, as defined by the
courts, are not frivolous.
Whether a suit is frivolous or not,
an architect is obligated to defend
himself when named in one.
Normally, there is no way he can
recover his legal expenses and other
costs, even when his defense is
successful, because a successful
defense does not, in and of itself,
indicate that the suit was frivolous.
But when a lawsuit truly is without
legal merit, it adds insult to injury if
the defendant is not able to recover
legal expenses from the offending
party.
Now we have Rule 11, a
somewhat subtle but important
means of dealing with frivolous
litigation. In part, it states:
"The [required] signature of an
attorney or party constitutes a
certificate by him that he has read
the pleading, motion, or other
paper; that, to the best of his
knowledge, information, and belief,

formed after reasonable inquiry,
[his action] is well-grounded in fact
and is warranted by existing law or
a good-faith argument for the
extension, modification, or reversal
of existing law, and that [his action]
is not interposed for any improper
purpose, such as to harass, or to
cause unnecessary delay or
needless cost of litigation."
The italic words were added in
the 1983 amendment and were
designed to allow sanctions to be
imposed on a party that acts in bad
faith in filing or conducting
litigation. If a plaintiff or his
attorney is found in violation of
Rule 11, the court can require the
violator to pay the expenses
Mr. Kornblut is a registered architect, a
practicing attorney in Washington, D. C.,
and the current chairman of the
American Bar Association~ Committee
on the Construction lndu,stry.
This article is published with the
understanding that the publisher is not
rendering legal services. If legal advice is
required, the services of a competent
professional should be sought.

incurred by the defense-including
reasonable attorneys' fees.

federal issue that had not been
properly dismissed in the lower
court. Eastway failed to allege
A recent decision indicates that
"anticompetitive effect'' in its claim
the courts are going to take
that the city had conspired against
amended Rule 11 quite seriously
it. The court said: "Eastway's
In 1985, Eastway Construction
complaint wholly fails to make a
Corporation sued The City of New
viable claim under antitrust laws."
Turning to the city's claim for
York in the U.S. Court of Appeals
after being denied access to cityattorneys' fees on this pleading, the
sponsored redevelopment contracts. court noted that a court has both
Principal officers of the corporation inherent equitable powers and Rule
had previously controlled entities
11 to justify the award of attorneys'
that were in default on city loans,
fees in these circumstances.
triggering a city policy that
Quoting the amendment to the rule,
precluded contracting with
the court said that the phrase
"formed after reasonable inquiry"
Eastway. This effectively put
Eastway out of business because it imposes an affirmative duty on each
specialized in such projects.
attorney to conduct a reasonable
Eastway first sued in a state
inquiry into the viability of a
court to have New York's policy
pleading before it is signed.
declared arbitrary and capricious.
"Simply put, subjective good faith
The court ruled that the city's policy no longer provides the safe harbor
was a proper exercise of its
it once did. When it is patently clear
discretion and dismissed the suit.
that a claim has absolutely no
Eastway then commenced its
chance of success under the
action in federal court, listing 11
existing precedents and when no
separate causes for the action,
reasonable argument can be
including two federal claims
advanced to extend, modify, or
involving the antitrust and civilreverse the law as it stands, Rule 11
rights laws. The trial judge found:
has been violated." Accordingly, it
"There is not any basis for a civilwas an error when the trial court
rights claim," and, "The affidavits
had denied the city's motion for
and other supporting data [do not]
attorneys' fees in defending against
the antitrust claim.
show any violation of the antitrust
laws." He did, however, reject the
city's request for attorneys' fees,
Federal trial courts in recent cases
because he could not say that this
in California and North Carolina
was a frivolous case. Both parties
have come to similar conclusions
appealed-Eastway because its
In a lawsuit against government
action had been dismissed and the
attorneys following a securities
city because the judge denied the
investigation of the plaintiff
motion for attorneys' fees.
(Kendrick v. Zanides, 1985), the
court, on the basis of Rule 11,
The federal Court of Appeals,
ordered the plaintiff and his
then, looked to the merits of
Eastway's original claim. First, the attorneys to pay the defendants'
court questioned whether the city's expenses and attorneys' fees. The
refusal to deal with Eastway was a court said that "the only reasonable
violation of Eastway's civil rights.
conclusion is [that the plaintiff] and
The applicable federal statute
his attorneys filed the amended
required more than a showing of
complaint to serve their vindictive
purpose to damage the defendants'
being wronged by a state or
municipal official. It required the
reputations and subject them to
deprivation of some right secured
personal harassment."
by federal statute or the U.S.
In a patent infringement case
Constitution. Eastway, however,
(Coburn Optical Industries, Inc. v.
had failed to even allege a
CILCO, Inc., 1985), the court
ordered the defendant to pay the
deprivation of such a right.
plaintiff's attorneys' fees because
Eastway's involvement in
the defendant failed to make a
publicly financed projects did not
reasonable inquiry in connection
rise to the level of a proprietary
with a motion. The court said: "An
interest, which is something more
than an abstract need, desire, or
attorney has a professional duty to
dismiss a baseless motion or
unilateral expectation. There was
lawsuit, even over the client's
not, as there must be, a legitimate
objection, and to do so promptly on
claim of entitlement.
Looking to the federal civil-rights learning that the client's position is
without merit." To punctuate the
statute relied on by Eastway to
court's seriousness about the
bring its cause of action, the court
importance of newly strengthened
awarded attorneys' fees to the city
Rule 11 in curtailing litigation
because it concluded Eastway's
without a reasonable basis, the
claim was "unreasonable and
court concluded: "If judges turn
groundless, if not frivolous."
from Rule 11 and let it fall into
Eastway's antitrust claim was
somewhat more complex than its
disuse, the message will be clear to
those inclined to abuse or misuse
civil-rights claim. However, here
the litigation process."
too, it did not raise a colorable
Architectural Record April 1986
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ARCHITECTURAL WALL SYSTEMS
Glasweld Fascia and Wall Cladd ing Systems are designed to offer the
aesthetic and performance characteristics demanded in contemporary
architecture. These systems are engineered for rapid installation and are
fully tested and documented. • Glasweld, an opaque non-asbestos fiber
reinforced cement panel , is available in a spectrum of permanent architectural colors. Glasweld provides flatness and color consistency not
found in any other architectural panel. Best of all, both Glasweld and
Glasweld Fascia and Wall Cladding Systems are economical. • A network of distributors, supported by Eternit' s Engineering Group, is dedicated to assisting the designer wit h system selection , detailing, budget
pricing and specification. For more information call 800-233-3155 ; in
Pennsylvania call (215) 777-0100.

C 1-~rnlt

~~

Gll-ETERNIT INC.
VILLAG E CENTER DRIVE, READING , PA 19607

SPERRY FLIGHT SYSTEMS . ALBUQUERQUE, NM ; DORMA N/ NELSON, ARCHITECTS, SANTA FE, NM .
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Marketing:
Design your identity
Your calling card, letterhead, and other graphics
present your image just as the buildings and
spaces you design. Present what you want seen
By Lois Boemer
If I were to ask you, as a designer,
to name the top corporate-identity
programs in the United States,
IBM's would probably head your
list. IBM's image has become
synonymous with good design.
But, you say, IBM sells productsnot design services.
For architects and designers,
whether in large or small firms, it is
all the more important that you sell
a design image. Each time you send
a letter, distribute a brochure, or
give out your card, you are
portraying your strengths,
weaknesses, design capabilities, and
approach to projects. It is important
for you to recognize this for what it
really is: portraying your firm's
corporate identity.
Clarifying that identityan important first step to directing
it-forces you to take a close look at
your business. This means
understanding your process and
approach to, as well as your
parameters for, design. The clients
you are hoping to attract will want
to see, touch, and sense what sets
you apart as a designer, partly on
the basis of the design of the
printed material you send them.
For instance, for one type of
client you target, you may want to

The author uses a corporateidentity program developed for
her clients, the BSC Group, to
illustrate her points that all of
the various elements-calling
cards, brochure covers, letterhead,
etc.-should be consistent, portray
a clear image, and say something
about what sets the jinn apart.
The program, designed by
Laugh/in/ Winkler and Donna
Tomcyzk of BSC, ob1>iously
emphasizes design sensitil'ity.
But the products also emphasize
pmcess. For instance, the many
firm principals are not listed on
the letterhead but the disciplines
that the firm offers are instead.

emphasize your use of CAD. For
surveyors, scientists, architects,
this client, a high-tech imagery in
landscape architects," and
your corporate graphics, an
" planners." The rationale was that
the firm's potential clientsemphasis on process, may be more
important than full-blown pictures
including large development and
of every project you've ever
real-estate firms-want to know
completed.
what the firm can do more than
who will do it.
For another type of client you
want to target, you may want to
drop the emphasis on such design
To have an outstanding program,
means as CAD in favor of an
you must be willing to make
emphasis on design per se. This
a commitment
does not mean that you do not use
As you well know, good design does
CAD; it just means that your
not necessarily mean spending more
emphasis should be on the finished
money. What is necessary is an
product, the results of your esthetic imaginative and systematic
capabilities, instead.
approach to producing your graphic
People, of course, are what the
materials.
business of getting clients is all
The principal graphic tool you
about and people also reflect your
need for a comprehensive corporate
firm's image. Such questions as
identity program is a grid system. It
whether or not to list your firm's
allows the graphic designer to
founders on your letterhead,
adjust for any size and shape of the
whether to include all of the firm's
basic material listed below, for
associates, and, if so, in what order consistency in the design element's
should be carefully considered.
placement and proportions. It is a
framework on which the designer
They too reflect your image.
As an example, one multican build such current and future
discipline design firm (photos) does
materials as a letterhead (first and
not list the firm's principals in its
second sheets, and envelopes),
letterhead at all, but rather
mailing labels, covers for reports,
underlines the capabilities of its
brochures and proposals, business
staff of over 200 people. Instead of
cards, project cards, client listings,
principals, it lists "engineers,
resumes, process diagrams,
seasonal-greeting cards, specialevent announcements, newsletters,
presentation graphics, title blocks,
transmittals, and even change of
address cards.
In the design stages of the
program, you should get, at least,
ballpark figures relative to costs.
You should also know what
reproduces well and what does not
before you proceed too far.
Only if you have graphic artists
on your staff should your identity
program be designed in-house.
Architects are not graphic artists
and vice-versa. Well-honed graphic
skills, like architectural skills, are
developed over time.
Assuming that you will hire your
graphic artist, a major criterion
should be his knowledge of the
architectural profession. You go
through a very special process
when you design a building.
Graphic artists should understand
this process, but also be able to
.:·.-·~..·......
..... .
explain their process to you. And
you should listen. Answer their
questions frankly and succinctly.
One of the reasons there is so much
dissatisfaction with brochures is the
lack of communication between
graphic designer and client.
Finally, do not be afraid to be
different. Promote what sets you
apart-your unique individuality
and talents.
.,,~·:

Ms. Boemer is head of Boemer Associates
in Boston, a marketing and publicrelations firm for the building-design
professions, and counts among her
clients The Boston Society of Architects.
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Bradley helps cut vandalism repair bills and
reduces operating costs every day.
Some people call the high cost of
repair for washroom vandalism
shocking. Bradley calls it unnecessary. Our products reduce the
need to add huge sums to school
budgets for maintenance, repairs ,
and replacement.
Bradley Washfountains police
themselves in any situation. Our new
Tri-Fount™ Washfountain, for
example, resists vandalism through
concealed spray formers, recessed
push buttons, and a rugged access

pa ne l - while meeting barrierfree codes. It also saves water and
energy, and, like all Bradley
Washfo untains, can be used in
corridor or alcove installations for
maximum teacher supervision.
In are as more difficult to
supervise, such as shower rooms,
Bradley products defend themselves
with severe-service showerheads,
tamper-resistant fasteners , and low-

Brad~·
··•
COR PO~· •·

profile controls. And they cut operating costs with built-in flow controls.
Talk to your Bradley rep about
these and other vandal-resistant
products for school washrooms.
You'll discover just how big a
difference we can make in curbing
vandalism and cutting operating
costs . Contact your Bradley
representative today or write:
Bradley Corporation, 9101 Fountain
Blvd., Menomonee Falls, WI 53051.
1 414 251-6000 .

•

We get the job done better.
Circle 46 on inquiry card
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Management:
When and how to use
management consultants
The author applies a wisdom developed for
all types of businesses to that of
the building-design professional
By Jeffrey P. Davidson
There are approximately 35,000
management consulting finns in
North America, as well as
thousands of individual
practitioners. Four categories of
management consultants might be
broken down into: individuals; small
finns; general consulting finns; and
full-service finns.
Many small consulting finns and
individual practitioners have welldeserved reputations for specialized
performance. You would tend to use
a smaller finn when you have a
specific need, such as a.knowledge
of accounting systems, marketing,
or personnel administration.
General management consulting
finns offer services in broader
areas, such as information
dissemination, finance, and systems
and procedures. A full-service
management consultant does this
with greater resources and can
assist in implementation.
Choosing a consulting finn or
individual will depend not only on
the nature of your problem but on
whether the advantages of the
greater attention given by a small
finn offset its limited resources.
Previous experience with similar
problems shou.ld be the first
consideration when searching for a
management consultant. But an
effective consultant's experience
does not necessarily have to be in
the same field. A steel
manufacturer does not hire a
management consultant for a
knowledge of steel, but for broadly
applicable knowledge.
Philip Shay, the author of How to
Get the Best Results from
Management Consultants,
recommends both a personal visit to
consulting finns under
Certain problems inherently lend
consideration and to ask around
themselves to solution by someone
about them. Find out:
from outside your firm
Indicators of the need for outside
• How old is the finn?
assistance include:
• What are the principals'
• The magnitude and/ or intricacy of backgrounds?
the problem are such that there are • Is its staff stable?
•What standards of professional
not enough internal time and
conduct and practice does it have?
talents to solve it.
•Do you think you would enjoy
• The true state of affairs can be
working with this firm?
determine\]. only by the objectivity
• Was the discussion with firm
of someone who is not involved.
·You have already tried, and failed, principals sufficiently challenging
that they might stimulate you to see
to solve the problem.
your problem in a new perspective?
·You do not have the specialized
·What clients has the finn served?
knowledge required to solve it.
•How much business repeats?
• You need new ideas or methods.
·You can't get everyone in your
• What is its general reputation in
organization to agree on an issue.
the business community?
·How much time will the principals
The problem that requires a
of the finn spend on your project?
consultant creates a new problem:
• Is its experience applicable 'l
the kind of consultant to hire.
Give a consultant something on
which to base a proposal; write
Mr. Davidson is a certified management
consultant in Falls Church, Va. He is the a statement of the work to be done.
Each proposal you receive in turn
author of Checklist Management: The
should cover the following subjects:
Eight-Hour Manager, published by the
·A perception of your problem;
National Press in Bethesda, Md., and
·The objectives in solving it;
Marketing Your Consulting and
·The latitude needed, e.g., the
Professional Services, published by John
degree of access to your personnel;
Wiley and Sons in Somerset, N. J.
Consultants are not supermen and
superwomen ready to dash into
your organization and straighten
out all problems with swift, sure
strokes. "Hire a consultant," when
heard in a staff meeting, should be
met with the following questions:
•What is the problem?
·Why can't it be solved internally?
·What kind of consultant, if any,
do we need?
·What procedures will we set up
for overseeing the consultant?
•How can we work with a
consultant to get the most input?
Of course, consultants can be
hired to define better procedures
even when things are running
smoothly. But, often, consultants
are hired to solve problems.
The closer you get to a clear,
concise definition of a problem, the
closer you will be to a solution.
The problem with problems is that
they elude easy definition.
However, before you rush off to
hire a consultant to solve one,
attempt to narrow down the
situation as far as you can.
If the overall problem is poor
employee morale, what are the
underlying causes? Are some
employees favored over others? Are
wages and benefits competitive?
Or, if the overall problem is
marketing, is it because you have a
personal attitude that marketing is
somehow not important? Are there
not enough resources to carry out
effective and forceful programs?
Think not only of the problem's
probable causes but of its possible
solutions. This will help you decide
whether you can cope or that you do
indeed need a consultant.

• The scope and nature of the
engagement, including the areas to
be covered by study;
• The general methods to be used;
•A statement of the consultant's
personnel who will do the work;
·An estimate of necessary time;
• An estimate of fees;
·How the billing will be done.
There are four principal fee
arrangements that are used by
management consultants:
·The per-diem or hourly fee is
probably the most common. To
make clients feel more comfortable
with this arrangement, a consulting
finn will often estimate a certain
figure that its total fees will not
exceed. This is called a bracket
quotation.
•The lump-sum, or fixed-amount
contract, is used most frequently in
consulting arrangements with
government agencies. The main
attraction of this method is that it
provides a firm budget. The major
disadvantage lies in its inflexibility,
since the scope of work is fixed.
• The retainer method means you
reserve a certain amount of the
consultant's time, usually for a
year, when the work contemplated
cannot be detailed in advance.
• The contingent fee means
compensation is determined on
benefits accruing from the service
performed, and is seldom used
because consultants cannot
guarantee results, but undertake
only to perform to the best of their
ability and skill.
The Institute of Management
Consultants has a code of
professional conduct that shows
what you should expect. Among its
provisions:
• The interests of clients go ahead
of those of° consultants.
• Consultants will be impartial and
objective.
• They will guard confidence.
• They will not serve competing
clients without permission.
•They have an obligation to confer
with a prospective client in
sufficient detail to understand the
assignment before accepting it.
•They will not take assignments
they arE? unqualified to accept.
When you have settled on
a choice, there are procedures for
working with a consultant
"When things go wrong \vith
consultants, the problems can
usually be traced to not putting all
agreements in writing and not
communicating at each stage of
work," according to John J.
McGonagle Jr., vice president of
management for consultants
Helicon Group Ltd.
Besides guarding against the
above problems, clients should:
·Ask for alternate solutions.
·Put recommendations to work

right away to test them.
·Explain the consultant's purpose
to the staff and its responsibilities
for cooperation.
"It is vital," says author Philip
Shay, " not to withhold information
or opinions in the hope of getting a
more objective result from the
consultant. If you have selected the
right consultant for the job, that
consulta~t will be equipped to make
critical use of information from
whatever source."
Many clients, especially if they
are large companies, will assign a
liaison team or representative to
work with a consultant. The
liaison's role is to provide
information, oversee progress, and
learn enough about any
recommended programs to take
over their implementation.
And don't, through lack of
communication, let your
consultant make classic mistakes
One independent management
consultant spent four months
analyzing how to fit a new policy
direction into the existing policy
guide of a federal agency. Her
report was over 100 pages long and
included interviews with more than
30 different sources. She thought it
was her best report ever.
The project manager at the
federal agency told her it was
completely off track, that it had not
addressed the areas he had wanted
to address, and that it was of no use
to him whatsoever.
This situation could have been
easily avoided with better
communications on both sides. The
consultant assumed that the client
understood where she was going
with the report from her twice-amonth phone calls. The client, on
the other hand, had not really paid
attention to the phone conversations
and was working under the
mistaken impression that she was
proceeding with the report on the
basis of their initial meeting. She
had changed the scope of the
assignment, however, due to new
information she had uncovered. He
should have been more aggressive
in overseeing her work while she
should have sent him regular
written progress reports.
Shay points out that another trap
to avoid is asking a consultant to
accept implementation
responsibility. The consultant's job
is to recommend a course of action,
not to see that it is done. Nothing is
more destructive of your
employees' morale or of the proper
role of the consultant than to leave
the responsibilities of your firm's
principals to an outsider.
If you have analyzed your
problem carefully, determined your
need, and followed the previous
steps, you can profit by using a
management consultant.
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You could put sunglasses
on your building...

For centuries man has found
many ways to cope with the sun.
Parisian ladies carried parasols,
Arabs use tents, Mexicans have
their sombreros and Americans
wear sunglasses. These simple devices
help because on a hot sunny day, its cooler in
the shade.
THE PROBLEM WITH BUILDINGS

So how does a modern building cope with
sun driven heat loads? Mostly with huge capacity
and costly-to-operate air conditioning systems we
suppose. Of course, solar tint glazing helps a little
too. But why not try to keep the sun off of a
building or at least off of its windows? \Xell parasols
don't go with international style and sunglasses
would look awfully foolish on post modern.
ENTER C/S SUN SHADES

A lot of smart architects and owners are
discovering a better way to deal with the suns heat.
C/S sun shades.
C/S sun shades, combined with non-heat
absorbing building skin and proper insulation, can

reduce
summertime energy
consumption dramatically
And best of all, they won't compromise
your design or break your budget.
CONTACT THE SUN CONTROL EXPERTS

So if you have to cope with the sun, and
buildings wearing sombreros aren't exactly your
style, call us. \Xe've been developing sun controls
since 1953 for installations from the Arabian
desert to Canada and most places in between.
\Xe'll show you lots of smart, good-looking systems
or we'll even design one just for you . Cranford,
New Jersey, (201) 272-5200; San Marcos, California,
(619) 744-0300; Mississauga, Ontario, ( 416) 274-3611.

or you could use C/S Sun Shades.
1HEC/SGROUP
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Finance:
Little growth on this high plateau

Chart 1 shows steadily rising
billions spent on construction
between 1964 and 1985. However,
real expenditures, using 1972 as a
base (chart 2), show there were
cyclical swings. Chart 3 shows
rising office-vacancy rates that
may have a negative effect on
overall construction. Chart 4
shows current expenditures in
detail and a leveling effect.

By Joseph Spiers
Construction of nonresidential
buildings boomed in 1985. And it
boomed in 1984. Does this two-year
streak mean architects can
confidently look forward to growth
in 1986? The answer is probably not
[Business News, page 33).
The biggest and most general
reason is that the economy is
getting exhausted:
•Consumers have excessive debt
loads that will thwart new
spending. In particular, car sales,
without cut-rate financing deals,
should shift into reverse.
•Business sales and profits have
slowed considerably in the past
year. And with consumer spending
sluggish, not much improvement is
foreseen in the near future. Hence
business spending on plant and
equipment will not grow.
•Nor will government spending
provide much impetus to economic
growth as Congress grapples with
monster federal deficits.
•The only sector of the economy
that looks somewhat promising is
foreign trade, thanks to the decline
of the U.S. dollar. But the dollar is
still strong by historical standards.
So, while improving, trade will
remain deep in the red in 1986.

and early 1980s, much of the
spending increases represented
inflation. Hence, when measured in
dollars of constant 1972 purchasing
power, the construction of
nonresidential buildings in 1979 was
actually lower than in 1966. It was
only in 1984 that real spending
surpassed its 1966 peak by a
comfortable margin.
Besides illustrating long-term
sluggishness, chart 2 also shows
how cyclical the construction
market is. Rarely do real
expenditures on nonresidential
buildings rise rapidly for more than
two years in a row. The forecasting
message: the 1984-85 boom may end
the current cycle.
Looking for a parallel situation in
recent history, real nonresidential
building boomed in 1978-79,
following, with a lag, the end of the
1974-75 recession. Construction then
continued to rise in 1980, but by less
than 1 percent. The similarity to
today's situation is that, following
the 1981-82 recession, construction
boomed (with a lag) in 1984-85. If
the symmetry continues, 1986 will
be a year of slow growth.

Special factors within isolated
construction markets could make
1986 growth particularly weak
There will not be much basic
Because of this, it would come as no
oomph to nonresidential
surprise if overall activity fell this
construction this year
year. Potentially, the weakest
In confirmation of that view, a
growth area of nonresidential
recent survey by McGraw-Hill
building in 1986 is offices. Because
economists found that business
office construction has soared so
plans to raise plant and equipment
high in recent years, it has far to
outlays in 1986 by only 3.4 percent.
fall. Since 1977, real spending has
Besides general economic reasons
for doubting another year of strong nearly quadrupled. In contrast, real
building expenditures, excluding
construction gains, there are
offices, grew 1.5 times from 1977
reasons embedded in specific
to 1985.
construction markets as well-as
Such giant gains in office
reflected by construction put in
construction can't go on forever; or,
place and spending on current
construction activity, the basis of all in other words, what goes up must
come down. A memento mori is
the figures used here, as derived
the office-vacancy rate, tracked by
from the U. S. Census Bureau.
Coldwell Banker and shown in chart
Before looking at individual
3. The vacancy rate is extremely
markets, however, consider the
high and rising, signaling that far
current stage of the cycle for all
too much office space is sitting on
nonresidential buildings (chart 1),
the U. S. market, with more still in
including private-sector factories ,
the pipeline.
offices, shopping centers, healthNot only is there too much space
care facilities, religious and
in general, there is much too much
educational buildings, hotels and
in areas of the country that, until
motels, theaters, and terminals.
After surging 22 percent in 1984, recently, were the hubs of national
building activity surged another 20 economic growth. Any 1986 forecast
assuming a vigorous Sunbelt
percent in 1985 to reach an all-time
demand for new office space is
high of $96 billion. This was even
very impressive in after-inflation
unfounded.
terms (chart 2), because inflation
In addition to little need for more
offices in 1986, pure tax-avoidance
was low in 1984 and 1985, so that
motives may also be dulled due to
most of the spending increases
tax-law changes brewing in
represented actual brick and
Washington. No matter what tax
mortar. By contrast, in the 1970s
package is finally adopted, it looks
like tax shelters will get whacked.
Mr. Spiers is senior economist for
In that event, investors and
McGraw-Hill's Data Resources, Inc.,
developers would have to consider
which supplies economic information
and forecasting to government, industry, the fundamental economic
justification of projects; and the
and financial institutions.

fundamentals are not good, as
indicated by the skyscraper status
of today's office-vacancy rates.
So offices are the wild card in
1986 construction. Activity in this
market could conceivably fall
sharply, pulling overall construction
down a great deal. But other
markets, too, are facing negatives:
• Hotels and motels are in a
situation somewhat similar to
offices. Construction has
skyrocketed since the late 1970s.
But with consumers and businesses
now crimping expenditures,
occupancy rates should be falling.
Meanwhile, investors thinking
about sheltering money, not people,
will look on hotel/motel projects
with a closer, colder eye.
• Hospitals, the hot construction
market of the early 1980s, headed
for sick bay in 1984 after the federal
government clamped down on
Medicare payments and forced
health-care managers to contain
costs. Since then, hospitals have
been reducing the length of patient
stays, increasing out-patient care,
and cutting the number of
admissions. As a result, fewer new
hospitals will be needed in the near
future.
• Factory construction enjoyed
good growth in 1985, following a
modest gain in 1984. As importbattered manufacturers strive to be
more competitive, they may again
raise expenditures on plants in 1986.
But increases this year will be
tempered by industry's low
capacity-utilization rates and
sluggish sales growth.
• Stores and other nonoffice
commercial construction surged in
1981-85, with outlays doubling
during that time. But the key forces
driving this type of construction are
new residential development and
strong consumer spending. And
neither homebuilding nor
consumption is expected to grow
rapidly in 1986.
The general picture painted above
is one of sluggish growth in
nonresidential building this year. A
forewarning of this sluggishness
can be seen in chart 4, which tracks
construction on a month-by-month
basis from the beginning of 1984
through 1985. (The dollars for each
month are annualized and adjusted
for seasonal variation.) Note that
after rising rapidly from early 1984
to the spring of 1985, the trend in
construction spending flattened out,
except for December when a spurt
of offices came to the rescue.
Another important harbinger of
slow construction growth in 1986 is
that McGraw-Hill survey of
business capital spending plans,
mentioned earlier, which found
business planning to raise spending
on buildings and equipment by only
3.4 percent in 1986. The survey also
found that companies plan to

1974

1984

increase outlays slightly for office
buildings, but the results exclude
speculative developers who should
sharply reduce activity.
Manufacturers did say they would
cut factory construction.
If you're looking for a silver
lining, it is that-even if building
does plateau in 1986--the plateau
will be a high one. Although growth
will probably be slow, the level of
activity will still be one of the
highest on record. So with that
comfort in mind, worries about the
marketplace can shift to 1987, when
things could be worse. But whether
better or worse will be determined
by how well or poorly the economy
performs through the rest of 1986.
The only sure assertion is that the
boom growth of 1984-85 will not
return anytime soon.
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Our newest collection offers a warm, rich range
of moods for the contract or residential environment.
All wallcoverings feature a class A Flame Spread Rating
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Architectural education:
The re-emergence of the design thesis

Professor Cannady cogently explores here the
pros, cons, and possible timeliness, of the
demanding, self-motivated design thesis-plus
some interesting thoughts on the academic, nonstylistic, impact ofPostmodernism

By William T. Cannady
graduate/professional programs
enhanced the use of the thesis to
formally recognize completion of
the first professional degree.

In schools of architecture
throughout the United States, the
design thesis is emerging as an
increasingly important element
within the design curriculum. This
follows two decades or more of a
shift away from rigorous attitudes
about independent student work. In
the '60s and '70s, many schools of
architecture dropped the thesis
completely. Often the reasons for
change were associated with faculty
and student concern for making the
curriculum more "relevant."
"Doing your own thing" during
this time frame did not mean going
into an investigation quite as
demanding as a design thesis might
require today. Other reasons for
change included efforts to make the
curriculum more open-ended to
optimize flexibility and choice.
Programs also became less
restrictive in terms of specific
sequence requirements and began
to de-emphasize terminal projects as
a means of qualifying for a
professional degree.
As a means of modifying
curricula to open them to a more
diverse student body, many schools
shifted from the five-year B.Arch.
program to the Princeton/Yale type
of 4+2 program, which included
four years of general education and
two of professional programs.
When this occurred, thesis studies
also began to decline. With the fiveyear program, the thesis was
sometimes used as a mandatory
means of testing at the end of the
course of study. However, with the
4+2 program, the design thesis
remained available at a few schools
throughout this 20-year period.
Princeton continued to require a
design thesis as a terminal project
of the professional program. In
general, the shift toward a
separation of undergraduate and
William Tillman Cannady, FAIA, is
President, Wm. T. Cannady & Associates,
Inc., Architects, and Professor of design,
School of Architecture, Rice University.

upon a much smaller area of
investigation into meaning in
architecture. The new-found
freedoms that Postmodernism
ushered in also brought forth a call
for more responsibility and selfrestraint. Theorists, academicians,
and students began a search for
methods of self-restraint, rules, or
systems of meaning. By first
removing all the rules, designers
were given this freedom to explore.
As Postmodernism is a natural
evolution in historical terms, the
emergence of the design thesis in
schools is a parallel phenomenon. It
is precisely the new awareness
Postmodernism places on meaning
and image that has made the design
thesis a timely and effective
educational concept.

students' needs and the faculty's
areas of interests, design studios
tend to serve the average student's
learning requirements. It is often
assumed that the design studio
The focus of education changes
experience can serve and meet the
Student work in the late '60s often
needs of all of the various types of
focused upon architecture as a
students. However, in a typical
means of implementing social
design studio, one encounters
change. Projects dealt with issues
students who require remedial work
of community planning, housing,
in basic design or skill development;
and education. This eventually led
students who may need to focus on
to an interest, within design
analytical techniques, where
schools, in understanding the
rational problem-solving techniques
communication media, and in
are used as tools for breaking away
developing an interface between
from early preconceptions, or for
technology and the built
proceeding when inspiration fails;
environment. By the early '70s,
students who must learn to
design studios delved into problems
concentrate on synthesis and
with user-oriented programs, urban
feedbll,ck techniques to confirm a
design issues, and projects which
strong idea that emerges early in
utilized integrated building
the design process; and students
systems. History and the traditional Studio versus individual work
with motivation, talent, and a
drawing techniques became less
Within architectural schools, a
readiness to break away from the
important and were replaced with
typical design studio begins with
rest and do independent work.
methodology which diffused the
the studio instructor making a
The assumption that all of these
relationship between theory and
decision on the program to be
types of students may not be served
design. Architectural education
offered, a decision most often based. adequately with a common design
broadened its base and widened its
upon a desire to meet a perceived
problem is one of the ideas behind
perspective during this period.
need of the students as well as to
the design thesis. This is especially
During the mid-'70s students
fulfill the stated and the implied
relevant when a curriculum
began to show interest in "getting
goals of the curriculum. The
attempts to set forth terminal
ahead" within the profession.
ordering of such curricula serves to studios which represent formal
organize the studio sequence within completion of a professional degree
Drawing began to be seen as an
the degree program into a coherent program, i.e., B.Arch. or M.Arch.
important tool to that end, and one
that had to be mastered. As a
and meaningful whole. The studio
In a typical architectural design
result, emphasis upon drawing
instructor further clarifies the
studio, the following conditions
quality began to increase rapidly.
program by outlining issues, limits, prevail: the problem must meet both
The coincidence of architectural
and special considerations which are student and faculty needs; the
students' reawakened interest in
instructor is in charge of priorities
added to the program to serve his
drawing as a vehicle for
own particular area of interest. He and process; the momentum and
professional success-and the
indicates preferred methods and
pace is subject to studio schedule
techniques of analysis and
widespread publication of the
requirements; and the risk of
synthesis in which the students will failure is shared by the class, the
evocative drawings of Graves,
Krier, and others-brought forth
instructor, and the curriculum.
be instructed, and which they will
conditions which set the stage for
be expected to use during the term Furthermore, the instructor brings
independent design studies. ·
the issues to the students, and
of the studio. An experienced
With the emergence of
teacher knows in advance the
structures crits within his own
Postmodernism, work in many
combination of constraints and
methodological framework.
schools began to address more
opportunities required, and their
By contrast, the thesis studio
fundamental questions and to relate likely consequence on the final
offers the following opportunities:
these questions to design. Emphasis product of the studio. A student's
the problem can meet the individual
initial involvement with the
in design studios during the late
student's needs, the student is in
'60s and early '70s was on issues; in program is his reading a typed
charge of the priorities and process,
the late '70s and early '80s, this
version of the program on the
the work is self-paced, and the
emphasis began to shift to the
bulletin board, or his receiving the
student has a personal stake in a
program from the instructor on the high-risk situation. Furthermore,
relationship between meaning and
drawing. While Modernism failed in first day of school.
the student brings issues to the
In the process described above,
its promise of transforming society
faculty, and criticism has to be
sought and organized by the
in the arena of large-scale concerns the faculty, especially the design
instructor, is trying to choreograph student.
(e.g. political, economic, social),
the studio by arranging the events
Postmodernism swung the
to produce an educational
Design thesis-a definition
pendulum in the direction of
experience--and a known result or In defining a design thesis, it is
smaller, more manageable issues
product to be developed at the end
important to clarify the distinction
which seemed more attainable.
between three types of independent
Postmodernism's initial influence of the time allotted. The design
studio where the instructor controls studies: independent design project,
on student work was due to the
stylistic aspects and images evoked the program does not allow the
written thesis, and design thesis.
An independent design project
through drawings. These fresh · student to completely experience
the reality of a designer being faced allows the individual student to
images began to be supplemented
with an interest in new theory.
select and undertake the design of a
with defining the problem,
specific project where the
Today this phenomenon dominates
orchestrating a program, and
educational goals are stated prior to
placing it within a personal,
the work in most schools of
philosophical framework.
the exercise itself. These goals
architecture. During the '60s and
'70s, the effect was one of
Because most curricula represent provide a basis for substituting
broadening the base, while today
some form of congruence or, at
individual wor];{ for required class
best, a compromise between the
Continued
faculty and students are focusing
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Architectural education continued

or studio work. Typically, these
projects might include design
competitions, real-world projects, or
opportunities to work with a certain
instructor on a special, one-time
basis. The student's main challenge,
therefore, is to develop a design
solution to a selected design
problem.
Second, a written thesis is a
scholarly research paper that
develops an hypothesis which is
defended by reason. The thesis
statement is supported by
documented evidence, sources,
qualifications, etc. In principle, a
written thesis must prove that the
hypothesis is validated through the
use of the scientific method. A
thesis of this type can be seen in
various forms, such as term paper,
master's thesis, or doctoral
dissertation. The difference
between these is the depth of
research required, level of
complexity, and time required for
completion. The student's main
challenge is to develop an
hypothesis and to defend it soundly.
The third type of independent
study, the design thesis, is more
than a combination of the two
mentioned above. A student must
thoroughly research and develop a
thesis statement which sets forth an
hypothesis. The hypothesis is then
defended, not by absolute proof, but
through convincing arguments
using precedent, history, analogy,
etc., and by the demonstration
design that follows. The student's
main challenge in this choice of
study is to develop a theoretical
ideal, convincing proof of that ideal,
and a design which demonstrates
the principles derived from the
proposition.
The design thesis, therefore, is a
teaching tool which gives the
mature student an opportunity to do
independent inquiry in design.
Further, it enables the student to:
(1) establish specific learning goals,
e.g., the focus may be built around
known strengths or weaknesses;
(2) test general principles which are
in the formative stages and
intellectually attractive; (3)
experiment with specific
architectural ideas which he or she
may be sympathetic with; (4)
complete an architectural problem
within a personal framework; and
(5) determine priorities and organize
methods and schedule.
A design thesis has several steps
While each student works
differently, the typical procedure in
developing a design thesis might
successively include: (1) researchreading and discussions aimed at a
specific area of inquiry; (2)
development of the thesis
statement-framing of the
hypothesis and methodology to be
used in developing proof; (3)

analysis-exploration of historical
precedents and examples where
similarities occur or where case
studies illustrate elements of the
argument; (4) conclusive findingsdesign criteria established; (5) site
and program-definition and .
analysis; and (6) demonstration
design.
Knowing where to begin a thesis
recalls the old and familiar "chicken
and egg" problem. Which comes
first, the hypothesis or the research,
the thesis statement or the building
program? It is important for the
student to understand that the
thesis statement must precede the
selection of a specific building site
and program. The thesis is
primarily an intellectual processan attempt to order the way one
thinks about design. It is not just
another design problem.
In beginning a thesis, a student
needs to develop an hypothesis-a
tentative assumption made in order
to test its architectural
consequences. Students must strive
to be open-minded at this stage and
search for alternative types and
forms of hypotheses-for an
hypothesis is, by its own definition,
"the first and least adequate stage
of dialectic." An hypothesis
attempts to prove that certain
principles apply when examined
under assumed conditions, and that
design criteria can, in fact, be
drawn from the findings. The
subsequent design project
demonstrates how the principles
and criteria can be applied to the
actual design of a building.
Several types of theses include
the following:
Theoretical-a new theory which
expresses an awareness of either an
original or an existing situation.
Typological-a fresh insight into
an unknown situation in which the
student attempts to invent a new
type, a new variant, or a new
hybrid.
Historical-a fresh insight into
existing theoretical conditions, with
students attempting to reject
current philosophical principles with
critical analysis and to propose
principles which have been known
in the past to meet the kind of
situations encountered in the
present.
Compositional--co[snizance of
relationship of elements such as
building to landscape, structure to
circulation, symbolic meaning to
expression of technique in which
the student proposes a new
relationship.
Problems and prospects
Since its inception at Rice
University in 1980, the design thesis
studio is offered in an attempt to
broaden the options for candidates
for the first professional degree.
Presently, it is an elective honors

course. The design thesis is a twosemester, nine-month undertaking.
The first semester is a three-credithour pre-thesis seminar that is
organized to enable the student to
conduct research, engage in
discussion, develop a thesis
statement, and establish a specific,
building program.
Upon approval of the written
thesis statement, the student
proceeds with the second semesterr
a ten-credit-hour studio in which
each thesis student shares studio
space and the crits-as well as
formal reviews at quarter points
within the semester.
Two recurring central questions
continue to confront the student. In
the seminar, "What is your
hypothesis?" In the studio, "How
does your design describe your
hypothesis?"
The design thesis is an intensive
investment in terms of
faculty I student time. The thesis
studio at Rice typically has six to
ten students working with four
senior professors. One of the four
professors serves as coordinator of
the studio as well as critiqueing and
advising each student. The other
professors serve as thesis advisors
to the students, based upon mutual
interest in the thesis. Often,
additional advisors are added from
faculty within the school, from
other university departments, or
from the outside community.
There are several problems
associated with conducting a design
thesis program. Determining who is
qualified for completing a design
thesis is difficult if the course is
offered as an elective. Establishing
standards and criteria for reviewing
student work requires the faculty to
be equally rigorous, for if the
standards are high, few students
may succeed, while if standards are
relaxed, work may become shallow.
Are thesis-type terminal projects
responsible as qualifying exams for
determining eligibility for
graduation from professional
degree programs? If thesis
programs are mandatory, should
research-type theses or other
options be made available to
compensate for those students who
are not qualified for the design
thesis? Because the design thesis
forces the student to speculate on
his own, the student may fall short
of expectations. While the faculty
might find such an exercise valid
even though the student did not
make a convincing case, the student
may have problems relating to it as
one that is a worthwhile learning
experience.

answers, not debate. They do not
always like countervailing opinions.
The most acceptable arguments are
not necessarily those which make
the most sense, nor do studentS
always work from deep convictions
or strong inner beliefs.
In many schools of design today
students find a confusing array of
programs, degrees, curriculum
tracks, requirements, and options.
This is occurring at a time when the
field of architecture is perceived by
the public as a strong and important
profession. As demand for quality
increases, two opposing positiohs
can be found regarding the number
of students in the field.
First is the proposition that the
profession will never be able to
support all these students. That, in
effect, the large numbers only serve
to water down any chance of
excellence within schools and to
decrease overall earning ability of
those who attain employment.
Second is the viewpoint that
larger programs offer a diverse
constituency which creates more
opportunities in architecture and
related fields (construction, real
estate, government, and client
roles). And, greater numbers of
students provide support systems,
more diverse faculties, and
programs which enhance research
capabilities.
'But other key questions remain.
Are the types of programs in
existence meeting the requirements
of the profession? Is it valid to
organize schools of architecture
exclusively around the design
studio? Should students be expected
to do independent work in a field
which tries to offer something to
everyone, while emphasizing the
team approach? Should qualifying
exams or terminal problems such as
theses be used in schools as devices
for testing design competency and
proficiency?
The design thesis is not an easy
undertaking. Its re-emergence is
one of the major dividends that has
resulted from past curriculum
changes and the influence of
Postmodernism. While it is too early
to determine if it will continue to
grow in use as an educational tool,
the design thesis can play a
fundamental role in giving students
an opportunity to make a
comprehensive expression at the
end of their studies-an expression
which synthesizes their learning.
The thesis is not for everyone,
however. Programs that
acknowledge that some are ready
for independent work, while others
are not, may be more appropriate to
the times.

The thesis may not be for a:ll
Student attitudes vary regarding
their ability and interest in
questioning the world as it exists.
Even today, many students want
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Bridging the gap between Modern and Moorish architecture

After years of watching the
affluent suburbs of Connecticut's
Fairfield County siphon off much of
its economic vitality, Bridgeport is
enjoying a modest commercial and
residential revival, fueled in part by
the city's admirable location along
the heavily traveled Boston-New
York corridor. While Richard
Meier's proposal for the new
downtown headquarters of People's
Bank will not totally erase the city's

image as a fading New England
mill town, the architect's signature
brand of Modernism-and the
building's highly visible location
along the Connecticut Turnpike-might at least begin to alter some
negative perceptions of the city.
Like many other recent buildings by
Meier, the 15-story Bridgeport
structure will be characterized by a
precise interplay of rectilinear and
curved forms. Sheathed in a

combination of red granite, clear
insulating glass, and gray-andwhite porcelain steel panels, the
440,000-square-foot complex will
wrap around the Barnum Museum
(upper right in model), an oniondomed landmark erected in 1893
whose exotic combination of
Romanesque, Moorish, and Islamic
architecture should offer an
intriguing contrast to Meier's
pristine grids.

Toronto continues
to develop
its lakefront

In an ongoing program to extend
the city's downtown core south of
the Gardiner Expressway toward
the Lake Ontario waterfront, the
Toronto Harbour Commission has
proposed its most ambitious mixeduse project to date--a five-year,
$300-million development scheme,
dubbed the Toronto World Trade
Centre, that will comprise nearly
2 million square feet of office space,
70,000 square feet of retail space,

enclosed parking for 1,500 cars, and
500 units of condominium housing.
The first phase of the project,
designed by the Zeidler Roberts
Partnership, calls for the
construction of three setback
commercial towers clad in greentinted glass. Set atop granite
podiums, these structures will be
connected by a six-acre landscaped
pedestrian promenade parallel to
Harbour Street.
Architectural Record April 1986
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News briefs

A new beacon at West Germany's gateway

George H. Nelson, the influential
architect, furniture and industrial
designer, and writer, has died in
New York at the age of 77. One of
the most articulate advocates of
mid-century functional design,
Nelson is perhaps best known for
the modular home and office
furniture systems that he developed
for the Herman Miller Company. He
was also an editor of the
professional journal Architectural
Forum from 1935 to 1944.

City planners in Frankfurt, West
Germany, home of that country's
tallest skyscrapers, are weighing a
proposal to build a 54-story mixeduse tower adjacent to the city's
landmark railroad terminal. The
German Federal Railway owns the
20-acre site and has extended an
option for a long-term lease once
the project gets the go-ahead. The
663-foot-high building would be the
first in a series of lofty secondgeneration skyscrapers that city
fathers plan to erect in Frankfurt
over the next 15 years. (The first
generation of tall buildings has
been rising in the city's financial
district since the late 1970s.) Early
renderings for the new structure,
which is being proposed by a
Mannheim investment group at an
estimated cost of $150 million,
depict a contemporary campanile
with a belfry-like, but bell-less,
crown. The building would be
situated along the southern flank of
one of Europe's best-known 19thcentury railroad stations-a
monumental Industrial-Age basilica
designed by architect Hermann
Eggert that features a Gerrnan
Renaissance Revival facade and a
vaulted steel-and-glass shed over
the tracks and passenger platforms.
Preliminary designs by the
architectural team of Helmut Joos,
Reinhart Schulze, and Carsten
Kriiger-Heyden reveal a frankly
Postmodernist scheme that consists
of a 230-foot-square sandstonesheathed base whose provisions for
retail space will form an extension
of shopping arcades in the station, a
tower consisting of 28 commercial
stories and a 14-story hotel, and an
underground parking garage for
600 cars. An all-weather, secondstory pedestrian bridge will link the
new structure to the station.
Robert Ingersoll, McGraw-Hill
World News, Bonn

Frank Lloyd Wright's Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum in New York
City has been selected to receive the
American Institute of Architects'
25-Year Award, conferred annually
"to recognize design of enduring
significance." The Guggenheim is
the fourth building by Wright to
win the award.
The Bellevue Stratford Hotel, the
venerable Philadelphia. landmark
that shut its doors last year after 80
years of operation, will be
redeveloped as a mixed-use
structure comprising eight floors of
office space, a restaurant and
shopping arcade, and, on its upper
stories, a new hotel surrounding an
open-air courtyard. Conversion
architects are RTKL Associates.
Six design professionals are among
the 22 artists and scholars recently
announced as winners of Rome
Prize Fellowships by The American
Academy in Rome. The award
recipients are Frederick Biehle of
New York City; Kathryn A. Dean of
Brooklyn; Norman Krumholz of
Cleveland; Jeanne Giordano of
Philadelphia; William P. Bruder of
New River, Ariz.; and Elizabeth
Dean Hermann of Somerville, Mass.
"Insight and Outlook: Views of
British Design" is the theme of the
36th annual International Design
Conference in Aspen, scheduled for
June 15-20 at the Colorado resort.
Speakers will include architects
James Stirling and Norman Foster,
artist David Hockney, film producer
David Puttnam, photographer
Norman Parkinson, and graphic
designer Alan Fletcher. For
information, contact Deborah
Murphy, IDCA, P. 0. Box 664,
Aspen, Colo. 81612 (303/925-2257).
The Boston Foundation for
Architecture is a newly formed
grant-making organization that
intends to provide financial support
for public-education programs
relating to architecture, urban
design, and city planning in the
Boston area. Its initial grants
helped underwrite a lecture series
at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts,
and an educational film entitled
Our Built Environment that
addresses the design process.

For growth-minded
Atlanta, bigger is
still better

In the prestigious old residential
section of Atlanta known as
Buckhead, construction has begun
on a mixed-use project whose scale
is mind-boggling even to those
accustomed to the city's policy of
no-holds-barred development.
Designed by Thompson, Ventulett,
Stainback & Associates, Buckhead
Plaza consists of four office towers
ranging in size from 19 to 44 stories,
110,000 square feet of retail space, a
400-room hotel, and a 6,500-car
garage. The buildings will be clad in
a combination of precast concrete,
polychromed Canadian granite, and
green-tinted glass. Although the
architects have attempted to relate
the project to its context through
small "transitional" buildings, it is
difficult to envision the comfortable
insertion of 2.8 million square feet
of office space into a residential
neighborhood, even when housed
under domestic-feeling gable roofs.
Architectural Record April 1986
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Far from the madding crowd, architects
ponder urban issues in Monterey

California architects convened for
three radiant and convivial days in
early March at the annual Monterey
Design Conference, sponsored by
the California Chapter of the AIA.
The theme of this year's meeting
was "American Urbanism," but the
Asilomar Conference Center, Julia
Morgan's rustic, Craftsman-style
summer-camp-for-grown-ups,
seemed far removed from asphalt,
subways, and slums.
Through a series of panel
discussions, slide shows, and project
presentations, architects, planners,
and developers looked at the
problems of our changing cities and
proposed brave new schemes for
their improvement. Judging from
the presentations, the West Coast
vision of the future has mostly
uncloudy skies and, in contrast to
the East, there were no
discouraging words about the
potentially dire effects of GrammRudman-Hollings and tax reform.
"Things are booming here because
of the Pacific Rim trade," explained
Marvin Malecha, dean of the School
of Environmental Design at
California State Polytechnic
University in Pomona. "What's
happening in Washington right now
is just not touching us. Our
development system works
differently. We're able to exact a lot
of the amenities from the private
sector that the government
provides back East. We tell them,
'If you want to build there, you
have to put in public amenities.' And
they do, because land values are so
high that they know they'll turn a
profit anyway."
With remarkable unanimity, the
presenters affirmed their belief that
the planning process and private
enterprise would eventually correct
the woes of American cities.
Architect Charles Jencks advocated
"legislating virtue" via "intelligent
zoning." A master plan is a city's
constitution, he explained. Said
developer Robert Maguire III, "It is
good business to make cities that
we all enjoy living and working
in. . . . Quality pays, and I think
that's good news for all you
architects."
At a Saturday morning session
entitled "American Urbanism:
Searching for a Direction," L. A./
Toronto architect Barton Myers
expressed his optimism for master
plans in almost the same breath as
he explained how readily cities
trade away their restrictions, a
contradiction not entirely lost on the
audience. Myers's "manifesto" for
the city emphasized midrange
density and decentralization"multicity, not not just multicenter,
for greater distribution of power"and he cited as examples Toronto,
with its borough system of
government, Washington, D. C.,
and Los Angeles. His views were

echoed by the other panelists,
notably Jencks, who (quoting Colin
Rowe) stated that "a good city is a
collection of vest-pocket utopias,"
and developer Wayne Ratkovich,
who said he viewed cities as "a
collection of urban villages where
we can share our lives."
The success of these centers,
Myers emphasized, hinged in part
on improved public transportation,
although neither he nor any other
panelist speculated on who would
pay for it if the federal government
opts out of funding mass transit.
When an observer broached the
issue, Ratkovich retorted, "People
seem to forget that railroads and
airlines were established without
the help of the government."
Not surprisingly, much
discussion centered on California's
ubiquitous suburbs-both its acres
of tract housing and the way that
conventional zoning has encouraged
this "privatized landscape" -and
the newer suburban centers that
are diverting population and
resources from the cities. San
Francisco architect Jeffrey Heller
discussed San Francisco's
Downtown Plan and the resulting
building-approval process (dubbed
the "beauty contest"), showing in
slides what he termed the positive
effects that its restrictions were
having on building design. At the
same time, he warned, the plan,
which "will allow very little future
development through the year
2000," shows strong public reaction
against development." 'No growth'
has serious economic implications
for the profession," Heller said. "It
will also push growth out into the
suburbs and further threaten our
already diminishing greenbelt."
One of the conference's more
cautionary voices was that of David
Childs, a partner in Skidmore
Owings & Merrill's New York
office, who charged that "some
cities have become development
junkies" in their "headlong rush to
develop" real estate as a "radical
new source of income." He
chastised the City of New York for
issuing RFPs to develop major
properties like Columbus Circle that
include no design guidelines and
treat financial return as the most
significant factor in the proposal.
"Public land should be developed
with the public in mind," Childs
said, "and I believe that responsible
developers would be delighted
to cooperate."
If the conference is an accurate
reflection, California is an oasis of
enthusiasm in anxious times. Its
architects are brimming with
confidence in the state, its economy,
their ability to solve its problems.
To this observer, there was a sense
of immunity from the rest of the
country's problems. Let's hope
they're right. Julia Lichtblau

Back to the future

When the Prudential Insurance
Company unveiled plans for its
Chicago regional headquarters in
1952, the 41-story aluminum-andlimestone-clad building-the city's
first postwar skyscraper-heralded
a torrent of rectangular curtainwall office slabs that followed in
Chicago and elsewhere. For a major
addition to Prudential Plaza, the
company has elected once again to
fo llow the latest architectural

fashion, this time by looking into
the past. Plans drawn up by Loeb!
Schlossman and Hackl call for a
64-story office tower whose setback
granite-and-glass facades and lofty
faceted crown allude to the earlv
20th-century skyscrapers that ·
Naess & Murphy, architects of the
original Prudential building, so
defiantly ignored. At 1,021 feet the
new structure will be the fou rth
tallest building in the city.

Tilt-up
Postmodernism

At first glance the Brea Tech
Center near Los Angeles seems a
pleasant, but unremarkable,
assemblage of classically inspired
low-rise office buildings designed
by architects Fields & Silverman.
What makes the project unusual is
its tilt-up concrete construction, an
economical (in this case, $22 per
square foot) building mode usually
reserved for one-story industrial
buildings and warehouses.
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Booking architecture:
A symposium on architectural
publishing at Columbia

In early March, the Temple Hoyne
Buell Center for the Study of
American Architecture at Columbia
University sponsored a two-day
symposium entitled "The Building
and the Book: Architectural
Publishing in America." Robert
A. M. Stern, director of the Buell
Center, presided over the event,
which included papers by 18
scholars, journalists, and amateur
architectural historians, as well as
brief question-and-answer periods .
Attendance required paid
registration, yet Wood Auditorium
at Columbia's Avery Hall boasted
an audience of well over a hundred
at both sessions of the symposium.
The festivities convened with a
Friday afternoon session devoted to
"American Architecture Through
American Eyes: Book Trends and
Economics, 1776-1986." Chaired by
Victoria Newhouse, president and
publisher of the Architectural
History Foundation, it consisted of
seven papers of varying length,
quality, and interest, which
together attempted to provide
something of an overview of
architectural book publishing in this
country from the late 18th century
to the present. A vast array of facts
and figures-familiar as well as
recondite, trivial as well as
illuminating-were dispensed in
presentations with titles like "The
Beginnings: Architectural
Publishing in America, 1776-1840,"
"Selling Architecture: Promotional
Literature, 1895-1940," and "The
Making and Selling of Architectural
Books in America, 1895-1945."
Perhaps the most cogent
contributions to this session were
made by Keith Morgan from Boston
University, who gave a balanced
and informative outline of "Writing
on Architecture: History and
Criticism, 1895-1945," and by
Newhouse, who provided a detailed
account of the recent economic and
technical history of architectural
book publishing in the United
States. Spiro Kostof, professor of
architectural history at the
University of California at Berkeley
and author of the encyclopedic
History of Architecture (1985),
reviewed trends in architectural
books after World War II. No one
fam iliar with Kostof's work will be
surprised to learn that he
championed "revisionist"
architectural studies that would
deliberately elide the distinction
between architecture and mere
building-between high art and
popular culture-and give special
attention to various "ethnic
environments" and other aspects of
"the social use of architectural
space" that have been neglected by
traditional architectural history and
criticism.
On Saturday morning the
symposium tu rned its attention

from books to architectural
magazines and journals. No doubt
because periodicals have tended to
have larger, more immediate impact
on the profession, this session was
longer and in some ways more
ambitious. Suzanne Stephens, for
many years an editor at Progressive
Architecture and now a contributor
to House and Garden, Vanity
Fair, and other journals, chaired
the session. Its 11 papers attempted
to trace the development and
influence of architectural criticism,
excluding newspaper criticism, in
this country from its beginnings in
the mid-19th century to the present,
and here again the presentations
varied widely in quality and
interest.
Essentially historical reports
recounted the rise of professional
journals and noted the importance
of literary magazines like Harper's
and Scribner's as vehicles for such
eminent architecture critics as
Montgomery Schuyler and Russell
Sturgis. Leland Roth, who teaches
at the University of Oregon and is
author of McKim, Mead & White,
Architects (1983), described the
enormous influence of women's
magazines, especially The Ladies'
Home Journal, as purveyors of
model-house designs-including
several designs by Frank Lloyd
Wright-at the turn of the century.
Thomas Bender from New York
University delivered a thoughtful
paper entitled "Architecture and the
Journalism of Ideas," which showed
how architecture has moved in and
out of the center of intellectual
discourse over the last century.
Looking back to such influential
figures as Herbert Crowley, a
forme r editor of RECORD and
founder of The New Republic, and
Lewis Mumford, Bender
conjectured, probably correctly,
that today no "major intellectual"
has incorporated architecture into
his work.
There was much else that one
might note about the day's
offerings. For sheer curiosity value,
Rice University's Peter
Papademetriou propably must take
the palm. Papademetriou delivered
an exceedingly long and often
tedious talk about post-World War
II architectural journals. Whenever
he quoted someone who used a male
noun or pronoun to refer to
architects, Papademetriou would
insert an editorializing "sic,"
presumably to demonstrate that he
at least was not in collusion with
such an unconscionably accurate
use of standard English.
Such anomalies have of course
become endemic to chic academic
rhetoric, and, in fact, perhaps the
most striking feature of the day's
proceedings was their thoroughly
academic cast. The more specialized
continued on page 55

One man's vision of coastal access

Although residents of Santa Monica
have long enjoyed the city's nearperfect setting atop palisades
overlooking the Pacific, many are
less enamored of recent high-rise
commercial development along the
bluff that threatens to transform
the once-peaceful resort into a
faceless extension of Los Angeles.
To address this problem, architect
Skylar Brown of nearby Malibu has
come up with a conceptual design,

dubbed Santa Monica Span, which
would extend an existing park over
Pacific Coast Highway and connect
with futuristic-looking fo ur-story
beachside structures that could be
developed for commercial and
residential uses. In addition to
keeping the city's skyline low, the
proposed modular units would help
stabilize palisade erosion, says
Brown, and facilitate the public's
access to the beach.

A place where city and river meet

An invited competition aimed at
revitalizing downtown Davenport,
Iowa, has resulted in an intriguing
proposal, called River Center Plaza,
that calls for a 140-foot-square
raised open space flanked by lowrise arcaded buildings on its east
and west boundaries. Designed
collaboratively by artist Elyn
Zimmerman and Paul Broches of
Mitchell/Giurgola Architects, the
plaza incorporates a 150-foot-long
metaphorical "river" meant to
symbolize Davenport's historic
association with the Mississippi,
located just five blocks south of the
project site. In order to underscore
further the link between Davenport
and the river, the designers have
included stone benches engraved
with the writings of Mark Twain,
and they have proposed planting an
allee of red oaks that would literally
·
connect the plaza to the city's
waterfront.
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Design news continued
historical subjects naturally
demanded scholarly expertise, but
what about current journalistic and
critical practice? How was it
handled? With one or two
exceptions, the speakers that
Saturday were academics, not
practicing critics, and there was not
a single representative from the
major architectural journals on the
roster-surely an odd turn of
events for a symposium supposedly
devoted to architectural criticism
and journalism. Even the
exceptions, notably Suzanne
Stephens and Joan Ockman (who
worked for some years on the nowdefunct Oppositions), only served
to underscore the academic
atmosphere of the event. Stephens's
talk, "Learning to Love Complexity:
Professional Periodicals, 19651980," was essentially a brief for
the Postmodernist eruption
inaugurated by Robert Venturi's
1966 manifesto, Complexity and
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Contradiction in Architecture-a
book and a movement born, bred,
and boosted in the academy. And
the burden of Ockman's talk was
epitomized in its title, "Positions
and Oppositions: The Development
of a Critical Discourse in the 'Little'
Magazine and School Journal, 19651970"-a "discourse," incidentally,
that Ockman aptly characterized
when she described the orientation
of Oppositions as a blend of
Marxism, neo-Marxism, and
semiotics.
Not surprisingly, the most
pressing questions facing
architectural journalism today,
questions about the esthetic tasks
of architectural criticism, were left
pretty much unexplored. Criticism
was often mentioned, to be sure,
and its absence deplored; but
virtually nothing of substance was
said about it, nor was a particularly
high level of critical acumen at
work in the presentations
themselves. Indeed, it was fitting
that the event should conclude with
a presentation by Thomas S. Hines
on the professional and popular
reception of Tom Wolfe's From
Bauhaus to Our House. Architects
have been conducting a shameless
love-hate affair with Wolfe ever
since his abysmal book was
published in 1981, simultaneously
repelled by his philistine caricature
of Modernist architecture and
intoxicated by the media attention
that his book garnered for itself
and, by extension, for the
architectural profession. As it
happened, Wolfe was in the
audience that afternoon and was
invited to reply to Hines's paper. In
a few words that marked the end of
this symposium on architectural
journalism, Wolfe told us that his
catchy title was more or less an
afterthought, that his real topic was
not architecture but the ethos of
what he called the academic
"compound," and that in fact his
book's real subject was "not
esthetic at all." And that, it seemed
to me, just about summed it up.

Roger Kimball

Condominiums, townhomes, conversions-any home that makes better
use of space has the competitive edge today. And you can offer
prospective buyers two rooms in the space of one with The SICO Room
Makers® Modular Wall and Bed System. They'll know you put extra
thought and quality into your units. And quality sells itself.
Stack up the components with any bed size to make any room a
sophisticated, comfortable bedroom. In the morning, fingertip pressure lifts the bed to conceal it in the wall system for a handsome
daytime environment.
You can have delivery on any combination of modular components:
shelves, night stand, three-drawer, two-door, glass-door /display units
and pull-down writing desk. For real comfort, select the queen, double
or twin bed with quality mattress and vinyl upholstered box spring or
foundation.
· The S!CO Room Makers Wall System is less costly than built-ins,
with all the quality SICO is known for around the world. It just may be
your best new salesman. Call or write today for full information.

The Room Ma!ler5
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SJCO INCORPORATED• Room Makers Division
7525 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 1169 •Minneapolis, MN 55440, Dept. AR-4
Phone (612) 941-1700, Ext.118• TWX EDNA-910-576-1771
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Presenting the Very Bes1
Tapered Roof Insulation
For nearly 50 years Pittsburgh Corning has been improving
products and innovating FOAMGLAS® Roof Insulation Systems
to meet changing needs. For example , Pittsburgh Corning
recently improved the " R" value of FOAMGLAS® insulation for
the fourth time ... this time nearly 10%. And we were the first
manufacturer to provide designers and owners with tapered
insulation systems. Our goal has always been to provide improved, more economical and efficient systems. Now, we are
introducing new Tapered FOAMGLAS® Roof Insulation Systems
- the very best of today's roof insulation technology!

FCAMGLAS®
ROOF INSULATION

PC PLUSYSTEM 1 with
FOAMGLAS® Underlayment
The All-FOAMGLAS®
PC PLUSYSTEM with FOAMGLAS®
insulation underlayment offers the
highest resistance to moisture, ensuring constant thermal efficiency,
while providing maximum compressive
strength. This PC PLUSYSTEM also
offers Pittsburgh Corning's 20-year
warranty against loss of insulating
efficiency. The Tapered FOAMGLAS®
insulation provides slope to drain
water and it is compatible with either
built-up-roof or adhered single ply
membranes. Ideal for roofs where
longevity and reliable thermal performance are important.

PC PLUSYSTEM 2
with PF Underlayment

The other PC PLUSYSTEMS ™
contain underlayments of
Pittsburgh Corning 's phenolic foam
(PF) or polyisocyanurate foam (Pl)
insulations. By underlaying Tapered
FOAMGLAS® Roof Insulation with
PF or Pl insulations, high R-value
and reduced cost requirements can
be satisfied. And these composite
systems overcome the instability problems of many foamed plastic systems .
The nucleus of F'C PLUSYSTEMS '"
is FOAMGLAS® cellular glass insulation , the most moisture resistant insulation on the market. Its dimensional
stability, strength, and impermeability
help eliminate many causes of roof
failure . And FOAMGLAS® insulation
provides constant insulating value
because thermal efficiency is not lost
as a result of aging. Indeed, the
All-FOAMGLAS® PC PLUSYSTEM is
the wisest choice for long-term performance and reliability. And it is the
only choice over high moisture or high
humidity generating processes and
facilities and refrigerated buildings .
The other PC PLUSYSTEMS '" contain underlayments of Pittsburgh

Corning's phenolic foam (PF) or
polyisocyanurate foam (Pl) insulations. By underlaying Tapered
FOAMG LAS ® Roof Insulation with
PF or Pl insulations,.high R-value
and reduced cost requirements can
be satisfied . And these composite
systems overcome the instability problems of foamed plastic systems.
Performance Criteria
Each system takes advantage of the
outstanding characteristics of these
insulation materials to satisfy today's
Performance Criteria for roof insulation systems .
Priced Competitively
The flexibility inherent in
FOAMGLAS® PC PLUSYSTEMS
provides the designer with options
that permit specification of thermally
efficient and economical roof insulation systems .
Your Pittsburgh Corning representative will prepare a Roof Survey and
recommend the PC PLUSYSTEM that
meets your Performance Criteria and
cost restrictions .
Contact Pittsburgh Corning Corporation , Marketing Department FB-6,
800 Presque Isle Drive, Pittsburgh ,
PA 15239, Tel. : (412) 327-6100.
In Canada, 106-6 Lansing Square,
Willowdale, Ontario M2J 1T5, Tel. :
(416) 222-8084.
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The FOAMGLAS® PC PLUSYSTEM
with PF (phenolic foam) Underlayment provides the highest, R-value
available in these systems. The
Tapered FOAMGLAS® insulation
shields the PF Underlayment from
temperature extremes and distributes loads evenly. Recommended for
buildings with normal interior tem peratures and humidities which need
a high R-value roof system or when
insulation thicknesses are limited by
physical or cost restrictions .

PC PLUSYSTEM 3
with Pl Underlayment
The FOAMGLAS® PC PLUSYSTEM
with Pl (polyisocyanurate foam) Underlayment is a high R-value system.
The Tapered FOAMGLAS® insulation reduces thermal loads on the
Pl Underlayment providing a stable
membrane substrate. Recommended
for buildings with normal interior
temperatures and humidities which
require a high R-value roof insulation system , or where physical or cost
restrictions exist.

PITTSBURGH
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Design awards/competitions:
City of Oceanside, California
Civic Center Design Competition

1. Premiated design: Charles
Moore[Urban Innovations Group,
in association with Danielson
Design Group. According to the
summary provided by Moore's
team, the winning design "starts
from the legacy of Irving Gill and
his search for a clear, simple, and
honest architecture that luxuriates
in the temperate climate and lush
landscape of coastal southern
California. We use his plain white
walls, unadorned concrete arcades,
disciplined fenestration, and flat
roofs as our architectural
vocabulary and then allow
ourselves the exuberance of bright
colors with tiles in niches at the
entrances, and in the jambs and
soffits of deep-set openings."
References to Gill's architecture
seem especially apt in Oceanside,
given that the town's existing
municipal complex was designed by
Gill in 1929. Although the city
intends to demolish most of Gill's
buildings on the site to make way
for the new center, Moore's scheme
does call for preserving a Gilldesigned firehouse and converting
it into a recreational facility. Like
many of the competition entries,
Moore included generous provisions
for terraced public plazas (top
drawing) that step down the sloping
site from a main entry court at
Ditmar Street (bottom drawing). A
whimsical aspect of the plan is a
library plaza floor made of colored
tiles arranged in the shape of an
alluvial fan which, at its edges,
turns into real water that spills into
a palm-studded pool. "Mature,
sophisticated architecture" was the
jury's characterization of the
proposal. "It seems an open, userfriendly civic center that is in scale
with the community." Added the
city's mayor Larry Bagley, "I could
walk by that complex and know I
was in Oceanside."
2. Finalist: Kaplan/McLaughlin/
Diaz, in association with Keniston
& Mosher. Although the
competition had no provisions for an
official runner-up, several jurors
and many in the community felt
that the proposal by Kaplan/
McLaughlin/Diaz offered the
Moore scheme its greatest
challenge. Replete with references
to Oceanside's topography, this
parklike plan would have
incorporated several water
elements, including a stepped
cascade, a midsite reflecting pool,
and a waterfall/ estuary-all meant
to recall the path of the nearby San
Luis Rey River. The linear form of
city hall evokes historic piers,
complete with "seaside" pavilions
built out into the reflecting pool
(right). A continuous wall along
Third Street contrasts with a more
inviting public entrance along
Fourth Street.
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Charles Moore arid the Urban Innovations Group ofLos Angeles,
working in association with the Danielson Design Group of San
Juan Capistrano, have won a national competition to design a new
$20-million civic center in Oceanside, California. The complex is
proposed for a three-block downtown site bounded by Hill, Nevada,
Third, and Fourth streets, and is envisioned as the centerpiece of
Oceanside's downtown renewal program. The city hopes to complete
the center by 1988, Oceanside's centennial year. The competition
brief called for approximately 170, 000 square feet ofgeneral
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municipal office space, a40,000-square-Jd~t main library, a 7,000square-foot district.fire station, and provisions for parking and
landscaped open space-all intended to :i~rve a rapidly expanding
city in northern San Diego County that if expected to grow from its
current population of92, 000 to 130, 000 by the year 2000. An unusual
aspect of the competition was its high degree ofpublic participation:
the five finalists' entries were exhibited at a local branch library,
and Oceanside residents were invited to submit written comments
on the designs. Although the jury was not obligated to go along with

public opinion, the winning scheme by the Charles Moore/Urban
Innovations Group team did appear to be the peoples: as well as
jurors; choice. We illustrate below Moore's premiated design and
proposals by the four other finalists, selected from 59 competition
entries by professional jurors Michael Pittas, AICP, Hon. AJA (Jury
chairman); Garrett Eckbo, FASLA; Donlyn Lyndon, FAIA; Robert
Mosher, FAIA; and Peter Samton, FAIA. Jurors representing the
community were Marion Bryant, Lucy Chavez, Nancy Jakovac,
Warner Lusardi, Dr. John MacDonald, and Ernie Taylor.

3. Finalist: ELS/Elbasani-Logan,

in association with Winn & Cutri. A
six-story domed city hall (right)
terminating the vista along
Freeman Street is the dominant
element of a scheme that would
have preserved fully one-third of
the building site as a "land bank"
for future development.
Administrative offices extending as
wings on either side of city hall
reinforce the east-west orientation
of the site. This architectural
ensemble, together with the new
library and council chambers
building, opens onto a heavily
landscaped pedestrian plaza
fronting Third Street that the
architects say "celebrates the
accessibility of Oceanside's
citizenry to its government." The
curving facade of the city council
chambers echos the contour of a
raised circular platform at the
center of the site.
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4. Finalist: Heller & Leake.
Perhaps more than any of the other
finalists, Heller & Leake's
submission exhibits the timehonored symbolic elements one
traditionally associates with civic
architecture. A tall campanile
reminiscent of Bertram Goodhue's
work in San Diego is the focal point
of the project and serves as a link
between city hall-a three-story
structure organized around a
rotunda (right in rendering}--and
the library. This building ensemble
faces a ceremonial plaza, or "civic
green," located at the corner of Hill
and Third streets. A pedestrian
arcade crosses the site and connects
city hall to a new parking garage
that would have replaced the Gill
firehouse. Although some jurors
admired the way the architects
concentrated their buildings at one
end of the site, others criticized the
design as overly conservative.
5. Finalist: Arquitectonica, in

association with Friedson/Robbins.
Although Arquitectonica was alone
among the finalists to eschew any
allusions to Oceanside's historic
architecture, the Miami-based firm
nonetheless presented a scheme
that is highly referential. According
to the architects, four brightly
colored, wedge-shaped buildings
housing city offices, council
chambers, a library, and a fire
station are meant, depending on
one's mood, as metaphors for
Pacific waves, rolling inland hills, or
billowing sails of boats moored in
Oceanside's harbor. Stepped
grandstands atop each building
were designed as viewing galleries
for urban performances and
festivals. While the jury praised the
scheme as the "most courageous
and daringly innovative" of the
finalists, they ultimately rejected it
as too great a risk.
Architectural Record April 1986
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Design awards/competitions continued

American Wood Council
1985 Design Awards

Tom Bernard

4

1. The Aware Shelter, Juneau,
Alaska; The Miller/Hull
Partnership, Architects (Honor
Award). An 8,000-square-foot
temporary shelter housing up to 48
victims of domestic violence was
designed as a comfortable rustic
lodge. The building is sheathed in a
combination of fir-veneered boardand-batten siding and cedar
planks-wood finishes that recall
the vernacular residential
architecture of southeastern
Alaska. A semicircular meeting
room at the building's northern end
offers impressive views of the
surrounding hillside. The jury called
the project "a strong, highly
suitable concept [and] a warm,
sheltering environment."
2. Shelly Ridge Girl Scout Center,
Miquon, Pennsylvania; Bohlin
Powell Larkin Cywinski, Architects
(Honor Award). A five-building
rural retreat for Girl Scouts from
60
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inner-city Philadelphia exhibits a
rustic vocabulary of wood
structural and decorative elements
meant to recall local farm buildings.
A long south wall of glass on the
camp's central building emits solar
heat, while a massive fireplace,
elevated on a platform for small
seating groups, dominates the
interior space. The jury praised the
architects for their "traditional yet
fresh approach. The buildings are
simple where it makes sense to be
simple, decorative where
appropriate, and totally related
inside and out."
3. Tidewater House, Eastern
Shore, Maryland; Hugh Newell
Jacobsen, Architect (Honor Award).
"A simple, classic design with
beautiful scale and excellent flow
from one space to another" was the
jury's characterization of a
weekend house that consists of four
pavilions lined up between a pond

5

and a tree-lined allee [RECORD, midApril 1984, pages 74-81]. Three sides
of the exterior are wrapped with
floor-to-ceiling louvered shutters
which, when closed, form a
continuous surface with clapboard
siding. When raised on motorized
pulleys, the shutters become
trellislike sunscreens that shade
stone terraces and floors.
4. House on Long Island Sound,
Stony Creek, Connecticut; Steven
Izenour of Venturi, Rauch and Scott
Brown, Architect (Honor Award).
Built on a rocky pier, this woodshingled bungalow exhibits two
whimsical land- and water-facing
facades [RECORD, mid-April 1984,
pages 124-127]. A south-facing
porch suggests a stylized Greek
temple to visitors arriving by boat,
while a huge window in the shape of
a ship's wheel greets overland
guests. The jury praised the design
as "handsomely composed and

©Rob Super

absolutely charming, ... an
extremely strong concept carried all
the way through with well thoughtout detailing."
5. Fisher Winery, Santa Rosa,
California; William Turnbull
Associates, Architects (Honor
Award). The jury called this
northern California winery "a
simple, straightforward design,
beautifully crafted, that combines
barn imagery and working elements
within a single volume .... [It is]
everybody's snapshot image of how
a building sitting in a field should
look." Built entirely of fir and
redwood sawn on-site to make
additional land available for grape
planting, the structure features a
trellis overhang that creates
changing patterns of light and
shade on an otherwise chaste
exterior. Beneath a wood-shingled
roof, large scissor trusses dominate
a 5,100-square-foot interior.

A winery in California, a Girl Scout retreat in Pennsylvania, and a
shelter for victims ofdomestic violence in:Alaska were among the
ten new buildings recently cited by The A}nerican Wood Council in
its 1985 Wood Design Awards Program. Six projects received honor
awards, and four were recognized with citations. In selecting the
winners from 250 national entries, the jury observed that "the best
designs share a simplicity of concept and treatment with wood,
whether left natural or subjected to color, whether ornamented with
verge boards or using structural members as decoration. The

8
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eastern Long Island was designed
6. Wharton House, Nottingham,
with a steeply pitched roof, low
New Hampshire; Amsler Hagenah
dormer windows, and a massive
MacLean, Architects (Honor
stone chimney-elements that
Award). An 1,800-square-foot
residence consists of three cabinlike harmonize with neighboring 19thpavilions, graduated in size, that
century domestic architecture. A
step down a steeply sloping site
variety of wood details-casement
windows, planter boxes, pine plank
toward the Lake Pawtuckaway
flooring, window seats, and a picket
shoreline [RECORD, mid-April 1985,
pages 94-97]. A glass-enclosed
fence-enhances the rustic effect.
walkway connects the units, which
"An honest, well-proportioned
were designed to reflect the area's
house," said the jury.
indigenous architecture. Wood
8. Rosewalk Cottage Court,
applications include white cedar
Seaside, Pt. Washington, Florida;
Orr & Taylor, Architects (Citation).
shingles and stained pine trim on
This picturesque assemblage of 15
the exterior and white-stained
clapboard-sided houses ranging in
poplar ceilings, cedar decking, and
size from 800 to 1,200 square feet is
red oak floors on the interior. The
located in Seaside, a new planned
jury called the house "sensitive to
its context and the regional
resort community on the western
vernacular."
tip of the Florida panhandle.
Arrayed around a courtyard
7. Iooss Residence, Montauk, New
embellished with gazebos, trellises,
York; Michael A. Geyer, Architect
(Citation). A shingle-clad, 2,300and pergolas, the cottages have
broad 'covered verandas, interior
square-foot house on the coast of

diversity of the winning projects suggests that wood is a more
flexible material than is generally imagined." Jurors for the
biennial program were David Childs, FAIA, of Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill in New York City (chairman); Robert J. Frasca, FAIA, of
Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Partnership in Portland, Oregon; Adele
Naude Santos, chairman of the department of architecture at the
University ofPennsylvania in Philadelphia; Robert A. iY.l. Stern,
FAIA, ofRobert A. iY.l. Stern Architects in New York City; and
Ronald J. Thom, FRAIC, of The Thom Partnership in Toronto.
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lofts, and such architectural details
as cupolas, octagonal libraries, and
inglenook-type dining areas.
Widow's walks and second-story
porches permit views of the Gulf of
Mexico. The project "revives a
tradition of well-detailed homes in
wood," said the jury. "[It is] an
expression of the charm once
associated with summer resorts by
the sea."
9. House in Westchester County,
New York; R. M. Kliment and
Frances Halsband, Architects
(Citation). The jury called a 5,600square-foot weekend and summer
retreat near New York City
[RECORD, mid-April 1985, pages
70-77] "an imaginative recall of
traditional forms in the Shingle
Style." Situated at the edge of a
lake, the structure boasts a
symmetrically massed entrance
portico that contrasts strikingly
with a more fragmented rear

Gilbert Hershberger

elevation. "The design succeeds
very well,'' observed the jury, "with
a distinct sense of entrance and a
strong processional sequence
leading to the view of the lake."
10. Fitzpatrick Residence,
Pasadena, California; Gilbert L.
Hershberger, Architect (Citation).
The California Craftsman houses
designed early in this century by
Greene and Greene were stylistic
prototypes for this 3,500-squarefoot bungalow. The structure's
exposed redwood post-and-beam
framing system, set on a six-foot
module, is enhanced by trellises
above the patio and notched rafter
ends that project from the roof to
form generous eaves. "An artfully
detailed house that exploits the
natural color, warmth, and texture
of wood," noted the jurors. "Its
regional character is highly
appropriate to the tradition of
the area."
Architectural Record April 1986
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Glass Distinctio
Naturalite Skylights Ma/re Atrium Concepts Work Beautifully.
The handsome Bent Tree Green office condominiums
in north Dallas capitalizes beautifully upon the atrium
concept through use of structural ridge skylights by
Natura/ite.
The Naturalite engineered glass skylight system
encloses two identical areas measuring 50' x 71 '.
Glazing consists of ¥.i" heat strengthened reflective
laminated glass with an .060 poly vinyl inter-layer. The
finish of the aluminum structural ridge is dark bronze
anodized.
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General contractor, Bramcon General Contradors.
Architects, Harwood K. Smith and Partners, Inc.,

Dallas.
Whatever your design calls for, Naturalite can
execute it beautifuOg in acrylic, glass or polgcarbonates.
And, we are equipped to install larger custom and
monumental applications almost anywhere.
See Sweets insert 7.8/Na or contact the fadory.
Naturalite, America's largest skylight company. Your
single source for skylights.

3233 West Kingsky Road, Garland, Texas 75040
For information caO: Jolm Rowan
(Toll Free) J ./J()().527-4018
Circle 57 on inquiry card

Books

John Ruskin: The Early Years
1819-1859, by Tim Hilton. New
Haven: Yale University Press,
1985, $22.50.

Remewed by Roger Kimball
This beautifully written and
meticulously researched account of
the first 40 years of John Ruskin's
life is an exemplary production.
Although the book does not supply
us with any startling new
revelations about Ruskin's life or
work, it proceeds with a
judiciousness, a command of
Ruskin's oeuvre, and a sense of the
great critic's place in the history of
modern thought that make it a
minor masterpiece of biographical
writing. The author-who like his
subject has taught both painting
and art history-has written
monographs on Picasso, Mir6, and
Anthony Caro and is a regular
reviewer for The Times Literary
Supplement. The present work, the
first of two projected volumes,
takes us through Ruskin's youth
and school days, his disastrous,
unconsummated marriage of six
years to Euphemia Gray, and the
composition of most of his
important works devoted primarily
to art and architecture.
These are the years that saw
publication of The Seven Lamps of
Architecture (1849), the three
volumes of The Stones of Venice
(1851-1853), and the five volumes of
Modern Painters (1843-1859)--that
landmark of art criticism which
Ruskin began at the age of 23 as a
defense of the controversial
painting of J. M. W. Turner, one of
his lifelong artistic passions. They
are also the years of Ruskin's
discovery of medieval art, his
involvement with Pre-Raphaelitism,
and the beginning of his interest in
the arts and crafts movement. The
later, socially "activist" Ruskin, the
Ruskin of Fors Clamgera, The
Crown of Wild Olive, and Munera
Pulveris, only just began to assert
himself in these years. Hilton's
consideration of that side of
Ruskin's activity, though touched
upon in the concluding chapters of
this book, has been mostly left for
the anticipated second volume.
Ruskin was the doted-upon only
child of a successful sherry
merchant and a fiercely devout,
Evangelical mother. The Bible
played an enormous part in his
education and, gifted with a
prodigious memory, Ruskin had
large passages of it by heart at an
early age. His parents' attitude is
perhaps best characterized as stern
Roger Kimball is a doctoral candidate in
the Modern Stu dies program at Yale. He
writes frequently abou t art and
architecture f or RECORD, The New
Criterion, and other publications.

but loving, their affection constant

to the point of being oppressive.
One is somehow not surprised that
Ruskin should describe his home as
an Eden where "all the fruit was
forbidden." Yet Ruskin remained
extremely close to his parents.
When he went up to Christ Church,
his family, too, moved to Oxford.
Throughout his three years'
residence as an undergraduate, it
was Ruskin's habit to take tea most
afternoons with his mother and to
sit with her until the college gates
closed in the evening. In later years
Ruskin would travel in Europe for
months at a time with his parents
and, even after he was married,
would work and often sleep in
their house.
Throughout this chronicle, Hilton
writes with a rare combination of
tact and forthrightness. He draws a
sympathetic portrait of Ruskin that
does justice to his deeply influential
achievement as a critic and cultural
cynosure without discounting his
many peculiarities and failings, both
personal and professional. He
recognizes, for example, that the
purity of Ruskin's esthetic vision
was at once the source of his
magisterial voice and also a certain
narrowness of taste. "Inflexibility
was always a danger to his
sensibility," Hilton observes, adding
later that Ruskin's judgment was
sometimes hindered by "the illusion

that the same art should be made by
everybody."
As Hilton notes, hardly any of
Ruskin's books fit easily into an
established genre; his was an
idiosyncratic genius, fired by an
extraordinarily responsive esthetic
intelligence and an English prose
style that has few, if any, rivals for
its sweeping, evocative grandeur. It
is of course easy to take exception
to many of Ruskin's particular
esthetic judgments. Hilton himself
finds Ruskin's placement of
Tintoretto "at the top, top, top of
everything" evidence of his
"personal and partial" response.
And most of us, I think, will take
exception to his reaction to St.
Peter's: "St. Peter's I expected to be
disappointed in," the young Ruskin
wrote in a letter. "I was disgusted."
But Ruskin's real strength as a
critic, a strength left undiminished
by his often idiosyncratic
enthusiasms and aversions, is the
moral seriousness with which he
regards art and architecture. Hilton
is quite right in identifying this
seriousness, together with a
"professionalism" that "assumed
an understanding of art far above
that of its actual practitioners," as
Ruskin's chief contribution to the
practice of criticism.
While Ruskin was concerned with
architecture throughout his life, the
decade between 1846 and 1856 was

the period of his most intense
concentration on architectural
themes. At the center of that
concern were The Seven Lamps of
Architecture-written partly in an
effort to salvage something of
Italy's architectural heritage from
the wrecker's ball-and The Stones
of Venice. But these years were
_.
also the time of various lectures and
pamphlets on architectural themes,
as well as his collaboration on the
construction of the Oxford
Museum. As a critic, Ruskin was
didactic in the best sense. He was
among the first to view the critic's
task as one of educating,
influencing, correcting taste. The
contemporary relevance of his
exacting vision is perhaps nowhere
more evident than in the second
chapter of The Seven Lamps of
Architecture, "The Lamp of
Truth." Ruskin insists there upon
honesty in architecture and
inveighs against "a direct falsity of
assertion respecting the nature of
material, or the quantity of labor."
"No form nor material," he writes,
"is to be deceptively represented."
Ruskin had the heavily ornamented,
historicizing architecture of mid19th-eentury London uppermost in
mind; but his words have an
admonitory force that could be
pondered with considerable profit
by a good many contemporary
architects.

"Well naturally it doesn't look like an Andrew Wyeth painting from here.
You go down to the bottom of the hill and look up. "
Architectural Record April 1986
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Observations continued

Books

practice was less eagerly adopted
after Calonne, the Minister of
Finance, was nearly cut in half
when the glass fell [into] his bed.")
Thornton's study begins in 1620,
How rare it is that a book reviewed when ideals of unified interior
design which originated in
in these pages can be urged on
Renai~sance Italy were in the
anybody, architect or layman, as
ascendant throughout Europe, and
warmly as one presses a favorite
concludes around 1920, when new
novel on friends. Authentic Decor
esthetic and social impul~es
is just such a rarity, a definitive
challenged that continuous,
scholarly resource that also
essentially classical, tradition. Each
presents an absorbing human
of the book's six chapters examines
chronicle. The abundance of vivid
a 50-year period in the light of
detail compiled by Peter Thornton,
trends in architecture and related
Keeper of the Department of
arts, the functional and ceremonial
Furniture and Woodwork at the
development of interior planning,
Victoria and Albert Museum,
and a specific typology of the
communicates an almost novelistic
architectural shell and furnishings.
fascination with the form and
texture of European and American Thornton is especially effective
indicating the means by which an
domestic life over three centuries.
esthetic message is transmitted
This immediacy depends in large
from centers of fashion, and the
part on the absence of
reconstructed period rooms among variations and anomalies that
the book's 534 illustrations; without emerge as the vocabulary spreads
to different social classes and
exception, the drawings, paintings,
regions. Numerous examples
prints, and photographs gathered
demonstrate the speed with which
here have been reproduced from
modes in interior decoration have
sources contemporaneous with the
always circulated among an
interiors they show. Remarkably,
international elite, yet Thornton
despite the wealth of engaging
minutiae in each vignette, and a text also traces the phenomenon of the
"false start," whereby a lag of even
that meticulously explicates the
several decades could delay the
significance of every valance,
general acceptance of a radical new
jardiniere, and chamber pot, the
larger thematic outlines of
style. Although he necessarily
Thornton's historical analysis do not draws most of his evidence from the
blur. His constant aim is tracking
amply recorded dwellings of
the "period eye," the shifting field
aristocrats, gentry, and influential
of vision that delineates the look of artists, Thornton still offers enough
an era and, "by some strange
glimpses of simpler folk at home to
process, seems to affect pretty well indicate the variable workings of
everyone. This in effect means that style as a measure of social
people in circles that react to
aspiration, shared values, and
fashion, even when it is only to
personal taste.
quite a lirllited extent, possess a
Many of the illustrations are
common way of viewing roomsstartlingly fresh, since they come
and, indeed, much else."
from sources as far-flung as
Thornton penetrates beyond the
Cracow, Bologna, and Stockholm,
fashionable ins and outs of
and from documents never
particular motifs, colors, materials, published before. Alongside the
and accouterments to stress the role work of such well-known figures as
of what he calls "density" in
Boulle, Schinkel, and Tiffany,
determining the basic esthetic of
Thornton includes extracts from
any moment in history. Density, he upholsterers' guides, fashion
magazines, and amateur albums, as
explains, "means that at some
periods a larger number of objects
well as portraits, genre scenes, and
can be tolerated en masse in a room conversation pieces. "Whenever the
than at others. It means that there
opportunity arose," he writes, "I
are variations in how much pattern chose the most charming picture
the eye can assimilate.... The
available. I did so not merely for the
change is more rapid than one
pleasure such images give us today
mightsuppose ... andiexpectitwill but because they also convey some
eventually be possible to recognize
of the delight that people of the
the characteristics of a decade quite time found in the style which was in
favor at the time concerned. Such
easily with practice." Unlike many
scholars on the trail of the zeitgeist, pictures help to remind us that
styles we find unattractive were
Thornton displays common sense
thought enchanting when new-by
and a sharp eye for irony. (His
many people, at any rate." Even
thorough morphology of late 18thcasual readers will succumb to the
century furniture, for example,
enchantment of dropping in
relays this footnoted aside: "In
vicariously on the domestic scenes
Paris people of a particularly
amorous disposition sometimes had preserved here; more serious
students of design will want to visit
a plate of mirror-glass set into the
often, and linger. D. B.
domes of their beds, but this
Authentic Decor: The Domestic

Interior 1620-1920, by Peter
Thornton. New York: Viking
Penguin Inc., 1984, $125.

Harvard: An Architectural
History, by Bainbridge Bunting;
completed by Margaret Henderson
Floyd. Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1985, $30.

Reviewed by Thomas Matthews
In the 350 years since its founding,
Harvard has erected 232 buildings.
The first, in 1632, was at the. time
the largest structure in the colonies,
and the college's architectural
intensity has never flagged.
Harvard: An Architectural
History catalogs those buildings
and documents the forces that
shaped them.
The dominant design tradition for
American higher education derives
from the University of Virginia,
Thomas Jefferson's "academical
village." The school is set apart
from society, a planned autonomous
community. Thus isolated, its
architecture becomes introspective,
reflecting academic theory more
often than external pressures.
Jefferson's "houses" are less
vernacular dwellings than textbook
examples of the evolution of style.
Harvard, in contrast, was founded
as an integral part of its Puritan
community. The students attended
church in Cambridge and mowed
Harvard hay in fields alongside
their neighbors. School and town
grew together, esssentially
interdependent, yet competing for
resources and often opposed in their
goals. Consequently, Harvard's
architecture has always been
responsive to larger social forces;
"master plans" succumbed to
dissension or expedience.
Nevertheless, Bainbridge Bunting
discerns some "inner energy" that
has guided growth toward a less
formal but more vivid unity.
The vicissitudes of Harvard Yard
exemplify the university's
development. Built on Cambridge
house lots sporadically acquired, it
was first a wasteland of pigpens
and privies. Gradually, through 150
years of intermittent growth, "the
buildings achieved a certain
harmony and dignity, ... not from a
purist allegiance to a predetermined
idiom but from a family
resemblance attained through the
use of brick, simple massing, and a
restrained, familiar architectural
vocabulary."
The self-assertive 19th century,
however, little valued this modest
beginning. As a more liberal
curriculum embraced new subjects,
their buildings needed new forms,
and narrow conformity seemed
antithetical to the growing
emphasis on individuality. The
result was an\ "architectural
inconsistency" characteristic of
Thomas Matthews is a freelance
architectural writer from New York City.

both the university and America
itself. But with the inauguration of
President Lowell in 1909, the college
returned to its Georgian heritage.
Working primarily with architect
Charles A. Coolidge, Lowell erected
more buildings than all previous
administrations combined;
"discretely placed," they
"coalesced" the latent unity of
Harvard Yard. "Unexpected
pockets of order appear, each with a
character of its own, yet all fit
together to form a coherent
pattern."
It is this lively, unpredictable
order that Bunting admires most
about Harvard, and its elucidation is
the book's central strength. Much
of the university's history of course
occurred outside the Old Yard.
Bunting examines the chaotic North
Yard, contrasts the Beaux-Arts
compositions of the business and
medical schools, and praises the
neo-Colonial River Houses along the
Charles. The evolution of Radcliffe
draws attention, and the Gropius
era is discussed, though with little
warmth. Bunting died before
completing his work, and Margaret
Henderson Floyd takes primary
responsibility for the discussion of
recent buildings, including the
controversial Sackler Museum. (She
praises its interior organization
while lamenting the dissonance of
its exterior brick.)
Given the inevitable difficulties of
posthumous collaboration,
Harvard: An Architectural
History is admirably coherent and
unified, marred only by occasional
repetition and lapses in
organization. Neither author is
afraid to be critical, but they share a
love of the university and its
grounds that shines through their
precise, lively descriptions. While
the illustrations are pertinent and
clear, they tend to focus on single
buildings; more maps and longer
views would clarify the web of
relationships so often praised. The
documentation, however, is
extensive, and the quality of the
book itself impeccable.
Harvard's history emerges from
complex and powerful forces. Great
architects from Charles Bulfinch to
Le Corbusier have discovered that
its campus rejects narcissistic toursde-force, embracing instead
buildings that defer to the whole.
When the authors' analyses seem
limited-slighting factors outside
Harvard, neglecting its relation to
other campuses, ignoring wider
trends-perhaps that same
deference is at work. The book's
focus remains resolutely on the
details, and in their steady
accumulation Harvard's identity
takes shape. It is a patient,
thoughtful portrait of a singular
institution, one worthy of the
tradition it justly admires.
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"It was really an easy choice to
make. Sure, we had practical things
to consider. The furniture we bought
had to be high quality. Shaw-Walker's
87 years of experience saw to that.
We needed furniture that helped us
work better, more productively. The
full line of products in the Woodwind'" Collection gave us everything we needed. And its design
compatibility with Tempo 3 Radius Office Systems, computer
support furniture, and ExpanDesk®Radius increased the
ways we could apply it. But in
the end it was Woodwind's
beauty that won us over.
"You see, we've been in
business for a short time,
but we've doubled in size
each of the last five
years. We needed furniture that would give us
a new image, bring the
way we look as a
company in line with
the way we've been
performing. Woodwind did that for
us.
"The way they
hand-select oak
and mahogany
veneers and
finish them so
carefully to
bring out
the wood's
natural
beauty; the
center drawer with
strong tongue-and-groove
construction and wood pencil tray;
the hardwood moldings on desk tops
to reduce wear. When we added these
up we got contemporary furniture
that was beautiful and sensible. And
when you think about it, buying furniture because it looks good and reflects the kind of company you are is
a pretty practical idea after all ."

For more information on the
Woodwind Collection, write ShawWalker, P.O. Box 209, Muskegon,
MI49443.

SHAW IWALKER
Circle 60 on inquiry card
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Rouse-ing up the waterfront:
!

By Craig Whitaker
On March 11, 1985, The New York
Times printed an article entitled
"Pavilion Rising at Seaport Draws
Opposition." The article went on to
detail a dispute between various
New York City civic and community
groups on one side and The Rouse
Company and its sponsor, the New
York City Public Development
Corporation, on the other over a
new three-story, $45-million pavilion
then nearing completion on the East
River in lower Manhattan. The
pavilion houses some 120 stores and
restaurants and is the largest
component yet built in the now
widely acclaimed and successful
South Street Seaport development
project.
At issue with this particular
facility is the amount of open space
around the building. As designed,
the structure sits on a publicly
funded pier extending out into the
river. Thus, on three sides shoppers,
diners, and promenaders at the
perimeter have water views, some
of which, including those of the
Brooklyn Bridge, are spectacular.
The civic and community groups
claim the six-foot-wide outer edge is
far too narrow and that they had
been led to believe there would be
more. The developers counter that
there is considerably more open
space-about 40 additional feetunder the upper two stories of the
building, that the plans comply with
guidelines developed by the New
York City Planning Commission
when concern about open space
along the river first surfaced, and
that, furthermore, the final
drawings had been in the public
realm and available for review for
some time.
It would be comforting if at this
juncture one could place blame
where it belonged, rectify any
errors made, and move on.
Unfortunately, there are no good
guys and bad guys in this small
drama. The civic groups involved
have a long tradition of standing up
for the public good in a city where
rapacious development schemes are
rampant. The Rouse Company has a
record of sensitive and publicspirited waterfront development
projects. It needs to make no
apologies, here or elsewhere. The
New York City Planning
Commission has labored mightily
(often under the weight of its own
regulations) to find ways of
balancing public and private
concerns in a city where nearly
every project turns into a political
brouhaha. Yet the results at the
South Street Seaport are less than
satisfactory, and the problem
Craig Whitaker is a practicing architect
and planner in New York City. He was
one of the authors of the Westway
riverfront redevelopment proposal
in Manhattan.

would be paid on land and buildings
presently generating only rats and
fires. People would return to the
waterfront, ribbons would be cut,
pictures taken, and all of this would
be accomplished with a minimum of
public funds or political risk.
Perhaps it was better anyway to
rely on private initiative because in
A formula for waterfront
the decades following World War
redevelopment: Boston as
II, the public sector's planning track
a prototype
The present epoch began in Boston record has included such programs
as slum clearance, urban renewal,
where, as almost every architect,
and inner city highways-all with
developer, and politician now
rather problematic results.
knows, the successful
Waterfront redevelopment in the
redevelopment of Scollay Square,
particularly the rehabilitation of old 1970s and '80s was tailor-made for
planners and government officials
Faneuil Hall and the Quincy
weary of the battle and increasingly
Market, led quickly to the
unsure of whether public
realization that other structures
involvement in shaping the city was
from America's industrial and prenecessary or desirable. 1
industrial past were equally
There was only one small
susceptible to rehabilitation, and
Faustian fl.y in the ointment. From
that, moreover, some of the finest
the beginning a marketing hook
examples of the genre lay just
was necessary to get people back to
several blocks away on Boston's
an area that for generations had
waterfront.
been dark, dirty, and dangerous.
For architects, these marvelous
old granite and brick warehouses
The promise of activities-of
concerts and festivals and kiosks
have become paradigms for
and balloons-as well as the
waterfront redevelopment
everywhere. Symbolic of America's promise of food, safety, and wellself-reliant mercantile beginnings,
lighted cleanliness were significant
ingredients. As important as these,
the shapes and features of these
warehouses permeate much of what however, was the promise of
has been built or rebuilt since,
relative exclusivity. People would
particularly the many commercial
not pay large sums of money for
and residential projects at the
condominiums in a risky new part of
water's edge.
town if water views so prominently
The iconography is just as clear
displayed in the brochures were
as McDonald's arches or the orange later to be blocked off by other
roofs at Howard Johnson's.
buildings. Who would order crab's
Exposed brick and large amounts of legs and clam chowder if they could
not see the water? Therefore, in
glass combined with shed or gable
order to create a market, the
roofs suggest a fusing of the best
of modern and pre-modern
developer often needed to control
sensibilities. Articulation of the plan (architecturally and financially)
some of the public domain, and in
and elevation with frequent
dormers and changes in the roof
order to keep the developer
line suggest that dozens of small
interested, the politician needed to
merchants came together over time give up some of that same domain
into one aggregated commercial
(not literally, of course, but longventure rather than a single
term leases and appropriate
developer now seeking tenants.
architectural treatment can create
Granite pavers, wooden signs with
the same effect).
incised lettering, and small lights in
Perhaps it is more tragic than
the windows all suggest
Faustian, but at the very moment
handcrafting rather than modern
when economic forces are finally
technology. Bollards and chains
reopening large stretches of the
give a nautical feel on the water's
American waterfront, the very urge
edge, and on the inboard side these to seize this opportunity may be the
same devices announce the
same force that seals much of it
exclusion of the automobile.
back up. Along the lakefront in
Modernity exists primarily on the
Toronto, for example, housing is
edging right up to the water. At
inside with double-height spaces
and interesting names for the
Union Wharf and the Charlestown
restaurants and boutiques.
Navy Yard in Boston, and in a
For developers and politicians,
number of smaller cities, the same
however, Boston's waterfront has
relationship of buildings to water
come to symbolize something quite prevails. New York City at this
different. Its success meant that
moment is a veritable froth of
private parties were now willing to
potential waterfront activity on
come forward and with a minimum both sides of the Hudson and East
of political pain turn municipal
rivers. It is only a matter of time
liabilities into assets. For the
before weaker or less vigilant hands
politician especially, this was a
reduce six feet of public walkway
rather intoxicating prospect. Taxes
to zero.
promises to resurface with
increasing frequency as
redevelopment spreads across
America's industrially obsolete
inner-city waterfronts. The
problem, I fear, is endemic to
the approach.

The central question, then,
remains: are there other precedents
or other urban design models that
might allow redevelopment while
leaving the public's rights to the
water intact, or is it really an
eitherI or proposition with only the
hope that on a case-by-case basis
there can be an equitable resolution
of profit and public access? Three
magnificent examples built in this
century suggest strongly it can be a
both/and rather than either/or
proposition.
Learning from Rio, Chicago,
and San Antonio
Rio de Janeiro is the most striking
example of the delineation between
public and private domains. The
large avenidas between beaches and
the city at both the Copacabana and
Ipanema clearly mark whose turf is
whose. Just as Central Park derives
so much of its actual and
photographic value from the tension
between it and the speculative
commercial city crowding up
around its edges, the same is true in
Rio. Some of the most expensive
real estate in South America sits on
the inboard side of Avenida
Atlantica and Vieira Souto. Hotels,
luxury apartments, and cafes all
line up along the beaches rather
than in them. The poor go to the
beach, the rich go to the beach; one
can have quiche and white wine,
beer and pizza, or neither.
Daniel Burnham's plan for
Chicago, and its later manifestation
along Lake Michigan, is a more
anglicized and verdant version of
the same concept. The Navy Pier,
the Art Institute, and the boat
basins are only counterpoints to the
perception held by all Chicagoans
that first there is a city, then park,
then water. I was once told that
kindergarten-age children in
Chicago, when asked to draw their
city, often start confidently with a
green line down the middle of
the page.
The best example in North
America, however, is probably the
Paseo del Rio in San Antonio.
Conceptually similar to both
Chicago and Rio de Janeiro, but at
an entirely different scale, the
project wriggles its way like some
tiny green Nile between buildings
and under streets on both sides of
· the San Antonio River. The plan
was first put forward in 1929 by
Robert H. H. Hugman, a San
Antonio architect whose brilliant
work went largely uncredited for
many years.2 One realizes almost
immediately after descending the
stairs that Hugman has blazed a
trail. Regardless of how many
opportunities present themselves
for nachos and slush margaritas to
get between us and the river,
Hugman allows us to pass. As one
architect looking at another's work,
Architectural Record April 1986
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Karastan exhibits great grace under pressure.
It's not how good a carpet looks when it's new that's
impressive. It's how good it continues to look over the years.
So Karastan's Lehigh carpet was woven on our
advanced Kara-Joe"' II loom, creating an exceptionally dense,
stable surface.
The design, a solid background of ultra-dense cut and
loop pile, will retain its texture for years .
. Karas tan Rug Mill s, a Divisio n of Fi eldc rest Mill s, In c.
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T he fiber, ANTRON"' nylon, provides soil-concealing
easy care, durability, and built-in static-control.
Practicalities aside, Lehigh is also available in 19 elegant
Karastan colors.
So bring on your high heels
and wet galoshes. Track in your mud.
We can take it. For years.

Observations continued
Rio de Janeiro's beaches (top),
Chicago s lakefront parks
(middle), and San Antonio's
Paseo del Rio (bottom) exemplify
urban waterfront redevelopment
that reconciles public access and
commercial interests.

what leaps out to me immediately
along the Paseo de! Rio is
Hugman's impassioned fidelity to
the idea that the river and its edges
are public. Building foundations are
muscled out of the way if they
intrude on that right. When
roadway bridge piers block access,
they are simply bypassed by
Hugman's catwalks built out into
the river around them. The only real
disappointments in the Paseo de!
Rio are at the ends, where one
realizes there is no more, that
Hugman has finally stopped looking
out for our interests.
The problem of politics
If public access along the
waterfront is a laudable goal, then
two very real impediments soon
emerge. Overlapping jurisdictions,
competing bureaucracies, different
funding sources, and a forest of
often contradictory environmental
regulations make any such
endeavor very difficult. By way of
contrast it is mind-boggling to recall
that at one of the first meetings of
the Regional Plan Association in
New York, Lewis Mumford and
Clarence Stein decided it would be a
good idea to promote the plan for an
Appalachian Trail. 3
It is also hard to locate clients.
Hugman spent seven years
flogging his plan for San Antonio
before he finally found people
willing to stand behind the idea and
promote it. For some of these years
business leaders in San Antonio
were convinced the best proposal
for that stretch of the river was to
pave it over and turn it into a
culvert. Burnham, a man of means,
developed and tinkered with his
plans for Chicago at considerable
personal expense during much of
his professional life.4 Throughout
this period he showed it to dozens of
groups to build support. When the
plan was finally accepted in 1909, he
stepped aside and did not
participate in its execution in order
to eliminate any suggestion that his
promotion of the concept h~d been
self-serving. Finding a client is not
any easier today.
The question of scale
But perhaps the largest impediment
for architects is the conceptual
baggage many of us bring to the
problem. Urban design has become
for the most part a "middle scale"
discipline. It is the scale of bubble
diagrams and concept drawings at
one inch equals 40 feet-the scale
most suited to those few highdensity downtown blocks where two
percent of the area absorbs 98
percent of our thinking and
theorizing. It thus becomes difficult
to recognize the opportunity, let
alone think through and design long
stretches of waterfront, when the
only current conceptual references

are those schemes for
"piazzafying" the waterfront one
chunk at a time.
Rio de Janeiro, Chicago, and San
Antonio, or for that matter, the tow
paths along the Potomac, Riverside
Park in New York, and the
boardwalk in Atlantic City, exist
almost entirely at the large and
small scales with the middle scale
either suppressed or absorbed
within the whole. In Rio de Janeiro
there is nothing to snag the eye
between the gently curving and
instantly comprehensible sweep of
the avenidas stretching into the
distance and the details of the light
fixtures and paving patterns in the
sidewalk-from one inch equals 100
feet right down to 1 1/2 inches
equals one foot with nothing in
between. Robert Venturi was right
when he said nobody would propose
Central Park today because the idea
of some plan for a huge dumb green
rectangle hanging on a conference
room wall would seem so simpleminded as to be risible. Bring on the
urban designer to break up that
rectangle and humanize it.
In San Antonio even the large
scale exists only as a compact
between Hugman and the user that
access will not be interdicted. The
tight turns and sunken section
make the Paseo de! Rio a sequence
of discrete, episodic experiences
with an interesting bridge here,
followed by some exotic vegetation
over there. The only middle scale
event at all in this sequence is one
medium-sized amphitheater built
into the bank on one of the river's
inside turns. It is also the most
boring stretch of the journey.
On many projects, particularly
those involving dams, dikes, piles,
decks, landfill, and seawalls, the
large and small scale must be
considered simultaneously rather
than sequentially. Because
engineering work at the water's
edge may often precede the
programming, design, and
construction behind it, sometimes
by a period of several years, and to
the extent that detailed design of
the edge may inform the
engineering rather than the
obverse, one may need to know how
wide the esplanade is before one
has figured out how many people
will use it or where it will lead.
This in turn suggests that specific
uses and programs in a
conventional sense are far less
relevant to the final form of a given
stretch of waterfront than are other
considerations. Programs change.
The roller coasters and saltwater
taffy in Atlantic City are giving
way to gambling casinos. A decade
from now, today's chic boutiques
and grog shops may seem
hopelessly passe. Burnham was
wrong in his prognosis of what
would later occur on the other side
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Observations continued
of Michigan Avenue. He vacillated
for years on what uses were most
appropriate along the lake and in
the end was criticized, unfairly I
believe, for his erroneous estimation
of the shape and character of the
city that would grow up behind his
park. 5 But in the final analysis, his
miscalculations mattered not one
whit to the success and validity of
his proposal. The park is big and
grand because the lake is big and
broad. The Paseo de! Rio is close
and intimate because the river is
small and the section is tight.
Beyond an initial idea, form follows
form not function .
Frederick Law Olmsted could
only have imagined the current
postcard views of Manhattan's
skyscrapers pressed up against
Central Park. Tourists flock to
Savannah to see its antebellum
graciousness, but that graciousness
originated 130 years earlier when
Savannah was first platted by
James Oglethorpe, who could not
have had a clue to the plan's later
manifestation. For the fledging
urban designer this suggests that a
working knowledge of civil
engineering, of street design,
usable block and lot sizes, and a
knowledge of generic building types
are more important than a working
familiarity with real-estate finance
and zoning.
For the politician there is a
different lesson and perhaps the
possibility of a greater freedom.
Few cities are big enough to absorb
more than one South Street
Seaport, and there is a lot of
America's waterfront still left to
think about. As it now stands, the
announcement from city hall that a
given stretch of waterfront will be
returned to the people is usually
followed by the obligatory tour by
the mayor and other civic leaders of
Boston's warehouses, Baltimore's
Inner Harbor, and Tivoli Gardens if
the budget allows. This is then
followed by an assessment of
available sites and a screening of
potential developers. Thus slowly
but inexorably begins the process of
linking the success of a particular
administration to the projects
selected and the developers
promoting them. Interest rates,
Notes
1. See Douglas M. Wrenn, Urban
Development (Washington, D. C.: The
Urban Land Institute, 1983), pp. 29-30.

2. Two early accounts are Louise Lomax,
San Antonio River and Valley, Texas
(San Antonio: Naylor Co., 1948), and the
Report of the United States Works
Progress Administration, Texas (1941).
3. The plan was originated by Benton
Mackaye. See Louis Mumford, Sketches
f rom Life: The Autobiography of Louis
Mumford, The Early Years (New York:

understood about cities since the
Renaissance.
Perhaps, then, today's timidity
simply to wade in and start drawing
lines despite the enormity of the
opportunity stems from some
lingering early Modernist sensibility
about total design. Elie! Saarinen's
dictum was that one could not
design the ashtray without knowing
how big the coffee table was, and
could not design the coffee table
without having some ideas about
the size of the room. 6
In a better world everything fits
together; therefore, plats and maps
are a hollow exercise unless
matched and melded with an actual
Rousian proposal. So the next step,
really, is discovering once more that

marketability, and the overall
financial health of the developer
become matters of grave political
concern.
Alternatively, planning and
legally mapping access to the
waterfront require no specific
development commitments.
Whether the impetus for this comes
from the Hugmans and Burnhams
of the world, from good
government groups, or from the
mayor's office itself makes little
difference. What matters is that
streets, setback lines, and public
rights-of-way are the tools for
channeling and modulating
development into a civic whole
greater than the sum of its private
speculations. That much has been

I

planning before building (or
rebuilding) is good policy and good
politics, too. Maps, hearings,
beautiful renderings, impassioned
debate over the public trust, and
politicians on the six o'clock news
pointing to a better waterfrontnone of these requires specific
development proposals. If there are
actual proposals waiting in the
wings so much the better. The
mayor gets credit twice. If not, then
Rio de Janeiro, Chicago, and San
Antonio show that if the public goes
first, Rouse will follow. He is, after
all, a very smart man.

INNOVATIONS
In Shape
An airy canopy of natural
light. A spacious dome
that covers without confining. A spiral roof that
reaches far beyond the
bounds of the ordinary.
Sculptural, free-form
shapes possible with Vestar ,.MArchitectural Fabrics
provide a new dimension
in design freedom. Vestar
Architectural Fabrics
combine the excellent
weathering properties of
silicone with the strength
and durability of fiberglass. And offer a long
lasting, light weight,
highly translucent construction material that
sends imaginations
soaring.
An innovation in shape.
Project :
Crown Center Squ a re Pav ilion

K a nsas City, Missouri
Con sulting Engineer:
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A r chite ct:
T o m Linds le y, AIA
Ha llma rk Cards, Inc.
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Dial Press, 1983), pp. 340-43.

4. Thomas S. Hines, Burnham of Chicago
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1974),
pp. 312-45.
5. Ibid., pp. 334-35.
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F ax : (404 ) 564-3167
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His Work (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1962), p. 11.
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Down.:ib-Earth Sorcery That Keeps

Buildings DrierAna Quieter.

A layer ofEnkadrain diffuses hydrostatic pressure along
underground walls, preventing seepage and water damage.
(See Sweet's 2.7d/Ame)

Is it reasonable to suggest that the tangle of
nylon shown running across
this ad can provide the best way
to drain water from subsurface walls? Give roots
room to develop in planters? Shut down noise
between floors?
As unlikely as it may
seem, builders and specifiers are using this same
lightweight geomatrix for
all these reasons. And
with some remarkable, and cost-effective, results.
Enkadrain®Matting:
Outerwear For
Subsurface Walls.
Positioned against basement and retaining walls,
Enkadrain eliminates hydrostatic pressure by providing
water an escape route. Its
unique construction resists
compression and an incorporated filter keeps it free
from clogging, so the passageway stays permanently Enkadrain "pulls" roots
clear. In contrast to graded to the sides ofthe plante1
aggregates or sand blankets for.fuller development,
,
' as it encourages lateral
theres no need for heavy drainage. (See Sweet's
equipment. So Enkadrain 2.7d/Ame)

:cing Enkasonic between floors effectively shuts down both
1act and airborne noise. (See Sweet's 13.10/Am)

cut your cost-in-place to half that of
n.ventional solutions.
Used in planters, the lightness and thin cross:tion of Enkadrain make it an ingenious altertive to gravel, especially where overall planter
ight is a decisive factor. There's greater space
·growth medium and root development, and
tter drainage-to the sides as well as downward.
The Enkasonic®System: An Air-Tight
Sound Barrier.
When your finished floor floats on a thin layer
this same three dimensional matting, quiet is
1

the natural result. Enkasonic shuts off the transmission of both airborne and impact noise, protecting you from complaints that could lead to
tenant suits.
Used under ceramic tile, wood, parquet, marble, vinyl, or carpeting, Enkasonic well exceeds
both STC and ITC ratings of 50. It is the only
system available that has achieved dual ratings
this high in testing conducted by the Ceramic
Tile Institute.
Get The Full Story On
Our Black Magic.
Find out more
about the practical
powers of Enkadrain
and Enkasonic by
letting us know
about applications
that currently interest
you. Contact Geomatrix Systems, BASF
Corporation Fibers
Division, Enka, NC
28728, (704) 667-7713.
Or call Sweet's
"""""~li!lt'",
Buyline at (800)
447-1982 for the name
of your nearest distributor. We'll send all the
proof you need that
Light, thin, and airy, Enkasonic
this kind of magic
adds as little as %" to any floorreally works.
ing system.
Gaining Ground Thru Ingenuity. sM

BASF
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Free-Standlng- Upper Pla te n Ralsed
Fron t View

PROOF?
NO ... but certainly shatter resistant.
Fibermesh fibers reduce potential
dangers of shattered concrete due to
compressive and impact stresses.
The simple addition of Fibermesh makes concrete a vastly better
- and safer - construction material. One important benefit is its
contribution to shatter resistance. Tests by a noted professional
engineer showed Fibermesh concrete can withstand more than 6
times the distortion of regular concrete. This can mean greater
safety for life and property in structures subject to se ismic
conditions . Also in applications where impact can be a problem.
Fibermesh is a synthetic fiber engineered strictly for concrete
construction . When added to the concrete mix, mllllons of
ind ividual strands disperse uniformly in all planes throughout the
concrete. These effectively reduce the
potential dangers of shattered concrete
by holding together longer under crushing compressive loads. Flbermesh Is
not a replacement for conventional
reinforcing steel.
Enlarged photo of elongated Flbermesh fibers demonstrate
shatter resistance under camprailve loading.

Plain concrete specimen simulating a build·
ing column ruptured at 0.32" compression
when subjected to crushing loads. Con·
siderable spalllng occurred before failure.

Fibermesh enhanced concrete column was
compressed 10% of its original 21 " length
and still remained intact with very little
spalling.

More Fibermesh Benefits:
• Is alkaline resistant. noncorrosive
• Is alternative to wire mesh

• Conlrols concrete shrinkage
cracking
• Increases impact capacity
• Reduces permeability

FIBERMESH
®

Test data. Flbermesh

~-------'

Engineering Data Report No. 6
fully describes and Illustrates the
tests that documented lhe shatter
reslslanCI! of Fibermesh concrete
compared lo plain concrete. Gel
your copy. We will also Include a
new. lull color brochure reporting
on all Flbermesh facts.

FIBERMESH, INC.
4019 Industry Drive
Chattanooga, TN 37416
615/ 892-7243
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TECTUM
for

Bishop's
Crook
Luminaire

WALLS 8c:
CEILINGS
• More than just an ordinary wall or
ceiling panel.
• Unlimited design possibiliti es.
• Class 25 - non combustible.
• Excellent sound absorption - NRC's
to .90.
• Flexible - easy to cut, shape, paint,
install and maintain.
• Tough - abuse resistant.
• Multiple widths and lengths available.
• Economical - initial cost, long term
maintenance.

NEW DESIGNER SERIES

'--

Designer
thickness 1'!t"
width 23'/t
length 23'/t . 47'/t , !15'/ r

Designer Plus
thickness 1'/t"
width 233/t
length 233/t

TECTUM, INC.
105 S. 6th St. , P.O. Box 920, Newark, OH 43055
61 4/345-9691

The brillian ce of the renaissan ce com es
t o light with th e new SBC, engineered
for e n e rgy efficiency, e legan ce, and
rugge dn e ss. C hoice of m e rcury, H PS,
or m etal halide lamp. Availabl e with
Flore ntir:i e post (illustrated) or other
d e corative po st in a wide ran ge o f
he i ghts. Write or call for th e n ew est
Se ntry cat a log.

S~

Lighti;~s;/;i:~ance

& energy efficiency

Sentry Electric Corporation
185 Buffalo Ave., Freeport, NY 11520 • 516-379-4660
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HOLGUIN's New BoardBustei
PC Solution Leaves You
Only One Sizeable Problem ...
What To Do With The
Draftin
Table?
I,~~~

HOLGUIN PC Solutions automate the drafting process and obsolete the drafting table.
Sure it's tough to dump an old friend. But once you get
your hands on a HOLGUIN BoardBuster ™, your faithful
old drafting table will look like something out of the
stone age.
The BoardBuster PC Solution is so powerful, so
productive, and so easy-to-use you'll wonder how you
ever did without it. BoardBuster is innovative CAD
software that runs on low-cost IBM PC compatible
hardware. It's a system that can grow from a single
workstation to a fully-integrated, multi-user,
multi-functioning network.
TM

But that's on down the road. Right now you've got a real
problem with that drafting table. You can't just throw it
away. It's good wood.
Get more information on BoardBuster and a Free
Poster, just send your business card to - Attention: Bill
BoardBuster.
TM

TM

(HOLGUIN)
5822 Cromo Drive• El Paso, Texas 79912 • 915 581-1171
1 800 351-1061, In Texas 1 800 592-1061

HOLGUIN has sales offices throughout the U.S., and is represented in over 27 countries worldwide.
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Nothing gives you a more
focused view of your industry than the
magazine you're holding right now.
But if you really intend to get
ahead, you need a broader perspective
as well. The kind provided by The
Wall StreetJournal.
In an age of increasing specialization, it's increasingly important to

0 1986 Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
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stay in touch with the business
world as a whole. So in addition to
thousands of technically oriented
articles each year, The Journal offers
you a daily briefing of news, information and ideas that can help you make
smarter decisions.
No matter what part of the
business world you live in.

To find out how useful The
Journal can be - especially in a technical field-call 800-551-5700, ext.
71B. You'll receive a full business
week of The Wall Street Journal free
and at no obligation. Of course, you're
also welcome to start a subscription.
If you can see your way clear.

The
Wall
Street
Journal.
The daily diary of the American dream.
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The first
protective finish
for wallcoverings
that starts
where other finishes
finish.

Introducing

PreFixx™
More than protection.
An inspiration
to creativity in
wallcowering design.
PERFORMANCE. State-of-the-art stain
resistance, demonstrated in repeated
laboratory tests and long term on-site
use.
AESTHETICS. Tiue, clear color.
Touchable texture. None of the blurs and
distortions caused by shiny polyvinyl
fluoride (PVF) film laminates.
VERSATILITY. Protection for any
design: printed, embossed, heavily
textured. No more limits to beauty.
PERMANENCE. Because stains can't
penetrate the wallcovering, the
protection is long term, not temporary.
EASY MAINTENANCE. Surface marks
simply wipe off. Cleaning time and
., expense are minimal.
COST EFFECTIVE. PreFixx protection
is priced lower than PVF-protected vinyls
with comparable levels of stain resistance.

PREFIXX PROTECTS THE BEST.
GENON, ESSEX 54, BOLTAWALL.

The proof of PreFixx'" performanc
This summary shows that PreFixx delivers
outstanding all-around performance, technically and aesthetically superior to PVF film
laminates and any acrylic coatings currently
on the market.

STAIN RESISTANCE
PreFixx-protected wallcoverings were
subjected to staining agents identified in a
research survey of healthcare design professionals. In independent laboratory tests
conducted by U.S. Testing, no trace of stains
was visible after 7 days of continuous testing
with over 85% of all selected staining agents,
including Betadine, iodine, inks, med icated
creams and enamel spray paint.
Conclusion: Testing with harsh stain-producing
industrial and hospital products proves PreFixx
is virtually resistant to most stains.
PROTECTIVE POWER
Tested with strong industrial acids, alkaline
cleaners and most non-abrasive household
detergents, PreFixx retained its original surface
lustre. The same tests removed the surface
finish of acrylic and other vinyl coatings. In the
rare case when a trace of stain remained on
PreFixx finish, it was often removed with
perfect safety with common nail polish
remover.* No change of surface lustre or print
color resulted.
Conclusion: PreFixx cleanability is 100% effective without endangering beauty or texture,
color and overall appearance.
MICROBACTERIAL RESISTANCE
Subjected to a battery of standard antibacterial tests, PreFixx-protected products
showed virtually zero survival rate of surface
bacteria.
Conclusion: PreFixx provides superior protection against most common environmental
germs.
PROOF ON SITE
PreFixx installations were rigidly tested over
a period of a year at test sites in major hospitals
throughout the United States. In each case, easy
cleanability and durability proved again that
PreFixx is preeminent in all these particulars.
THE PREFIXX ADVANTAGE
Only PreFixx-protected vinyl wallcoverings
offer the assurance of long-term stain-resistant
protection plus the versatility of unlimited
styling and design flexibility.
0

Whe n using a ny solvent-base d products, follow prec auti ona ry instruc tio ns fo r use.

STYLING VERSATILITY
PreFixx protects invisibly. Embossing de tai
remains crisply defined without the severe los
of texture typical of PVF film laminates.
AESTHETICS PREFERENCE
In a national survey of healthcare design
professionals, PreFixx-protected vinyl wallcoverings were preferred by a wide margin ove
those laminated with PVF and protected w ith
acrylic coating, when comparing textu re, lustr
and styling capabilities.
PreFixx-75%

Acrylic-46%

PVF-35

CLEANABILITY/STAIN RESISTANCE
PreFixx and PVF film laminate stain-resista
finishes are both reported in the top percentil
for cleanability in an independent laborator y
comparison test conducted by U.S. Testing.
PVF film laminates sacrifice styling capabilitie
and aesthetic versatility for marginal increase
of stain-resistance. Acrylic finishes offer signi
cantly lower stain-resistance, for only a limite
24 hours. PreFixx offers maximum stainresistance and also a llows for the most extensive styling and design flexibility.
PreFixx-85%

Aery Iic-23%

PVF-92

COST EFFECTIVENESS
PreFixx is more than competitive. It is eost
effective. Based on a comparison of curr~nt
published selling prices of major manufacturer
PreFixx protection is priced lower than the onl
other finish with comparable levels of stain
resistance.
THE PREFIXX SOLUTION
Comparison proves that PreFixx-protected
vinyl wallcoverings offer maximum advantage
combining long-term stain-resistant protectio
and design versatility. PreFixx protection is
clearly the best choice for stain resista nce plu
aesthetics.

PreFixx™
by DiversiTech Genera l

Another first exclusively available from the
first names in wallcoverings:
Genon, Essex 54, Boltawall.
Test Reports Available.

AlBrcm:IP [QMPANY
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"Who says watching television
replaces reading?"
"Some people think the old and the new can't exist side by side.
We like to look at it more like the proved and improved.
"That's what's happening with electronic databases and the
construction industry. More and more product catalogs are winding up in one form or another on computer television screens.
"I'm Perry Sells, vice president and general manager of
Sweet's. And being a part of a service that's been around for 80
years puts me in a pretty good position to know where construction product information has been, and where it's going.
"No one can predict the future, but I'm sure of one thing: Electronic databases and printed catalogs aren 't going to compete.
Just the opposite. They're going to complement each other in a
big way.
"That's why we're developing Electronic Sweet's-a revolutionary electronic product information system. We're excited
about it. Stay tuned.
"Or better yet, drop me a line and I'll tell you about our
progress."
Sweet's Division, McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company,
1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020.

0
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Where Construction Gets Its Start

Ethospace®Interiors Nobody else make it.

1115
Ethospacee interiors combin systems
responsiveness with arthllect al permanence tor
Increased 11tet1me value.

When you specify this product,

we specify this promise:

100% trade-in value on Ethospace wall frames,

plus a warranty and guarantee package unprecedented in t 1e industry.

Herman Miller Promise sM

The Herman Miller PromisesM
• Five-year product warranties*
• Quality audits after project installation*
• Trade-in allowances on systems product: 20°10 value on Action Office®
product, 100°10 value on Ethospace®wall frames*
• Guaranteed move-in dates*

DESIGNER CEILING
r;:~~~~;_; ~:t~~;: ~-;: ~~ · -.~~ ~
A Narrow

9/16"

Face

A

3/rn"

.:>=·

Center Regress

... an impressio n perceived by all designers and the
conce pt we've put into Spectra 3700.
LESS SURFACE
. . . 60 % less visual metal surface at the ceiling plane
for a solid , uniform appearance.
LESS RESTRA INTS ... with no required fixture frames or support clips
the selection of li ght and air ha ndling fixtures for
specificatio n is expa nd ed .
MORE OPTIONS
... 10' a nd 12 ' m ain runner lengths tha t allow for a
wide variety of possible modular configurations.
MORE APPEAL
. . . a profile that acce pts standard lay-in, square-cut
ceilin g panels.
MORE COLOR
.. . a cap ped face th at offers a wide variety of reflective
and paint coated finishes.
LESS IS MORE
.. . the concept that won Spectra 3700 the 1985 Institute of Business Des igne r s Si lver Award for
Product Design Excelle nce.
LESS IS MORE

IBD

4849 S. Austin Avenue , Chicago , Illinois 60638 • 312-563-4600
5501 Downey Road , Los Angeles, California 90058 • 213-582·1100
6750 Santa Barbara Court, Baltimore , Maryland 21227 • 301-796-8220
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SYLVANIA
QCTRO~

\<iID

-·

siw
~--

MUSSON
Lo-Disc Tile &Treads

MUSEUM STORAGE

.....
---.
..........
..........
fm'S1me•

Com pa ti ble Stair & Floor Coverings

Elllrllmnt

Shallow circular 3/4" diameter tapered discs raised
.025" above the surface
give the advantage of easy
cleaning , easy transportation and a safer surface
for heavy traffic. Treads
in standard widths, tile
24" sq . Made of resilient
homogeneous rubber in
10 marbleized colors and
7 plain.

16 pp. Planning Guide pre118DIB
data on Spacesaver high-density
storage systems for museum
collections. Aids in aolYing
specific storage problems
encountered in the mUl8Ulll
environment such as collection
damage. vibration, particulate
mattei; fire and water protection,
lighting and security. This
comprehensive guide for the

professional is yours for the
asking.

Economical , attractive, long wearing

·~
THEF;.Ft ;;;;~~~m~~;~~R CO.
~1322 Archwood Avenue • Akron, Ohio 44306

Spacesaver Corpora don 14 50 Janesville Ave., Ft. Atkinson, WI 53538 (414) 563 -5546
Spacesaver Mobile Storage Systems, 7027 Fir Tree Dr., Mississauga, Ontario LSS IJ7, (4 16) 671 -0391
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satisfaction ••• by design
•

When you specify a Bilco
horizontal door or fire vent,
you spec ify a product that is
designed to operate
smoothly, easily, reliably.
One that has earned its
reputation for dependable
performance.
Shown are three examples
of how Bilco product design
translates to client benefits. Th e Type S
ladder access roof scuttle, with its floating cover
and the safety and convenience of one hand operation . The
Type DSH automatic fire ve nt with the exclusive Thermolatch™
mechanism for prompt release in an emergency, and security
against inadvertent opening . The Type JD walk-over
access door with built-in compression spring
mechan isms for easy operation of the heavy
plate doors.
Bilco. Roof scuttles , sidewalk doors, floor and pit
doors, equipment hatches , ceiling access doors, basement
doors and automatic fire vents. Products that give satisfaction .
By design.

See our catalog in Sweets.

Ioo~

·

~

E•ti+t•

Th e Bllco Company, P.O. Box 1203, Depl.

New Haven , CT 06505
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Plenum cable of Teflon® offers
more performance than any other cable,
in any communications system-with one small exception

'

«·''

'•'

TEFLON helps transmit
signals faster and more clearly-'
over longer distances, in
greater volume, economically
When it comes to wiring a
building for a modern telecommunications system, don't toy with
anything less than the best plenum
cable insulated with TEFLON*
fluorocarbon resin.
Telecommunications cable
insulated with TEFLON gives you
unequalled electronic advantages.
At 2.1, the dielectric constant of
TEFLON is the lowest of any
conventional insulation. The result low attenuation and low

capacitance that give you superior
signal integrity; at higher speeds,
over longer distances.
Plenum cable insulated with
TEFLON is economical, too. It
meets all National Electrical Code
requirements for installation
without conduit, so it can cost 503
less to install than cable in conduit And it's easy to relocate, so
you can save more money in the
future, too.

Dial DuPont first(302) 772-5800.
Learn how plenum cable insulated with TEFLON can help
meet your requirements for years
Circle 81 ort inquiry card

to come. For free literature about
plenum cable of TEFLON, call
(302) 772-5800. Or write DuPont
Company; TEFLON PC, Room
X50073, Wilmington, DE 19898.
Remember-only DuPont
makes TEFLON.
*DuPont makes TEFLON fluorocarbon resin,
not plenum cable.

~
REc; US PAT

a TM OFF

urcefor

window
freafme t

For more information call or write today:
TOLL FREE 1-800-356-9102 (in Wisconsin 1-800-362-9694)
Graber Industries, Inc., Graber Plaza, Middleton, WI 53562

Best by Design
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Taking it to the streets
During the late '70s, contract furniture manufacturers learned that one way to gain a
competitive edge over their neighbors in the Merchandise Mart and the Pacific
Design Center was to invite a cutting-edge architect over for NEOCON or
WestWeek. The trickle, then flood of "designer showrooms" that followed swept
unknown companies into instant prominence, carried taken-for-granted product lines
onto center stage, and, thanks to an especially attentive professional press, sent trade
show attendance figures surging upstream. If there were times when these highstyle displays succeeded in nothing so much as upstaging the displayed, the basic
premise underlying the trend was nonetheless sound: if your market is the design
community, your marketing should be design-conscious.
Owing to the speed at which trends now travel, and to the popular press's newfound fascination with architects and architecture, it was perhaps inevitable that
high-design showrooms would sooner or later escape the narrow confines of the trade
mart and hit the streets. For, though the rules are different in retail, the designsensitive public is no less susceptible to architecture's seductive allure. Especially
when it is inserted into the all too familiar "shout-if-you-want-to-be-heard"
commercial glitz that lines Madison Avenue in Manhattan, the "Miracle Mile" in Coral
Gables, and Sutter Street in San Francisco, where Steven Holl, Arquitectonica, and
Mark Mack have introduced welcome alternatives to the genre. Not surprisingly, the
clients for all three boutique-scale shops presented here cater to the urbane tastes of
the carriage trade-a group that prides itself in keeping up to the stylistic minute.
Catching the discerning eye of these ever-vigilant consumers (who can tell you
precisely when Minimalism went out and the New Romance came in) is no easy task,
however; especially if your stock in trade is a relatively unknown commodity making
its debut in the marketplace. The architect must devise a facade that proclaims, but
does not scream, a commercial message; he must then create an esthetically
supportive, but not overwhelming, interior atmosphere to reassure the sometimes
hesitant customer. Consider Steven Holl's glass-enclosure for The Pace Collection
(below), for example. Every day, the sales staff charged with taking clients through
the company's luxe line of business and residential furniture arrives early to cover
the lockset with masking tape. With 1,000 or more people stopping by each week,
they're too busy to answer the relentless doorbell. Charles K Gandee
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The Pace Collection
New York City
Steven Holl, Architect

Pacemaker

© Paul Warchol photos

FE;~
72 ND STREET
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"You're writing about History," warned Leon Rosen, in an ominous
tone of voice. If the interviewer suppressed the obvious retort, "I'll be
the judge of that," it was because The Pace Collection's president did
have a point. The primary display area in his company's ninth show
room may only tip the scales at a featherweight 364 square feet, but
within the furniture industry and the architectural community, those
are 364 very important square feet. Not only do they effectively
challenge the established custom of companies placing their product
lines safely out of the public eye in "to the trade only" design centers,
but they were crafted by architect Steven Holl.
Whether the Pace "experiment" will ultimately succeed, and Rosen's
colleagues (duly noting their competitor's success) will follow his lead,
is an open question; however, it is timely to consider architect Holl's
contribution to the cause. For, despite a modest portfolio of built work,
Holl has struck a responsive chord in an entire generation of young
architects and students, who find in him a welcome calm amid the
anything-goes blizzard that is the contemporary architectural climate.
(He also received, not incidentally, the imprimatur of Michael Graves,
who, when asked by Vanity Fair magazine to name "one architect
under 40 worth watching," tapped Holl.) The enthusiasm is generated
by the alluring niche Holl has carved out for himself. His work is
sufficiently abstract to appeal to Modernists, but not so detached from
history as to alienate Postmodernists, and his near fanatic
preoccupation with materials and construction endears him to purists of
every stripe. Defying all ready stylistic categories, Holl's architecture
manages to be both rational and emotional, disciplined and
idiosyncratic, taut and sensuous. His method? "I prefer to have the
architecture somehow be born from conditions on the site . .. which is not
a 'contextual' argument, but it's also not taking a single architectural
vocabulary that you've developed and then transporting it from one
place to another."
The predominant "condition" Holl found on the corner of Madison
Avenue and 72nd Street in Manhattan was the dynamism of the city
grid. Standing diagonally across the intersection, the architect was
intrigued with the "hyperactive view of alternating forces of
movement"-the red light/green light, stop/go rush of cars and
pedestrians-which suggested the theme of counterpoint. After first
righting the urban wrong he saw in the chamfered corner of Pace's site
by adding a six-foot triangular wedge (photo left), Holl set out to
develop his chosen theme. Given the size of the space (minute), and the
scale of the objects to be contained within it (not so minute), wrapping
the show room in glass was only common sense: no simple plate-glass
window-walls these, however. Though Piet Mondrian might have
served as co-designer, Holl insists De Stijl was not a point of departure
for the counterpoint of dominant horizontal mullions of the 72nd Street
facade (photo facing page), which are pitted against the dominant
vertical mullions of the Madison Avenue facade (photo previous page).
Looking through, one does have a sense of the kinetic activity Holl
aspired to (photo above left). And while the intended tension between
the lines sandblasted into amber panels on Madison and the extruded
planes sandblasted into similar panels on 72nd may be too subtle for
many, the lively rhythm of opaque vs. transparent, line vs. line, is not.
After suspending a curvilinear yellow canopy over the front door, Holl
extended his contrapuntal motif to the tiny interior, where a spidery
steel web that serves as a mezzanine guard-rail "fuses curves against
horizontal bars" (page 101), where a "free arrangement" of rectangular
voids in the ceiling is set against a flat horizontal plane, and, most
dramatic of all, where "steel shelves [holding exquisitely-crafted
furniture maquettes] carry out the counterpoint of planes set
perpendicular to the wall."
As the rectilinear black dot in the site plan at left reveals, Pace is a
minor event. Minor events, however, add up. Perhaps not to "History,"
but then again . .. C. KG.

True, The Pace Collection generally
displays more than a table, a lounge
chair, and a loveseat in its new show
room (photo left), but it doesn't
display all that much more: the
diminutive 26- by 14joot space won't
allow it. Additional selections from
the company's product line can be
found up in the staffs 10- by 12joot
mezzanine office (photo facing page
and below left), down in a
subterranean annex (section
bottom), or, in modelform,
''.floating" on steel shelves projected
from the show room's south wall.
Pace president Leon Rosen is clearly
content to offer us an appetizer, not
his full menu. (The complete meal is
served in Pace's 10,()()(}-squarejoot
flagship show room 15 blocks away.)
Architect Steven Holl'sjob, of course,
was to make that taste ofPace as
tantalizing as possible. Which he did.
Holl has succeeded where so many
others have failed, in achieving that
delicate and elusive balance in show
room design between too much
architecture (wherein the furniture
is overwhelmed) and not enough
(wherein the furniture is
unflatteringly warehoused). At Pace,
container and contained have made
their peace. Perhaps one can
attribute the equilibrium to Holt 's
near-rabid aversion to any single or
simple "style"; to his preference for
devising rationally ordered but
basically abstract solutions to
architectural problems; and to his
preoccupation with materials and
craftsmanship. The result is like an
exquisite pedestal in a gallery, which
visually supports the object it
physically supports. Though some
have questioned the relationship
between Holt 's conspicuous aversion
to opulence and Pace's unabashed
commitment to same, president
Rosen believes that the more
fundamental issue is that both are
committed to "quality. "

IXlL __ __
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"When you 're trying to develop
something with a certain level of
detail, you have to stay on the site.
How else can you do it?" Holl asks
rhetorically. He estimates that while
Pace was under construction, he
spent one out ofevery two days on
the corner of 72nd Street and
Madison Avenue. Though Holl
confesses that such time-consuming
attention is "not 'cost-effective, ' "it
has its rewards. The architect was on
hand when it turned out that Paces
front door was going to collide
unceremoniously with a structural
column, giving him the chance to
turn adversity into virtue by having
workmen carve a neat niche out of
the column (photo right). Similarly,
when the plaster dried, and the
cobalt blue pigment used to create
the desired hue of celadon congealed
on the surface in tiny specs, Holl was
on hand to calm his alarmed client
and persuade him that he was really
seeing "an unprecedented
breakthrough" (photo top left, facing
page). And when costs were getting
out ofhand, Holl was ready to shave
$30,000ojfthe budget by leaving
existing radiators in place, but
protecting them with a wire-legged
steel shelf that extends the plane of
the granite window sill by a precious
21 inches, and creates additional
display area/or chairs (photo top
right,facing page). But perhaps the
most rewarding benefit of working
in situ, was Holl s exposure to the
artisans and craftsmen- the
glassworker who sandblasted and
etched the amber panels (photo right
and/acing page), the plasterer
responsible for the shifting fresco in
the stairwell (photo facing page), the
steelworker who patiently balanced
the window mullions' structural
stability with thinness-those
unsung heroes of architecture,
according to Holl, responsible/or
transforming vision into material
reality. He concludes, "There are
certain projects that have a lot of
love in them. "
The Pace Collection
New York City
Owner:
Leon Rosen
Architect:
Steven Holl, Architect-Peter
Shinoda, project architect; Peter
Lynch, Paolo lacucci, assistants
Engineers:
Paul Gossen (structural); John Lui
(mechanical)
Consultants:
Peter Barnum (lighting); Halton
Hall (plasterwork); Alvin Cooke
Metal Works (brasswork); Richelmo
Bottino (furniture models); Jorge
Rodriguez (sandblasted glass); A & S
Windows (storefront)
General contractor:
C. Clark Construction
Corporation-Frank D 'Amico,
job supervisor
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Arquitectonica for sale

Late one afternoon last fall, a panel truck pulled up in front of the pink
canvas awning at 142 Giralda Avenue in Coral Gables, and a crew of
moving men hurriedly descended on the recently opened ARQ store;
before the hour was up, the men, the truck, and half the shop's
inventory of furniture had sped away into the South Florida sunset.
Though passers-by might have suspected a heist, the store's owners,
Laurinda Spear and Bernardo Fort-Brescia, were delighted. True, they
hadn't made a sale, but the upcoming episode of Miami Vice for which
the furniture was being borrowed guaranteed the kind of exposure that
neophyte shopkeepers long for-especially if their stock in trade is as
flamboyantly unorthodox as ARQ's, and the television series in
question is as seductively influential (in terms of transmitting "taste")
as Miami Vice. Not that Fort-Brescia and Spear need a vote of esthetic
confidence from NBC's prime-time hit to feel optimistic about their first
foray into retailing. The founding principals of Arquitectonica
International, the firm responsible for putting Miami on the
contemporary architectural map, have spawned an enthusiastic local
following of "hard-core Arquitectonica groupies," according to FortBrescia, "who maybe can't afford to buy an apartment in one of our
buildings, but can afford to buy one of our plates."
Capitalizing on their local celebrity, however, was not the sole
impetus for opening ARQ, clarifies Spear. The store was born out of the
partners' recent pursuit of interior design work (both as independent
commissions and as part of larger building commissions), and their
growing frustration with available product lines and slow delivery
times. After custom-designing furniture, fabrics, and wallpaper for a
bank in Lima, a Jaw office in Miami, and a house in Chicago, Spear and
Fort-Brescia-who admit to being "horribly impulsive people"-decided
to go public with their quickly expanding portfolio of products; to open
a store that would be a showcase for the firm's wares, as well as for the
wares of other "avant-garde" architects, designers, and artisans, who
merit the Arquitectonica seal of stylistic approval. With their
characteristic mixture of naivete and bravado, the entrepreneurial
husband-and-wife team acquired a 1,600-square-foot slot of space
between a stationery store and a Scientology outpost just off what
passes for a pedestrian thoroughfare in Miami. Undeterred by the
space's bowling-alley proportions, and limiting their renovation budget
to a meager $20,000, the partners devised a sprightly pattern for the
walls, and a series of movable partitions cum display cases for spatial
control and flexibility (photos facing page). The irregular-sometimes
solid, sometimes void-parallelograms zigging and zagging their way
through the store stand perpendicular to the walls, which not only
creates the requisite "model rooms" for furniture arrangements
against a backdrop of small-scale objects, but creates an oblique
circulation path (axonometric left). If customers must weave tortuously
through ARQ, the benefit is that the extraordinarily rich contents can
be more easily digested in vignette-size bites. Though the plan is as
quirky as adroit, and though the sponged walls are not without their
winsome charm, ARQ's vitality stems not so much from its interior
design as from its brazenly eclectic merchandise. Which, despite what
Spear and Fort-Brescia claim about "not knowing the first thing about
retailing," is the cardinal rule. Beginner's luck? Maybe. C.KG.
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ARQ Products
Coral Gables, Florida
Arquitectonica International,
Architects
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"Miamr.,~·s not a stodgy city," reports
Bernardp Fort-Brescia, by way of
explaini'f(g ARQ P,rod~ts,'
conspicuous commi
nt to the
cutting edge of contemp ry 'aesign.
At present, the radical chic rljfb'f!~gs
ofMemphis constitute the store's
primary bill-of-fare (photos above
and previous page), but the shop also
serves as a galleriJ for lesser-known
artisans and craftspeople whose
rugs, clocks, jewelry, and housewares

=

are the subjects if invitation-only,
hlyfetes. Ar.quitectonica is
._______
tty plannfng to launch its
----ensive fu~iture and fabric
- th a
collection this su mer, along~
womens clothin line designed
partner Spear, w ich will
complement her and sister Alison'
necktie collection (photo facing
page): "I hate tp shop, "confesses
Spear; "so a le t this way I can et
asumnnerm robe."
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A )\,Q Products
c~\~l Gables, Florida
Ow er:
Gir lda Build ·;,,,,g Po;rtnership
Architects:
A rquitectonica Internation11,l
Corporation-Bernardo FortBrescia and Laurinda Spear,
principals and project designers;
Carl H. Young Ill, project manager
Engineers:
Martin Cagley & Riva (structural);

\

Fraga En~neers (mechanica[;t----=..~
electricall pJumbing)
General contractor:
---------

l = Gri ,Aragon/A\
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Finesse in the fast lane

Though long johns, Levi's, and a fiber-filled parka will do the trick,
habitues of St. Moritz and Sun Valley tend to frown on such proletarian
garb. Preferred is an haute couture ensemble from the venerable
Munich-based ski and sportswear emporium Bogner, where suiting up
for the slopes will set you back ... oh, say an even $1,000 for a Barbarellastyle jumpsuit, or double that amount for a hand-painted graffiti-print
model purportedly "inspired" by New York City break-dancers.
Marketing Bogner's exotically designed (and priced) ski and apres
wear, of course, is not a job for "Al's Sporting Goods" down on the
corner of Main and Maple. It requires the proper ambiance, tailored to
its clientele. Considering the company's unabashed elitism and de
rigueur bill of fare, San Francisco architect Mark Mack was not the
obvious choice to serve as esthetic director for Bogner's West Coast
debut. The Austrian emigrant may speak the same language as his
client, but when it comes to questions of style (not so much personal as
professional), Mack is conspicuously more hair-shirt than silk. The
almost ascetic austerity that has characterized much of the 37-year-old
architect's work to date, however, is conspicuously absent here at the
high-rent intersection of Sutter and Stockton streets (photo below).
Only a few lonely concrete blocks vestigially recall Mack's earlier
investigations into "Primitivism," which, at their most radical, were
decidedly more polemical than hospitable. (His concrete block furniture
was especially hard to take.) But Mack's commitment to an architecture
simple in plan and straightforward in form, to the "honest" expression
of structure and construction, and to the inherent "integrity" of "real"
materials, has not been abandoned for his fast-lane client. Laugier's
"Primitive Hut" is still the archetype, but Mack has admittedly dressed
it up a bit for town. "The whole point is to sell something," wisely
acknowledges the architect, who, toward that end, was amenable to
adding "a little pizzazz" to his repertoire. The client's $350,000 budget
assisted with a more luxurious material palette than the concrete block
and corrugated metal that are Mack's mainstays; but the obvious rigor
with which he assembled the bronze, travertine, granite, and teak
components of his facade snares it from the jaws of commercial glitz.
Taut order also distinguishes the store's plan. Mack neatly bisected the
1,800-square-foot space with a barrel-vaulted "street" lined with clearly
delineated display bays (plan left), which he then outfitted with ash
cabinetry. The sunshine-yellow stain specified for highlighting the
store's "structural" elements and Tinkertoy-like complement of
furniture and fixtu res adds a touch of uncharacteristic insouciance to
the interior, while reminding us that though Mack may have taken
Primitivism to town, he hasn't become just another city slicker. C.K. G.
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Bogner
San Francisco, California
MACK, Architects

Though the dimensions of Bogner's
San Francisco outpost are a tunnellike 20- by 90-feet, the shop boasts 12foot ceilings which architect Mack
exploited by vertically dividing the
store into two discrete zones: upperlevel cabinets are for storage and
"lifestyle" advertisements; lowerlevel casework is/or display (section
top and photo/acing page). The
barrel-vaulted circulation "arcade"
assists in the roofraising cause
(photo above right), and its.five pairs
ofslightly too-cute bowed trusses not
only supply support for the oak
canopy but help modulate the
lengthy spine (photo facing page).
The trusses are situated precisely
above cross-axial display cases (photo
top right) that create boutiques
within the boutique. Th e stores noassembly-required-style fixtures and
furniture (photo above) are both
visual and.functional delights.
llO
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Bogner
San Francisco, California
Owner:
Bogner ofAmerica
Architects:
MACK, Architects-Mark Mack,
design; Susan Scovell, project
architect; Shaun R. Weston,
technical assistant; Russell N.
Thomson, presentation drawings
Engineer:
SJ Engineers (mechanical)
Consultant:
Durney Brothers (cabinetry
and furniture)
General contractor:
Ryan Associates

Schlumberger is entered through its
winter garden, a vantage point from
which the layout of the entire
complex is easily understood (top left
photo and plan). Housing the library
and cafeteria, it is separated from
the noisy test station by a braced
wall of laminated, acoustically
sealed glass (bottom left photo). Its
uninsulated space is heated by fan
convectors, radiated warmth from
the adjacent labs and offices, and
sunlight from the roof All the
interiors are illuminated primarily
by daylight, filtered through the
membrane, glazed girders, trusses
and window walls of the central
spaces, and glass doors of the
research offices (photo/acing page).
Translucent by day, the self
cleaning, non-yellowing, andfireresistant Teflon-coated fabric of the
membrane becomes luminous by
night (photo facing page).
Schlumberger Cambridge
Research Center
Cambridge, England
Architects:
Michael Hopkins and PartnersMichael Hopkins (design principal);
John Pringle (project architect);
Robin Snell, Chris Williamson, Nie
Bewick, John Eger (project team)
Engineers:
Anthony Hunt Associates
(structural); Ove Arup and Partners
(membrane and cables); YRM
Engineers (building services)
Consultants:
Tim Smith Acoustics; White &
Turner (quantity surveyor)
General contractor:
Bovis Construction Ltd.

/

/
1. Reception

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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Library
Cafeteria
Test station
Pressure pump/ drilling pits
Scientists' offices
Laboratories
Discussion areas
Conference room
Management/ administration
Computer rooms
Kitchen

Rugged
beauty that
means
business.
"Natura Liberty" is
more than beautiful;
this glazed ceramic tile
is tough enough for the
busiest floors - commercial or residential.
Its unique color-on-color
glazes have enduring
good looks that can
withstand any hightraffic location. Yet it
won't overwork you
when it comes to
maintenance.
See the entire line
of the new, easy-care
"Natura" ceramic tiles
in the showroom of your
Florida Tile distributor.
For the name of your
nearest distributor call:

1-800-FLA-TILE.

Atlantic National Bank, Orlando, Florida
Bui Ider/Developer
Demetree Industries, Orlando, Florida
Architect
Hass/Lazar & Associates Architects, Inc.
Jacksonville, Florida

1

l~fl_ori_i°d_a_tiZ~el ~lr
SIKES CORPORATION •LAKELAND •FLORIDA 33802

Nalura is a registered Trademark ol Sikes Corporation. Natura Liberty Series is a Trademark of Sikes Corporal Ion.
Cl 1985 Sikes Corporation

Circle 84 on inquiry card

This book could make the difference.
PLEC means power, lighting, electronics and communications.
Unless your building's distribution system for these services
provides adequate capacity, flexibility, aesthetics, and cost efficiency, the result is built-in obsolescence. Costly changes.
Reduced usefulness.
Choosing the right type of PLEC distribution system
should be an important ra<ltor in planning and design. And
with a dozen basic types - and hundreds of manufacturers - to
choose from, making the right decision isn't easy Unless you get
help from an expert. No-strings help, that lets you evaluate different
systems for yourself Add up the pluses and minuses. Examine all the
options. Read the book. It's free. Walker has been a leader in the
development of PLEC distribution systems for over 60 years. Now
we've put our expertise on paper, in an illustrated 16-page guide
to PLEC system alternatives. A guide that can help you decide
which system is right for your building. Intloor, poke-thru,
raised floor, and other systems are described and evaluated against
six important criteria. Advantages and disadvantages are spelled
out. And lest you suspect you won't get the whole story, this

guide even covers the few types of systems we don't manufacture.
With today's rapid growth and change in the systems that
bring your building to Life, what you don't know about PLEC
distribution can hurt you. To get your free copy of the PLEC book,
just send in the coupon.
Or call Toll-Free at
1-800-222-PLEC.

(In Ohio 614-373-444 1).
A DIVISION O F BUTLER MANUFACTUR ING COMPANY

I
I
I
I

Please-;:nd me my free copy of Walker's Guide
Distribution Systems.
Name

Title

Company

to

PLEC

-1;-i

I
I
I
I
I

I
I Mail to: PLEC, Walker Div. of Butler Manufacn1ring
L __walker, Zip Ce~, PO. Box 553, Mar~a~H~750 _J
Address
City

State

Zip

See our insert in Sweet's.
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Design
Estimator
Dodge Microsystems
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Newlll
Design Estimator
Demonstration Kit
from Dodge Microsystems

Prepare cost estimates easily, quickly
Save time and money
If you have an.Apple II or
IBM Personal Computer
or compatible equipment, you should get this
new Demo Kit right now:
"'\T.
'
=-10U '11 see h ow easy i't is,
~~ '§F.:.::::__. ------·
and how fast you'll be able to ·'~""- ~- k==--=---=
put an estimate together.
\
~--::_~
The kit is complete with a full i
~.T.:==· -_·=-__ ___
set of instructions and two discs '~ ~~
(one for the demonstration system, one for the data).
The cost for the kit is only $15.00, and we deduct this charge from
the purchase price if you buy the Design Estimator Program
which is $795.00, including an update six months after purchase.
-~

I

~....,

1

Call l-800-257-5295 now,
In N .J. call ( 609 ) 426- 7300

(ask for Pat Carr)
and place your order for
the Design Estimator
Demonstration Kit.

l!!'
J '' ~
C"."" •

I -JM
•

Cost Information Systems

North Office Bldg.
~ Princeton-Highstown Rd.
• Highstown, N .J. 08520

CIS/M/AR
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WBY COAT STAINLESS STEIL?
As nearly all architects are now aware,
TCS (Terne-Coated Stainless Steel) is chromenickel stainless coated on both sides with an
80% lead/20% tin alloy.
But the question may still remain as to why
any coating of stainless is desirable.
In the first place, the application of such a
coating creates an end product which is
demonstrably superior to both stainless and
copper in durability and corrosion resistance.
Secondly, TCS weathers to an attractive and
uniform warm gray. Stainless, on the other
hand, retains its original bright finish
indefinitely, while the weathering of copper
has been highly unpredictable in recent years.
TCS also solders perfectly without special
preparation whereas copper must be pretinned,
and stainless requires a time-consuming and
relatively costly procedure to obtain a leakproof joint. Furthermore, TCS, unlike copper, is
neutral toward other metals.
Expressed in the simplest terms, where
roofing and weathersealing are involved there
is no standard architectural metal available in
the world today, including stainless and
copper, which can match TCS in its
performance characteristics and built-in
safeguards against failure.

TCS
TERNE-COATED STAINLESS STEEL

rOLLANSBEE
FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPORATION • FOLLANSBEE, WEST VIRGINI A 26037

Call us toll free
800-624-6906
In West Virginia, call collect, 527-1260
Circle 93 on inquiry card

When Warner
demanded a portable PC
that travels Iig4t and thinks big,
Zenitli delivered.
Presenting the Zenith Z-171 PC-the IBM PC~compatible laptop that delivers fast answers
wherever you go!
Warner Publisher Services selected the Z-171 Portable PC to help its traveling sales force audit
on-site inventories more efficiently. The result? Increased magazine and book sales through faster
order placement and delivery.
•Weighs less than 15 lbs.
•Built-in, back-lit LCD display _ _
for superior readability
• Dual 514" floppy disk
drives
• Compatible with virtual!
all IBM PC software
• Full size 25-line by 80character video display
•Optional built-in modem
• Operates on AC or
optional rechargeable
battery pack
For your free Information
Kit and the name of your
nearest Zenith Data
d~~==-.:::

;1'i.lf'lrH.[~::~ms
© 1986, Zenith Data Systems

When Total Performance is the only option.
Circle 94 on inquiry card
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From McGraw-Hill
the professionals' publisher
Join the

Architects Book Club®

Get the competitive edge with the
newest and the best information
in your field ... with books from
all the leading publishers
BUILDING DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION HANDBOOK F. s. Merritt, Editor in Chief, 4th Ed., 1,472 pp.,
662 illus. This major revision of the industry's most widely used Handbook
shows every established and new procedure and material recommended for
producing quality structures at the lowest possible cost.
4151218
Pub. Pr.. $89.50
Club Pr., $62.00
SYSTEMS DRAFTING: Creative
Reprographics for Architects and
Engineers By F. A. Stitt. 245 pp., illus.
This book shows you how today's profitconscious architects and engineers are
using the new graphic techniques, materials, and equipment to recycle the
constants instead of creating them over
and over again. Every step is described
and shown.
615/500 Pub. Pr.. $39.00 Club Pr.. $29.00
ENTOURAGE: A Tracing File for
Architecture and Interior Design
Drawing By E. Burden. 244 pp. outsized, softcover. You'll almost never
have to invent and execute a detail
again! People, cars, trees, boats, airplanes, figures playing golf and riding
bicycles-you need it, the book has it
ready for you to trace.
089/302 Pub. Pr.. $19.95 Club Pr.. $16.50
STRUCTURAL AND FOUNDATION
FAILURES: A Casebook for Architects, Engineers, Lawyers By B. B.
LePatner and S. M. Johnson. 249 pp.,
illus. A malpractice-actions lawyer and
a well-known consulting engineer cite
actual failures and analyze how they
could have been prevented and how
claims were handled.
325/847 Pub. Pr.. $41.50
Club Pr.. $31.50
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DESIGN PRESENTATION Techniques for Marketing and Project
Proposals By E. Burden, 256 pp., illus. This book displays today's most effective presentation and marketing
techniques for "selling" any type of design project to prospective clients.
089/310 Pub. Pr.. $45.00 Club Pr.. $33.50

Any one of these great
professi1anal books
foronlyS2B9asa premium
with your 1st selection!
Values up to

BASIC
BUILDING
DATA, 3/e
By Don Graf,
Rev. By S. Blackwell Duncan
Conveniently formulated as a
pocket handbook, this edition
has been fully revised to include
definitive discussions of the new
plastics, advances in floor finishes, up-to-date building code
standards and other recent developments. And of course, the
stunning array of timeless construction facts remain intact.

$89.50

TIME-SAVER STANDARDS FO
BUILDING TYPES Edited by
DeChiara and J. H. Callender. 2nd E
1,277 pp., 1,500 illus. This massi
source of design criteria for every ki
of building is the field's unique, b
stselling, absolutely indispensable d
sign tool of all time! Covers over 1
kinds of buildings.
162/654 Pub. Pr.. $79.00
COMPUTER-AIDED ARCHITE
TURAL GRAPHICS By D. L. Ryan.
pp., 190 illus. Today's cost-conscio
architect needs no previous expe
ence with a computer to take full a
vantage of this timely how-to guide.
will help you become more competiti
by using a computer to perform routi
office tasks-from drafting, writi
specifications, lettering, and sketch!
to floorplan generation and interior
evations.
582919-3 Pub. Pr.. $49.75 Club Pr.. $32.
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AM ERIC
ARCHITECTURE By W. D. Hunt,
612 pp., 550 illus-incl. 26 color ph
tos, outsized. This lavish compendi
of 200 A-to-Z articles covers the f
sweep of American architecture-si
nificant architects, the building indust
building components and systems, m
terials, etc.
312/990 Pub. Pr.. $62.00 Club Pr.. $46.
MORE HOUSES ARCHITECTS D
SIGN FOR THEMSELVES Edited
W. F. Wagner and the Editors of Arc
tectural Record. 192 pp., illus., o
sized. More than 40 uniquely perso
houses otter a fascinating galaxy of n
design concepts ... new uses of spa
... and daring new experiments in c
tom architecture.
023/654 Pub. Pr.. $38.50 Club Pr.. $27
ARCHITECTURAL AND INTER!
MODELS By S. Hohauser: revised
H. Demchyshyn. 2nd Ed., 301 pp., h
dreds of illus., outsized 8 112 x 11 form
softbound. It covers all types of mod
offers a current list of suppliers, and d
cusses the many new developments
the field since publication of the origi
edition.
583152-X Pub. Pr.. $26.95 Club Pr.. $19

iEATING AND COOLING
1d Passive Design By J, F.
d F. Kreith. 2nd Ed., 479 pp.,
"his revised edition presents
nethods of selection, sizing,
1 of both active and passive
'Plus all data for preliminary
gn for heating and cooling

'ub. Pr., $39.95

DESIGN OF EARTHQUAKE-RESISTANT BUILDINGS By M. Wakabayashi. 352 pp., 267 illus. Presents the
underlying theories concerning earthquakes, discusses the waxs in which
structures composed of different materials will respond to earthquake ground
motion, and provides a broad overview
of the methods now in use to strengthen
them.
677/646 Pub, Pr., $44.50 Club Pr., $34.50

Club Pr., $33,95

GRAW-HILL WORKING
o PLANNING AND MANr MANUAL By F. A. Stitt. 320
ling a unique, all-inclusive,
,ased system for efficiently
1roducing, and utilizing workgs, this practical book pro> to save time and effort on
>e of a project.
ub. Pr., $29.95
Club Pr., $21.95

lCTICAL SPECIFIER: A
of Construction Docun for A'rchitects By W. Ro13 pp., illus. With this first onde to documenting, you can
9fficiency and head off those
osts. It points out pitfalls and
nistakes and shows how to
l. It's filled with practical tips
1iques to make specifying
ub. Pr., $29.95

INNOVATIVE
MANAGEMENT
TECHNIQUES For Architectural
Design and Construction By A. De
Vida. 216 pp., 262 illus. in black-andwhite and color, outsized 9 x 10 format.
Distilling the experiences of 25 top architects, this book spells out the special
techniques you need for mana\)ing your
practice. Includes 45 interesting case
studies.
583126-0 Pub. Pr., $32.50 Club Pr., $24.25

Club Pr., $22.45

CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS
READY-REFERENCE MANUAL By
J. J. Waddell. 400 pp., 71 illus., handy
4 x 5112 pocket-sized format. Covers
concrete, masonry, plaster, metals,
wood, plastics, paints, and more ... includes data on new materials as well as
the tested veterans ... and makes every
phase of your design work involving
materials easier than ever before.
6761496 Pub. Pr., $29.50 Club Pr., $21.95

Be sure to consider these importanttitles as wellTHE MASTER ARCHITECT: Conversations with Frank Lloyd Wright, by P. J,
Meehan
583142-2
Pub. Pr., $29.95
Club Pr., $22.95

TIME-SAVER STANDARDS FOR
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN DATA
J. H. Callender, Editor in Chief, 6th Ed.,
1, 184 pp., 1,300 illus. Dramatically revised, this updated edition includes new
technical data and new standards on
such topics as energy conservation,
solar energy, design loads, insulation,
daylighting, HVAC, sound systems,
daylighting, modular coordination, and
more
0961635 Pub. Pr., $85.00 Club Pr., $59.50

STANDARD STRUCTURAL DETAILS FOR
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, by N. Newman
463/45X
Pub. Pr., $55.50
Club Pr., $39,75
SIGNAGE GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS
IN THE BUILT WORLD, by C. Mclendon &
M. Blackistone
0571400
Pub. Pr., $39.95
Club Pr., $30.25
THIN SHELL CONCRETE STRUCTURE,
by D. P. Biiiington
0521794
Pub. Pr., $48.50
Club Pr., $36.25

vYOU should join now!

AND NEWEST BOOKS IN YOUR FIELD-Books are selected from
, range of publishers by expert editors a!1d cons.ultants to give you
;ing access to the best and latest books 1n your field.
WINGS-Build your library and save money too! Savings ranging up
, or more off publishers' list prices-usually 20% to 30%.

IUS BOOKS-You will immediately begin to participate in our
;s Book Plan that allows you savings up to 70% off the publishers'
~s of many professional and general interest books!
ENIENCE-12-14 times a year (about once every 3-4 weeks) you

, the Club Bulletin FREE. It fully describes the Main Selection and
tte selections. A dated Reply Card is included. If you want the Main
ion, you simply do nothing-it will be shipped a.utom8:tic~lly. If. you
1n alternate selection-or no book at all-you simply 1nd1cate 1t on
ply Card and return it by the d.ate specified. Yo~ will have ~t least ~O
l decide. If, because of late delivery of the Bulletin you receive a Main
ion you do not want, you may return it for credit at the Club's expense.
~lub Member you agree only to the purchase of 3 books (in~luding
·st selection) during your first year of membership. Membership may
continued, by either you or the Club at any time after you have
1sed the first selection plus 2 additional books.
Graw-Hill Book Clubs:
: Club'" • Chemical Engineers Book Club® • Civil Engineers' Book Club®
; and Control Engineers' Book Club®· Mechanical Engineers' Book Club®
ryformation write to:
Hill Book Clubs, P.O. Box 582, Hightstown, NJ 08520-9959

ARCHITECTURAL DELINEATION:
A Photographic Approach to Presentation By E. Burden. 2nd Ed., 288
illus. pp. (16 in color). Shows the most
modern innovations in how to use a
camera to achieve maximum accuracy
and credibility In presentation drawings. The hundreds of projects shown
include a spectacular portfolio of recent award winners.
089/256 Pub, Pr., $41.50 Club Pr., $31.95

HANDBOOK OF WORKED EXAMPLES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING, by I. Handa
582645-5
Pub. Pr., $54.95
Club Pr., $39.50
WORKING DRAWING HANDBOOK, by R.
McHugh
582514-7
Pub. Pr., $19.95
Club Pr., $15.95

•••
•

••
••
••
•
••
I
I

I
I
I
I

NATURAL LANDSCAPING, by J, Dlekelmann & R. Schuster
168/13X
Pub. Pr., $36,95
Club Pr., $26.95
BUILDING ADDITIONS DESIGN, by D. R.
Dlbner & A. Dlbner-Dunlap
167/613
Pub. Pr., $39,95
Club Pr., $31.95
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION DETAILS:
Practical Drawings, by H. Sanz
582807-3
Pub. Pr., $29.95
Club Pr., $19.95
RENDERING STANDARDS IN ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN, by S. W. Rich
583116-3
Pub. Pr., $32.50
Club Pr., $24.25
AFFORDABLE HOUSES DESIGNED BY
ARCHITECTS, by Architectural Record
Magazine
023/417
Pub. Pr., $39.95
Club Pr., $30,25
RATIONALISM AND ROMANTICISM IN
ARCHITECTURE: A Selected Inquiry Into
the Nature of Both Trends, by W. Lesnlkowskl
374/171
Pub. Pr., $27.95
Club Pr., $19.95

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

......,

McGraw-Hill Book Clubs
Architects' Book Club®
P.O. Box 582, Hightstown, NJ 08520-9959

Please enroll me as a member and send me the two books indicated, plus the BASIC
BUILDING DATA sourcebook. I am to receive one book for /'ust $2.89, the other at the
discounted member's price, plus local tax, shipping and hand Ing charges. I agree to purchase a minimum of two additional books during my first year of membership as outlined
under the Club plan described in this ad. A shipping and handling charge Is added to all
shipments.
Your FREE
Handbook

Write Code No. of the
$2.89 selection here

Write Code No. of the
First Selection here

583335-2
Signature------------------------Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address/Apt.#----------------------City, State, Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
This order subject to acceptance by McGraw-Hill. All prices subject to change without
notice. Offer good only to new members. Offer expires August 1, 1986
A36499

IMPORTANT WARNING
FOR USERS OF
SYLVANIA METALARC;® SUPER METALARC, AND SWINGLINE LAMPS
All Sylvania Metalarc, Super Metalarc, and Swingline lamps are subject to a type of failure in
which the arc tube, operating at a pressure of approximately 50 psi, bursts and shatters the
outer jacket. If the outer jacket shatters, the hot quartz arc tube particles (as high as 1832°F,
1000°C) and the outer jacket glass particles will be discharged against the fixture's enclosure
or into the environment if the fixture is open. In the event of such failure, THERE IS A RISK OF
PERSONAL INJURY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE FROM HOT QUARTZ ARC TUBE PARTICLES, SHATTERED GLASS, BURNS AND FIRE, unless the precautions recommended
below are taken .
This warning applies to all Sylvania metal halide lamps with the letters "M': "MS': "MM': or
"MST: regardless of operating position (horizontal or vertical), wattage (100, 175, 250, 400, 750,
1000or1500), or date of manufacture.
A bi-metal switch defect in some Sylvania Super Metalarc and Swing line lamps manufactured during 1984 and through June of 1985 increases the risk explained above that the arc
tube may burst and shatter the outer jacket. To determine if your Super Metalarc or Swing line
lamps have this increased risk, CONTACT GTE SYLVANIA IMMEDIATELY at the number
listed below, and have the model number from the top of the lamp and the date code from the
lamp base ready to give to GTE.
RECOMMENDED PRECAUTIONS TO REDUCE RISK OF DANGER

1. For open fixtures containing 400 Watt vertically positioned Metalarc or Super Metalarc
lamps, the fixture must be enclosed or, in the alternative, replacement lamps designated MSA
400 are available. The MSA 400 lamp may only be used in vertical fixtures where the outer
jacket temperature does not exceed 285°C (545°F). Contact GTE Sylvania for further information.
2. All other open fixtures must be enclosed: This requirement for enclosing open fixtures
applies to all fixtures containing Sylvania Metalarc, Super Metalarc and Swingline lamps
except for the Sylvania MSA 400.
3. Enclosures must be made of suitable materials: Enclosures containing Sylvania Metalarc lamps must be capable of withstanding the discharge of hot quartz arc tube particles,
described above. GTE has identified only tempered glass as a suitable lens or diffuser
material, but end users should contact their fixture manufacturer to determine if other suitable enclosures are available.

4. It has come to GTE's attention that enclosures which comply with U.L. Standard 1572
(December 10, 1984) may not withstand an arc tube rupture. The risk of fire and injury to
persons or property may be present even though the enclosures have U.L. labels.

5. GTE continues to recommend that all metal halide lamps be cycled (turned on and off weekly) and group relamped at the end of the rated life. Until your fixtures are enclosed, the
lamps should be turned off when the area is not occupied. However, these procedures are
not a substitute for the precautions in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3.

6. If you have an open fixture or if you do not know whether the enclosures in your fixtures can
safely withstand an arc tube rupture, CONTACT YOUR FIXTURE MANUFACTURER
IMMEDIATELY for assistance.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING THE ABOVE, CALL GTE SYLVANIA AT
THlS TOLL - FREE NUMBER: 1-800-445-1160 (Massachusetts) or 1-800-292-7904 (remainder of continental U.S., Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico).

SYLVANIA

Circle 104 on inquiry card
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THE BIGGEST
ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT SHOW
IN THE COUNTRY!

THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL
ELECTRICAL EXPOSITION AND CONGRESS
Sponsored by ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE
and ELECTRICAL WHOLESALING Magazines
Supported by Eastern Electrical Wholesalers Association

JACOB K. JAVITS CONVENTION CENTER
NEW YORK CITY • JUNE 17-19, 1986

Save Time and Money Send now for reduced-price advance registration
tickets and complete Conference Program for
yourself and your associates.

~
~~

,~~~~
~~

Name: ---------- ~~

OVER 2611 COMPANIES will be demonstrat,,,, Ille date-of-the-art In equipment and
services tor elet:lrlcal contrat:lots, plant
elecltlt:al e111/nee11, t:allBllllants, systflms
dalfnets, wholaalets, dlsttlbutots,
reptaentatlva, building awnets, develapt111, an:llllet:ts, or anyone else who
need• to see and compare the newest
pmducts.

Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Company: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City/State/Zip : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please send m e _ reduced-rate registration cards.

I

I

I
I

Please send m e _ Conference Programs.
D I want to exhibit in Electric 86. Please send latest floor plan and application.
MAIL TO: CONTINENTAL EXHIBITIONS, INC
370 Lexington Avenue, Suite 902
Now Yo<k, NX 10017
3
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NIFICANCE

Newsletter of McGraw-Hiii Construction Information Group
McGraw-Hiii Information Systems Company

Architectural Record • Black's Guide, Inc. • Building Economics • Cost Information Systems •

F. W Dodge • ORI Construction Information Service • Electrical Construction & Maintenance • Electrical Wholesaling/
Electrical Marketing • Engineering News-Record/International Construction Week • Sweet's Division

For June Trade Shows
CIG CREATES "CROSSROADS" MULTI-BOOTH;
PROVIDES HUB FOR DESIGN I CONSTRUCTION I
MANUFACTURING FIRMS TO VIEW SPECTRUM
OF INDUSTRY SERVICES AT ONE SPOT.

CIG will launch its new multi-booth hub this June
at three major industry meets . When applicable,
all 10 CIG units will participate.
" HUB " Concept: Provide one-stop " crossroads "
where attendees can get overviews of latest
developments in CIG 's spectrum of disciplines .
Display set up as "wheel" with " spokes" devoted
to individual units . Central area designed as
" h u b " for m ingling of disciplines and attendees .
Among_planned CIG multi-booth highlights:
-Preview demo of Electronic Sweet's Files
-Demo of Dodge Microsystems Design Estimator
-Demo of ENRON-LINE ( 24-hr. electronic
new business leads )
-Backgrounding sessions with both editorial and
advertising experts from categQKY leaders in
construction magazines and newsletters
-One-on-one explanations of latest forecasting
techniques via Dodge / DR! computerized data base
Besides exposure to all CIG resources , " hub " seen
as major meeting area for attendees and exhibitors . CIG personnel are familiar with most major
players, are eager to arrange introductions .
Look for CIG multi-booth at t he AIA National Convention June 8-11 , in San Antonio ; " Electric '86 ",
June 17-19 in Manhattan; " A/ E Systems '86 " in
Chicago , June 23-27 .

************
BLDG. PRODUCT MANUFACTURERS EXPRESS
NEED FOR BETTER "USE FACTOR" INFO;
DODGE I DRI PLANS MULTI-CLIENT STUDY
OF UP TO 10,000 PROJECTS PER YEAR.

So far , 25 major manufacturers have indicated interest in sponsoring a unique multi-client study to
produce statistically reliable data on building product coefficients, or "usage factors ". Basically,
t his Use Factor Study is designed to relate sq . foot.Q,ge or dollar value of construction projects to
quantities of specific building materials for a given
structure type and geographic region .

On-going reliable data would provide a firm basis
for forecasting,_production planning , sales planning, new product development. Similar individual
company studies usually prove too expensive.
Dodge / DR! study will spread the cost among participants. Methodology is unprecedented: J;Ip..tQ
10,000 sample projects will be randomly selected
from universe of Dodge Construction Starts ,
largest data base of its type; sample will be crossreferenced with Dodge / SCAN blueprint inventory
of actual jobs for detailed takeoffs .
1986 Use Factor Study research start-up planned
for May 1. For information, or a sample of product
detail format , call Business Development Managers
Glenn Richards , at 513-721-6262, or Bernard Paque ,
at 617-860-6588 .
Circle 97 on inquiry card
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At I.M. Pei's new Javits Center
OVER 250 COMPANIES WILL EXHIBIT
AT "ELECTRIC '86" SHOW JUNE 17-19;
A!rTENDANCE BONUS: BEHIND-THE-SCENES
TOURS OF UNI QUE ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS.

Exhibitor list is Who 's Who in every facet of electrical products . Twenty-three seminars organized
by Joe McPartland, EC&M editorial director, will
cover everything from proposed changes in '87
NECode, to computer use for electrical design , to
selecting modern lighting equipment.
Of interest even to architects and engineers not
generally concerned with electrical: guided tours
of the unique electrical system, showing how equipment for massive and sophisticated power needs
was incorporated into I.M. Pei's 1.8-million-sq. ft .
masterpiece.
Because some 10,000 attendees are expected, tour s
of the electrical system will be given on a firstcome , first-served basis . 'Ibur passes will be
available at a special booth at the show. Pre-show
tour reservations can be made through John
Behmke, Publisher of EC&M and Electrical Wholesaling, sponsors of " Electric '86 " with support of
Eastern Electrical Wholesalers Assn. Call John 's
assistant, Joanne Wheatley, at (212 ) 512-3082 .
Closing for ads 'in EC&M bonus circulation show
issue is April 15.

Cont'd ...

SWEET'S ADDS "SELECTION DM!A"
TO ENGINEERING l'ILES AT NO EXTRA COST;
NEW VOLUME 01' OBJECTIVE GENERIC INl'O
TIED TO MANUl'ACTUBEB CATALOGS IN SWEET'S.

even on Bid Day . Early users say Bid Analysis has
paid for itself on just one job that they bid onand won .

800-page volume provides unbiased generic data
so construction designers can approach manufacturers' product literature with confidence in judgment. " Selection Data" was developed in conjunction with AIA, other associations . Was previou sly available as a separate purchase or with
Sweet's General Building File .

************

Used even before searching for specific brands and
specs in Sweet's Catalog£,. Evaluation charts , selection check lists are cross-referenced to guide user
to appropriate manufacturer catalogs in Sweet's .
1986 " Selection Data" will be in use in over 29,000
design offices . Cross-reference listings provide free
bonus to manufacturers in Sweet's .
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************
DODGE INTRODUCES "BID ANALYSIS",
REVOLUTIONARY NEW SOl'TWABE PROGRAM
l'OR CONTRACTORS.

Despite increasing interest in computer technology , contractors have had well-founded doubts
about many software programs. To help eliminate
confusion and speed up superior software development, F. W. Dodg~ has set up a software marketing unit.
After 4 years of intensive exploration to identify
the best analytical tool for general contractors,
Dodge is introducing Bid Analysis, a revolutionary
software program that enables contractor s to
tabulate. analyze and evaluate subcontractors '
proposals with incredible speed and accuracy.
At Dodge 's recent introductory demonstration for
185 Dallas-area contractors , doubters started to be
believers. Some ordered Bid Analysis immediately
after the demonstration, most said that demo was
" impressive " and wanted to "think it over " and
" discuss with our estimators ."
Developed by Timberline Systems, Inc. , Bid
Analysis calculates total bid with extreme accuracy and provides for analysis of all phases of
subcontractor bids plus such factors as general
contractor's own crew and equipment and addons such as bond, insurance. overhead and profit.
Most important, speed of program lets contractors
accurately analyze multiple last-minute changes
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• AT THE BIG JUNE SHOWS • • • • • • • • •
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• SOME GOOD PEOPLE TO MEET
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I'd like to do a little name dropping on the occasion of four major industry shows coming
up in June. There are some people who could
be profitable for you to meet.
As mentioned in a preceding story , June is
the intro of our new " crossroads " booth,
with all units in one spot .
We hope it' s an advantage to you . For one
thing , it'll be easier to make sure you get the
best answers to any questions. For example,
you might ask an editor a market trend question which could be answered more specifically
by one of our computerized data base specialists . Or vice versa. With the crossroads booth,
they're right next door.
Here 's a list of key people, so you'll know
who to ask for to talk specifics:
George Christie , Vice President, Chief Economist,
McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company.
-General Managers : Frank Benz, Cost Information Systems; Wes Fraser, F .W. Dodge; Perry
Sells , Sweet's.
- Publishers: Paul Beatty, Architectural Record
a n d Building Economics ; John Behmke, EC&M
a n d Electrical Wholesaling; Jim Black , Black's
Guide ; Dave McGrath , Engineering News-Record .
-Editors: Art Fox, ENR; Natalie Gerardi ,
Building Economics; George Ganzenmuller , Joe
McPartland, W.J. Novak, EC&M, Electrical
Wholesaling; Mildred Schmertz , Architectural
Record.
Other Specialists: Don ClaytQn , Dodge VP-Mktg. ,
who 's in char ge of Dodge Software; Tom Ka vet ,
Dodge / DR! Director of CIG's computerized
data base; Harry Mileaf, expert in computer
use in construction; Steve Moss , VP-Planning /
Development . Plus Sweet's staff architects to
advise on your catalog content.
One regret: because of shipping problems, our

~:o~:r~~-~s2~~~t~u1;~~~t ~:0~t1 !~~SJe~~~~ly

:
• be there at individual booths.
•• I 'll be at all the shows, and so will our sales
• people. Hope to be seeing you.
•
-Bick Jannett,
•
Executive Vice President, CIG
•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION GROUP
Construction Information Group, McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company
1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020
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We wrote

When it comes to balancing aesthetics
and cost control, EFCO wrote the
book. Offering a wide variety of
custom aluminum windows, EFCO
has the right window for any job.
From new construction to historical
replacement. Structural glazing to
Gothic arch. Factory-glazed or
unglazed. lbermal or non-thermal.
A-2, A-2.5 or A-3. Standard or
custom finishes. And a full range of
accessories. All at the right price.
Next time, specify EFCO for a
guaranteed best seller.

Look for EFCO in the Sweet's
Catalog (section 8.15/Efd) or call
toll free for more information.

Call 1-800-221-4169

i.==;;..i

More windows,
more ways,
than anyone:·

EFCO CORPORATION
P. 0 . Box 609 Monett, Missouri 65708-0609
TELEX: 332165 EFCO CORP MT
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ARCHITECTURAL
I

RECORD
ACCESS

By entering your own subscription to ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, you can build a
personal reference library that will grow more useful and valuable every month.

TO
EXCELLENCE

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD is your best information center for finding out what's new and
innovative in architecture. •

Dur editors keep you on the cutting edge of change with

magnificent visua l reports, wide-ranging coverage of architectural styl es, and pioneering
features such as our Round Table discussions. That's why ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
is #1 in circulation and in readership studies-and has led the field for over a decade.

Are you staying competitive in the 'BO's? ARCHITECTURAL RECORD can help you
with : •

Ideas that are adaptable to different types of buildings. •

Outstanding

design featuring adaptive use, additions, and restorations. as well as new construction
projects . •

Business news that's current and authoritative. •

Engineering reports

that pinpoint trends and activities that architects should know about. •

Two "spotlight"

issues devoted excl usively to distinguished examples of design-our RECORD HOUSES
and RECORD INTERIORS issues.

Up to $30 savings. A 12-month subscription is only $35 ltax-ded ucti ble) and includes
the two "spotl ight" issues. RECORD HO USES and RECO RD INTERIORS . By subscribing for a longer term. you save money and protect yourse lf against possible price
incre ases-a two-yea r subscription saves you $13 over the one-yea r rate; a threeyear subscription saves you $30 !

Your subscription is guaranteed. If you wish to cancel for any reason. we'll give you a
refund on all unmailed issues. You have nothing to lose, so subscribe now by filling out
and mailing this coupon. Do it today!

364AED

AR CHITECTURAL RECORD• P.O. Box 2023, Mahopac, N.Y. 10541
YES. Please send me ARCHITECTURAL RECORD for th e period indicated.
0 12 months (14 issues) $35
0 24 months (28 issues)$57-A better buy l
0 36 mon ths (42 issues) S75-Your best buyl
0 Payment enclosed
0 Bill me
Name

Title

Company

Type of firm

Mailing address
City/State

Zip

Is above
D Business or
D Home Address?
Please check appropriate boxes : D Arch itect Registered in state(s) of: - - - - - - - -- - -0 Engineer-check typels): D Civil
D Mechan ica l
D Electrical
D Other _ _ _ _ __
D Owne r/Principal
D Designer
D Interior Des igner
D Draftsman
D Corp. Officer !Title)
D Student/School _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
This is a D New or D Renewa l subscription.
Allow 4-12 weeks for sh ipment of first issue. Rates good on ly in U.S.. Possessions , and Canada.
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Beautiful
function.

The Hufcor Omni
Movable Wall.
Looks beautiful.
Insulates sound
and functions like
a permanent wall.
Fast, flexible movement.
The unique omnidirectional track allows
fast, easy movement of acoustical walls
-even around 90 ° corners and through
intersections. A Hufcor movable wall
can be rotated almost as easily as turning a playing card in your fingertips.

Now you see it. Now you don't.
Rooms of any size can be set up or
taken down in minutes . When the movable walls are not in use, they can be
stacked to the side , either parallel or
perpendicular. Or stack them compactly in a remote area or
enclosure . Hufcor walls are
beautiful even when they're
out of sight.

Superior construction.
Superior operation.
Our exclusive dual wheel
carriers roll freely without
lubrication, because they 're
permanently lubricated and
sealed . The rugged, heavyduty track promises long life
and durability . Individual
panels are mounted in fullperimeter frames of steelreinforced aluminum to resist
edge damage.

1·
%

Sound judgment.
Hufcor movable walls seal at the floor ,
at the ceiling and from panel to panel
for maximum sound control. The exclusive track design permits sound insulation of the plenum without carrier
interference .

Beautiful inside. Beautiful outside.
Rad isson Hotel Met rodome. Minneapolis. MN

IF IT'S A TRUE MOVABLE WALL, IT'S HUFCOR.

Liii~"~"'

num-"""K
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Every Hufcor movable wall has style
and visual integrity that no mere
"panel" achieves . Unlimited finish
options allow your most dynamic
designs to be realized without compromise . For lasting aesthetic and functional beauty, specify Hufcor.
(800) 356-6968
In Wisconsin (800) 652-6975
1205 Norwood Rd.
Janesville, WI 53547
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Attention
All 1986 Exam
Candidates.
Whether you are planning to take the entire nine-division Architect
Registration Examination, or just parts of it, these NCARB-published
1986 Handbooks are structured to satisfy your particular needs.
Volume 1 offers comprehensive help in preparing yourself for Division A,
B, and C (Pre-Design, Site Design, and Building Design). Volume 2 covers
subject matter in the other six Divisions-D through I (Structural Technology-General; Structural Technology-Lateral Forces; Structural
Technology-Long Span; Mechanical, Plumbing, Electrical, and Life
Safety Systems; Materials and Methods; and Construction Documents
and Services).

• NCARB's two new Handbooks are now available
to help you get ready for the June exam.

Volume 1

ca
~

ARCHITECT
REGISTRAT ION _,,,,,
EXAMINATION ........
HANDBOOK
VOLUMEl

DIVISION A THRU C

(..)

• Expert crits of actual solutions
from last year's exam
• Sample questions from last
year's Divisions A and B
• Contents of the test information
booklets for the 1985 Site and
Building Design Tests
• Practical advice from NCARB
on how to prepare yourself for
the June exam

:z

Volume 2
• Official test information provided for last year's candidates
taking Divisions D through I
• A definitive sample of the actual
questions from Divisions D
through I of the 1985 Architect Registration Examination.
REGISTRATION _,,,,,
EXAMINATION ........
HANDBOOK
~

(..)

VOLUME2

DIVISION D THRU I

•

Your Handbooks Order Form
The 1986 Architect Registration
Examination Handbook is published by the National Council
of Architectural Registration
Boards. Please allow up to 4
weeks for delivery.

VOLUME

address given on coupon during business hours to receive
delivery.
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QUANTITY

TOTAL

Set of two Volumes

@

$70.00

Volume 1 (covering Divisions A,B,C)

@

$50.00

Volume 2 (covering Divisions D thru I)

@

$30.00

Payment must be included with
order. No phone orders accepted.

UPS does not deliver to Post Office
boxes: Please give a street
address. Someone must be at the

z:

Price includes UPS postage

Tutal

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

AR 4/86

Suite 700
1735 New York Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20006

NCARB

READ
ALL

ABOUT
IT.

Designed for the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, this compact low voltage spotlight
with its built-in dimmer
can now be seen at most major museums.
For an information kit, write on
your letterhead to: Lighting Services Inc,
150 East 58 Street, New York, NY 10155

ISi
LIGHTING IS
EVERYTHING
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You can order reprints of any articles
that have appeared in Architectural
Record, whether in color (if the article
was published in color) or black-andwhite (if published in black-and-white),
in whatever quantities (minimum
100) you need, for use in your own
mailings and presentations.
For more information, price quotes
and help with layout and
format of your reprints, call:

Janice Austin
609/426-5494

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

THE F.l.T. LIGHT
The Fashion Institute of Technology now
has barn doors, and you can too.
This extremely compact wide-angle flood
will shape the beam anyway you see fit.
For an information kit, write on
your letterhead to: Lighting Services Inc,
150 East 58 Street, New York, NY 10155

ISi
LIGHTING IS
EVERYTHING
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YOU COULD ACCE

With HP Access software,
you can. At the push of a butto
you can have direct access to bu
ness data (financial, productio
sales, inventory, etc.) located in
departmental databases you
couldn't previously get to easil
with your personal computer.
Because this data transfers
directly into popular PC forma
(like Lotus 1-2-3 or d:BASE II),
there's no extra re-keying. Soy
can analyze, compare and mani

VITAL BUSINESS DATA IN ONE SIMPLE STROKE?"

llate lots of information w ithout
HEWLETT-PACKARD'S
year history for unsurpassed
1aiting. And without all the
PERSONAL PRODUCTIVITY CENTER IPPCJ
quality. People who never
assle.
stop asking "What if . .. ?"
HP Access is a key feature of
If you'd like to learn
IP's Personal Productivity Center
more about HP's Personal
~PC) . An office informa tion
Productivity Center and
ystem that lets people access,
HP Access, just contact your
hare and exchange information
nearest authorized HP dealer
etter-and easier.
or sales office. Or call 1 800
Depending on your needs,
345-6366, Dept. 217A today.
1e PPC can include HP Vectra
Circle 109 on inquiry card
nd Touchscreen PC's, IBM
A full range of compatible HP office
C's, departmental cominfonnation products that can fit individuals,
groups, departments or entire corporations.
uters, mainframe commuications and advanced
etworking. And the kind of
.·.
movation you expect from a
REW t;;E ;r, To
)mpany with a forty -seven

PACKARIEJ

Business Computing Systems

Manufacturer
sources
For your convenience in locating
building materials and other producU;
shown in this month 'sfeature articles,
RECORD has asked the architecU; to
identify the producU; specified

Pages 97-103
The Pace Collection
Steven Holl, Architect
Pages 97-~torefront framing, metal
and glass entrance: A&S Windows.
Sandblasted amber glass: Jorge Rodriquez,
Designer Glass.
Page 100-Integral color plaster: Halton
Hall. Recessed spotlights: Peter Barna,
Light & Space. Brass and glass fixtures :
custom by architect, fabricated by Alvin
Cooke Metal Works. Candlesticks: by
Steven Holl for Swid Powell. Vitrine: FIAM
for The Pace Collection. Buffet plates: by
Steven Holl for Swid Powell.
Page 101-Lounge chair with ottoman:
Lyon for The Pace Collection. Sofa:
Monique by Mariani for The Pace
Collection. K-Desk with reading light,
Linear chair and Janus table: by Steven
Holl for The Pace Collection.
Pages 104-107
ARQ Products
Arquitectonica International Corp.
Page lOHtop) Track lights: Lightolier.
Suspended fixture: Santa Monica by Matteo
Thun. Blue chair: First Chair by Michele De
Lucchi for Memphis. Curved table:
Madonna table by Arquitectonica for
Memphis. Floor lamp: Treetops by Ettore
Sottsass for Memphis . (bottom) Sideboard:
Casablanca by Ettore Sottsass for
Memphis. Table: Brazil by Peter Shire.
Page 106-Chair with mirror: Judy
Henderson. (bottom) Sofa: Dublin by Marco
Zanini for Memphis . Chair: Johnny's Girl by
Howard Meister. Screen: Peek-a-boo by
Judy Henderson.
Page 107-Cylinder buffet by David
Zelman. Diamond plate chair: David
Weiner. Stool: Taburete by Javier Mariscal
for Bieffe. Ties: Arquitectonica Products.
Tahiti lamp by Ettore Sottsass for
Memphis. Laminate surfaces: Formica
Colorcore, fabricated by Atlantic
Millworks. Hand-painted walls: custom by
architects, executed by Artifacts.
Pages 108-111
Bogner Store, San Francisco
Mack, Architect
Pages 108-109-Teak and glass entrance:
Durney Brothers. Custom door pull:
Baldwin.
Pages 110-111-Wood display fixtures ,
yellow stain: Custom by architects,
fabricated by Durney Brothers. Track
lighting fixtures: Halo. Pendant fixture:
Custom by architects, fabricated by Shaper
Lighting Products. Carpeting: custom, by
Hugh MacKay & Co. Neon lighting:
Ne_on Neon. Deadbolt lockset: Schlage.
Pivot hinges: Rixon. Closers: LCN.
Pages 112-119
Anchorage Museum of History and Art
Mitchell/ Giurgola and Maynard & Partch
Pages 112-114-Flag poles: MorganFrancis Co. (aabec). Benches: custom, by
Vermont Structural Slate Co. Poster kiosk:
custom, by Aluminum & Bronze
Fabricators, Inc. Diamond panel sculpture:
Robert Pfitzenmeier. Brick masonry:
Belden Brick Co.; Mutual Materials Co.
Dietenhahn Brownstone panels: Vickery
Stone Co. Owl mosaic: Ned Smyth, artist.

Fixed wood windows: Duratherm.
Clerestory aluminum windows: Kawneer.
Glazing: Southwall (Heat Mirror). Stainless
steel balanced doors: Ellison Bronze Co.
Panic hardware: Von Duprin.
Page 114-(lower) Skylights: Kawneer.
Poured-in-place concrete pavers with slate
strips: Vermont Structural Slate Co.
Downlights (exterior wall fixtures): Sterner
(Type ABL-M).
Page 11Hbottom) Observatory framing:
Kawneer. Glazing: Southwall. Custom
suspended light fixture: Sterner. Roofing:
Carlisle (Sure Seal). Insulation panels: Dow
(Styrofoam LG).
Page 116-Flooring and pool: Green slate,
Vermont Structural Slate Co.; Georgia
Marble Co. (Mezzotint). Glass block
sculptor: Athena Tacha. Fire sprinkler
heads: Grinnell. Railings: custom by
Aluminum & Bronze Fabricators, Inc.
Lighting fixture (in dome): Sterner.
Drywall: Georgia-Pacific. Natural oak and
walnut paneling: Northwest Millwork.
Paints: Pratt & Lambert. Flooring finish:

Huntington Laboratories, Inc.
Page 117-Information desk: Northwest
Millwork. Red seating: Rudd. Upholstery:
Uniroyal (Spirit of 76). Ceiling tile: Simplex
Metal Pan.
Page 118--Carpeting: Harbinger (Highland
Weave). Light tubes: Custom by Sterner.
Wall covering: Wal-Rus Products.
Cannister lights: Edison Price. Custom grid
ceiling: Technical Ceiling Systems, Inc. Air
diffuser (slots): Anemostat. Teak and
mahogany windows: Duratherm. Blinds:
Levolor.
Page 119-Carpeting: Harbinger. Seating:
Irwin Seating Co. (Citation 4656).
Upholstery: Chatham Mills. Recessed
downlights: Edison Price. Western
Hemlock wall paneling: Howard Mfg. Co.
(Ventwood VS-8812)
Pages 120-125
Uris Hall addition
Peter L. Gluck and Partners, Architects
Pages 120-121-Grey Indiana limestone
and Elbrook bluestone: Quarrier: B.G.

Hodley, Inc. ; fabricated by Bybee Stone Co.
Installed by Bergen County Cut Stone Co.
Aluminum entrance doors: Ellison Bronze
Co. Pulls: custom by architect. Curtainwall:
Wausau Metals Corp. Glazing: PPG. Steel
windows: Coast to Coast Mfg. Co. Copper
roofing parapets: Nassau Roofing and
Sheet Metal Corp.
Pages 122-124-Clock: custom by
architects, fabricated by Electric Time Co.,
Inc. Stair enclosure: Portland Cement
Plaster. Terrazzo flooring and steps: Tellini
Terrazzo Co. Stairway lights: McPhilben.
Pendant light: custom by architects.
Uplights: Ellison. Downlights: Omega.
Paint: Benjamin Moore. Skylight: Lynbrook
G & A Metals Corp.
Page 12&-Ceiling and wall diffusers:
Titus. Interior metal doors: Acme Steel
Door Co. Locksets: Corbin. Hinges:
Stanley, Door-0-Matic. Drywall: USG. Door
closers: Norton. Seating: American Seating.
Chalkboards: Greensteel, Inc. Projection
screens: custom by architects. Desktops:
Hatfield Brothers, Inc.

Silent ...
Valance Heating/Cooling
Cuts Costs 4Ways

1

LOWER CONSTRUCTION COSTS:
Silent Valance requires no duct work or complicated wiring, so you need less space between
floors. Reduces labor and material costs, too.

2

LOW INSTALLATION COSTS:
Valance is easy for new or retrofit applications. It
requires no line voltage, no wall modifications,
and no motor hook-ups. Valance units, along
with all mounting components, are shipped precut from
the factory.

3

A

~

LOW ENERGY COSTS:
Silent Valance systems use low voltage electricity and provide energy efficient year-round heating and cooling comfort.
LOW MAINTENANCE:
No fans, blowers or motors to break down or
wear out. No filters to change. Virtually no maintenance. Valance is clean-walls don't streak.

With Valance, both heating and cooling come from one unit near
the ceiling. Edwards Engineering silent Valance Heating/
Cooling Systems have been saving money for over 20 years.
Valance is the attractive, silent, indoor comfort system that is
unlike any other. Cooling Is by convection. Heating is by radiation, and warmer floor temperatures are experienced than with
baseboard heating, or forced air systems.

Isn't 1t time Edwards Valance saved you money?
Contact us today

r----------------,I

gE!l!fL'!f!S
Manufacturer of PecluJsed Heating and Cool.lry; Equipment

101 Alexander Avenue, Pompton Plains,"NJ 07444
In NJ: (201) 835-2800 US: (800) 526-5201

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

EDWARDS ENGINEERING CORP.

101 Alexander Avenue, Pompton Plains, NJ 07444
I'd like to save with Edwards Valance Heating/Cooling.
Please send me more information.

Name

J

Title
Company
Address
City

I
I
I
I

State _ __ Zip___

I am an: Architect_ Engineer _

Contractor -

Specifier -

I
I
I
I

~----------------~

Circle 110 on inquiry card
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QUEENSLAND INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
AUSTRALIA HEAD
DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE
AND INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Q.l.T. is a multi-disciplinary higher education institution with an enrollment of approximately 9,000 students. Brisbane, the city in which the Institute is located, is the State
capital of Queensland and has a greater metropolitan population of about one million
people. It is a coastal city enjoying a mild climate similar to that of California. The Institute has a traditional school/department structure. The School of the Built Environment
consists of the Department of Architecture and Industrial Design, the Department of
Planning and Landscape Architecture, and the Department of Building and Quantity
Surveying. The Department of Architecture and Industrial Design has over 400 students
enrolled in its existing full and part-time courses. A new strand in interior design has
been introduced in the full time Bachelor of Applied Science (Built Environment) course
this year.
The successful applicant will be appointed to the academic level of Principal Lecturer
Grade I and the position of Head, Department of Architecture and Industrial Design. The
appointee will be responsible for the academic leadership and administration of a full
time staff of 15 and a large part-time staff of local practitioners, in the fields of architecture, industrial design. Liaison with the professions is an important part of the work.
Applicants should possess a degree in architecture and a higher degree in architecture
or a related field and should have either extensive experience of practice on a large
scale or a substantial record of research publication. Teaching experience and appropriate administrative experience are also required.

ON-SITE
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATORS

For county jail and federal prison construction
projects in Georgia and Florida. Requires: degree
in Architecture plus 5-10 years experience Jn the
project administration of jail and prison projects.
Professional registration required. Will be responsible for total on-site architectural construction
activities from contract award through final acceptance. Reply in writing to:
HANSEN LIND MEYER
455 S. Orange Avenue, Suite 400
Orlando, FL 32801
An Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer

Prominent Pennsylvania Architectural Firm seeks
candidates for the position of Director of Marketing who will continue the development of the 70
member firm's institutional practice. Marketing
experience with professional design firm
preferred. Position requires management of marketing programs, ability to identify and develop
leads, preparation of RFP's, newsletters and brochures. Excellent verbal and writing skills a must.
Send letter of interest together with resume,
references, salary history and requirements to:

1

P-4161 Architectural Record
Class. Adv. P.O. Box 900
N.Y., N.Y. 10020

Salary $AUS 48, 160 per annum.
Further information is available from the Head of School, Mr. T. Heath, Brisbane, tel
(011) 617 2232282.
Applications quoting 17/86 together with full details including telephone contact
numbers and the names and addresses of three referees should reach the

Personnel Manager
Q.l.T., G.P.O.
Box2434
Brisbane, 4001, Australia
by June 16, 1986

POSITIONS VACANT
Landscape Architects/Urban Designers: Johr
son, Johnson & Roy/inc. is looking to fill
number of key positions in both the Ann Arbo
Michigan and Dallas, Texas offices. Senior-Lev
Designers - Must have 7-10 years of design e
perience. Advanced degree in landscape arch
tecture or urban design preferred. Strong thre
dimensional graphic skills plus writing and pn
sentation skills are essential as well as ability t
work effectively as a part of a multidisciplina1
team. Responsibilities will include all levels <
major projects including design and proje1
management coordination. Opportunity avai
able in both Ann Arbor and Dallas offices. Sen
resumes to: Johnson, Johnson & Roy/inc. 30
North Main Street, Ann Arbor, Ml 48104. Johr
son( Johnson & Roy/inc. 3000 Carlisle, Suite 20
Dal as, TX 75204.

Architect -

r

A/E EXECUTIVES
We have been retained by a premier Midwest.architectural engineering tirm to pro·
vide suitable candidates for two top level executive positions.
The candidates must be degreed and registered Architects or Engineers who have
had several years of experience in managing major design projects. In addition to direc·
ting the activities of project managers, the selected candidates will be key players in
marketing and sales efforts. Experience in medical facilities, laboratories and office
buildings is preferred. Leaders who recognize that it is the group that will get the job
done and who can develop the necessary team cooperation, interest and enthusiasm
are most welcome to apply. Very attractive compensation packages are being offered.

40 hrs. week, $10.00 hr. B.A

Architecture with 5 years experience in job or
years as Designer. Experience must be in prepa
ration of museum & art exhibitions & model
with at least 2 years in design of church architec
ture. Duties: Primary responsibility in construe
tion of Polish panorama. 25% on followin~
Prepare exhibits for art gallery; build architec
tural models of Polish churches for exhibition
work on Polish artifacts; decorate (by paintin
and drawing) in Polish style inside of campu
buildings. Resumes to 7310 Woodward Ave
Room 415, Detroit, Ml 48202. Ref. #69885. Em
ployer paid ad.

Please send resumes in confidence to: P.O. Box 1444, Troy, MI 48099

Rauss, Rauss and Associates, P.C.
Human Resources Consultants
Suite 133 • 2820 W. Maple Rd.
Troy, MI 48084

TO ANSWER BOX
NUMBER ADS

Our Client is An Equal Opportunity Employer

Address separate envelopes
(smaller than J!" x 5")
for each reply to:
MATERIALS WANTED

POSITIONS VACANT
Architect/Senior Designers -

Established Jn-

ternati?nal Planning and Design firm is growing
dramatically. Dynamic working environment
offers real. growth f?Otential and competitive
compensatJOn. Candidates must be committed
to d.esign excellence. Respond to: P-4119,
Architectural Record.
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Wanted: Photographs or perspective rendering houses that can be made available for plan
sales. 500,000 circulation offers good royalty to
architect. Write Country Living Magazine, Box
622, Princeton, New Jersey 08540, 609/ 9249655.

Box Number (As incjicated)
Classified Advertising Center
Architectural Record
Post Office Box 900, NY 10020

POSITIONS VACANT

ARCHITECTS
A challenge awaits you it you are aggressive,
innovative and possess an affinity for success. Many positions located in RS&H's
Jacksonville, Florida, Corporate Headquarters; others in desirable locations throughout
the Southeast.

Project Manager/Project
Director for Airport Projects
The selected individual will possess a minimum of 10 years' experience in airport design and project management. College degree and registration as an architect or engineer required. Management capabilities
must include a well developed planning ability and a high degree of originality for organizing work and improving and adapting
routines and standards. The individual will
assume responsibility for quality control and
scheduling of projects and related activities.
Proven abilities in the areas of client liaison
a must.

Project Architect/Project
Manager for Commercial
Projects

PROJECT DESIGNERS
Marriott Corporation's Planning & Design Architectural Group has available positions tc;i .support cont_inued grov.:th into t~e 1990's. We currently off~r excellent opportun1t1es for experienced Project Designers to work on hotel projects of various
sizes as well as our Lifecare Communities. Positions are located in Bethesda, MD.
Individuals will act as Head Designers on the various project teams, and in addition, give direction to, and review the work of, outside architects and design
consultants.
Candidates must have Architectural Degree and state license with 5-8 years practice after degree. Excellent design ability and experience related to hotels, residential
or Lifecare projects is essential, as is flexibility to work simultaneously with many
consultants and departments.
We offer an exciting opportunity, competitive salary and benefits. Send resume to:
Marriott Corporation, Dept. 222.JOB, Marriott Drive, Washington, DC 20058.
To be considered, Salary History must be included. If unable to send resume, call
(800) 638-6707, Ext. 2220. Lines will be open 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. Eastern Time.
Washington, DC residents call (301) 493-2220. Lines open 24 hours a day. All inquiries will be held confidential.

To qualify you will possess a minimum of 7
years' experience in the design and supervision of design of multi-million dollar commercial projects. Architectural registration in
Florida or ability to obtain same within 6
months required.
Please send your resume in complete confidence including expected salary amount to
D. M. Petersen

_ _ R/l'-rH.

An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f

Architects-Engineers-Planners, Inc.

P.O. Box4850 • Jacksonvme, Florida32201
EOE

OSITIONS VACANT
enior Associate Designer - Resp for R&D of
esigns for construction, alterations, repair
1d/or restoration work for domestic & int'I
lients on U.S. & overseas properties incl office
Dmplexes, resid'I communities, historic bldgs,
ub bldgs. Primary resp for projects in Mid East
1cl prep & submission of proposals/bids;
~view/appraisal of sites; supervision of conruction & liaison w/ clients. Ensure consistency
f aesthetic historic elements in historic
rojects. May prep drawings & info on design
)ects, materials, equip, costs & time. Req's
avel to Mid East; Masters degree in Arch; 5 yrs
<pin Arch Design, restoration & project mgmt;
1eoretical bkgrd in restoration, renovation;
<pin design, execution & supervision/mgmt of
istoric
projects.
37V2
hrs/wk,
8:30-5,
rn,ooo/yr. Send resume to Job Service Techical Unit, Conn. Dept. of Labor, 200 Folly Brook
lvd, Wethersfield, CT 06109. Refer to Job
1rder #0514430.
rchitectural
Specifications
Writer
equired for field survey, technical design soluons, specification writing and construction
Jministration with mid-size architectural firm
>ecializing in restoration and rehabilitation of
1storic buildings. Minimum 7 years experience.
dary range $30-35K. Written response only,
1cluding resume. John Milner Associates, 309
orth Matlack Street, West Chester, PA 19380.
ttn: Neale Quenzel.

JSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

rm Wanted - Engineering organization is
terested in purchasing a NY State practicing
E or Architectural Corp. Objectives are comne current management, marketing and
·ofessional capabilities with our Intergraph
l\DD System, (40 station capacity), to develop a
rnamic diversified A.E. firm. Interested parties
1ould contact: 80-2773, Architectural Record.

PROFESSIONAL SALES POSITION
Leading national designer and manufacturer of highest-quality, custom residential architecture offers selected high-level sales positions In major metro locations,
eastern and mldwestern states. Responsibilities Include selling architectural services and selected materials to successful professionals, and working with quality
custom builders to assure fine workmanship and construction.
Candidates should have an independent temperament and a strong record of
achievement in high-value sales. Successful experience in architecture, design,
residential construction or premium building products required.
Potential for high first-year income, with major advances thereafter. Excellent
benefits and training. Moderate travel.
Send resume and earnings history to:
I

~~
National Sales Manager

DECK HOUSE, INC.
930 Main Street
Acton, MA 01720

DECK'""""'

HOUsET

930 Main Street, Acton. MA 01720

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS
Smith, Hinchman & Grylls Associates, Inc., is a progressive design oriented architectural I engineering I planning firm with a highly diversified practice. Due to a substantial increase in work load several unique opportunities exist for creative design professionals who have experience in the development of large projects and who
have the ability to work both independently and as a member of a multi-disciplined design team.
Career opportunities are available for: ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS who have 3-5 years of experience including programming, schematic design, design development and who possess strong conceptual skills; and for SR.
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS with a minimum of 7 years of experience whose portfolios reflect significant design accomplishments, who have had client contact and the opportunity to develop design leadership skills.
Appropriate degree(s), registration and/or eligibility for registration required.
We offer excellent compensation and a comprehensive benefits package. Please respond with resume and detailed listing of project experiences. All responses will be handled on a confidential basis.
Corporate Personnel Office -AR
Smith 1.tfinchman & Grylls Associate~1 Inc.
455 west Fort Street, Delroit, Michigan 48:a6
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V
...,·· .... -
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COMPUTER SOFTWARE

DIE CAST MODELS OF
"
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
Fully Assembled, Painted , Various Scales. Ideal for Dioramas. $1.50 for catalogue.
Dav•'• Model TOJ•
Dept AR
416 So. Rolling Rd.
Catonavllle, MD 21228
301-788-8814
~

POSITIONS VACANT

~~~

~iates

Interior Design - Assistant/associate professor tenure track faculty position beginning
August 15, 1986. Qualifications: master's degree
in interior design, architecture or related field;
experience in education and/ or professional
practice; stron_g design skills; administrative
skills; research/ creative activity; recognition by
colleagues; membership in professional association(s). Responsibilities: teach all phases of
coursework and advise students. Apply by May
1, 1986, or until suitable candidate is found , with
v_ita, three references, twenty slides of professional work, to: Paul A Harre, Director, Division
of Graphic Communications, School of Technical Careers, Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale, IL 62901(Telephone618-536-6682
ext 216). SIU is an equal opportunity/ affirma tive
action employer.

-

rC ltectS Laurel Road R:lurd Rage. NY 10576
Teteprore 9141764 -4072

GEOCAD is a low-cost, yet sophisticated drafting
system developed by architects for architects.
The system is based on the AUTOCAD 2. 1 program, the most popular graphics program in the
world tor microcomputers.
GEOCAD uses the NEC APClll computer with full
color graphics, 640K of RAM , one floppy and one
20 megabyte internal hard disk, and an 8087-2
math coprocessor. The system comes equipped
with a Hitachi digitizer with stylus and a Houston
Instrument D-size DMP-42 plotter. The GEOCAD
application package contains approximately 800
menu addressable commands, macros, and architectural and engineering symbols with excellent graphic representations.

Group One Search - Executive Recruiters.
Specializing in Architectural positions. $22,00060,000 with regional and national firms. Confidential. No Fee. Include salary requirements.
3812 W . Linebaugh Ave., # 26, Tampa, FL 33624;
813-969-0544.

FACULTY POSITIONS VACANT

The cost of the GEOCAD turnkey system installed , including 2 days of on-site training is
$12,800.00.
GEOCAD applications software is also available
for users of AUTOCAD 2 on IBM PC's and compatibles at a cost of $800 .00.

SUPER ACCURATE
ESTIMATING WITH
THE INDUSTRY'S
MOST EXTENSIVE
COMPUTER DATA BASE
IS NOW AS EASY AS:

1,2,3.

1 . Your terminal

2.Yourphone
3. The Dodge Data Base
• Costs for 25,000 building components
• Precise labor costs/time estimates
for 22 trades
• Cost adjustments for 700 zip codes
Now you can do Conceptual Budget Analyses
and Preliminary Design Estimates in minutes.

FOR LINK UP BY NEXT WEEK,
CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-257-5295

•, ~

~~

11M II

IDS NYCODE
If you are building or planning to build In New York State,
you can now let your computer do the work of sifting
through the New York State Uniform Fire Protection and
Building Code and its official amendments.
IDS NYCODE/VERSION 85 i1 now available for $595.00.
IBM PC and IBM AT and their true compatibleo. PC
DOS/MS DOS 2.0 and higher.

SEND TODAY FOR
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

lntermedia Design Systems, Inc.
P.O.Box455
Newtonville, NY 12128

DEMO DISK ALSO AVAILABLE FOR $10

PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING &
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

...........................
Fully integrated project management/accounting
package; Includes Job Cost, Predictive Budgets,
Billing, Payroll , Aged AIR, A/P, and GIL. IBM
XT / ATcompatible-link to Lotus 123 Im.
ACS (805) 962-4962 PO Box 481 1 SB CA 93140

MOBIUS

Design Position, 1986-87. The Department of
Architecture, College of Environmental Design,
U_niversity of California, Berkeley is seeking candidates for a tenure track position at the Assistant Professor level to teach architectural design. The position will require teaching in
studio, conducting sem inars and giving lectures
to undergraduate and graduate students in
architecture and environmental design . Candidates should be able to motivate and gui de
ef~ective de~ign _exploration, marsh all appropriate technical 1nformat1on and shape the intellectual context for design evaluation and criticism . They should themselves be architects of
achievement and prom ise. Deadline for receipt
of applications is June 1, 1986. The University of
Cal1_
forn1a 1s an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative
Action Employer. For further information and
application forms, contact : The Secretary,
Faculty Search Committee, Department of
Arc_ hite~ture, 232 Wur?ter Hall, University of
California, Berkeley, California 94720.

SPECIAL SERVICES

Architects & Engineers Professional Liability
Insurance. Competitive rates and excellent service. Representing the Schinnerer & Co. program commended by AIA and NSPE . Ask for a
quote - no obligation. Stuart E. Cohen Ltd., 208
Gramatan Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 (914X
667-6633.
I

11~

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Architects' Management System
Project generated . MS-DOS/hard disk resident . Free
demo disk. Call:

MOBIUSU<:>
(212) 334-9100

For Sale - Small established architectural firm
in North Carolina. Over thirty years of var ied
projects. Owner will stay with firm. B0-4145,
Architectural Record.

(in N.J. 1-609-426-7300.)
Cost Information S"Ystems
McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company

CALLIN
YOUR
CLASSIFIED ADS
Billing and Job Costing
using the Apple Macintosh•••••
Applied Micronetics, Inc
1078 Carol Lane, Suite 202 Lafayette, CA 94549
(415) 283-4498
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212/512-2556

LUNDIA ...._,.

The World 's Record Holders®

600 Capitol Way J acksonville, I L 62650

...__ ______c_i_
rc_l_e 111 on inquiry card

217/2 43- 8585

1HE ONE 1HAT COVERS
All YOUR COMMERCIAL NEEDS.

\

'

'

if,~

( . ,',)#
•

1

From a small boutique to an entire shopping mall, Azrock is the one resilient flooring
company
that can cover it all.
1
· ,,," .!"
Azrock offers the most comprehensive range of resilient floors. Including the latest in solid
vinyl tile, exclusive Vmylcraft and the widest variety of vinyl composition tile.
And, they're all designed to meet your color, pattern and price point needs. 1
So remember, the best single source for resilient flooring is Azrock.
...
1
Contact your Azrock flooring contractor or write Azrock Industries Inc.,
• -- - • ®
Dept 423A, P. 0. Box 34030, San Antonio, Texas 78265.
~

1!!11!1!!Pil!I!'

f dl f'7 T

1HE ONE RESILIENT FLOORING COMPANY THAT COVERS IT All.
Circle 121 on inquiry card

WITH STANLEY,
QUALITY
DOESN'T STOP
AT THE FINISH.

The sparkle of chrom e. The
glint of brass. Such beauty is
only a reflection of the quality
of Stanley hinges.
To bring you these new
bright finishes, we've made a
serious investment in equipment that runs each hinge
through a mile's worth of buffing. The resulting finishes are
rich. Dazzling. So the doors in
your building convey a silent
m essage: this is quality. Right
down to the hinges.
From stock to finish, it's
what you expect from Stanley.

Quality. Our new bright
finishes prove it. But to appreciate them, you have to see them.
And you can. Contact your
n earest Stanley Hardware sales
representative or call or write
Stanley Hardware, 195 Lake
· Street, New Britain, CT 06050.
(203) 225-5111 .
Circle 122 on inquiry card

10it;,~lli1
HARDWARE

